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Abstract

This thesis describes my research in the area of digital media security and attempts

to find a practical and effective solution to the problem of unauthorized distribution

of multimedia contents. This problem is studied under two different perspectives: the

prevention of massive and automated access to web resources and the tracking of illegally

distributed contents through digital watermarking techniques.

The former allows to avoid that a large quantity of contents is transferred without

explicit authorization. This is generally possible due to the widespread use of auto-

mated tools, which are widely used to achieve an almost infinite range of different tasks.

Examples are mirroring of application contents, registration of email accounts for ille-

gal activities, extraction of confidential material, brute-force guessing of authentication

credentials, launching Denial of Service attacks, etc.

Effective solutions to counter the threat represented by automated programs to se-

curity and data integrity of online services are therefore required. However, the specific

operating context, i.e. the Web, presents a number of practical constraints: standard,

unmodified browsers are used; it is not economically convenient or not possible under

specific circumstances to distribute certificates or even just user names and passwords;

users connect from different workstations, possibly behind firewalls, proxies and address

translation nodes.

In the first part of this work, we present two methods derived from image-based

Human Interactive Proofs (HIPs), which can prevent massive automated access to web

resources and, at the same time, provides a simple and rather intuitive user interface.

Properties of the proposed solution can grant an improved security over usual text-based

HIPs, whereas the user-friendliness of the system alleviates the user from the discomfort

of typing any text before accessing to a web content. Experimental evidence of the
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effectiveness of the proposed technique is also given, by submitting our system to a

series of tests simulating possible bots attacks.

In the second part of the work, we propose a novel watermarking scheme for digital

images (and possibly videos) based on Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). The main

purpose of such a watermarking method is the insertion of hidden information within

digital contents to enforce the copyright and tracking unauthorized distribution of pro-

tected media. This is basically a complementary solution to the HIP-based one, which

can be employed when the prevention activity fails or to enhance the overall protection.

The proposed scheme attempts to reduce the false positive problem which appears

during the detection process and characterize SVD-based watermarking schemes. It

is very robust to common attacks, geometric attacks, such as rotation, scaling and

translation and even combined attacks, whereas it also preserves the quality of the

original content.
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Introduction

In the recent years, the Web has become a popular distributed marketplace where cus-

tomers can discover and obtain from vendors an always increasing number of different

resources. Due to the nature of Internet, distribution of new products is now possible

in an easy and fast way. However, the same advantages brought by the Net in content

distribution are also responsible of an increasing activity of duplication and redistribu-

tion of various digital contents. Since a considerable portion of economic resources is

dedicated to devise intellectual creations, it is reasonable that creators are granted with

some measure of compensation for the resources expended in the creation process. Oth-

erwise, the incentives for new creations (especially those based on economical reasons)

can be seriously reduced with a consequent damage for both creators and consumers

[ASW03].

Currently, several areas are legally protected by special regulations, which have been

the subject of international treaties since the Berne Convention for the Protection of

Literary and Artistic Works was signed, in 1886. This is the case of all types of literary

and artistic expression, such as novels, short stories, poems, plays, music, motion pic-

tures, software, drawings, paintings, sculptures, and architectural works [ASW03]. With

the large diffusion of digital contents, they also have been included among protected

works, as it has recently happened with digital databases in the European Community1.

Several methods have been applied to enforce various forms of intellectual property,

mostly legally, but also in questionable manners. It is recent (2005) the scandal of Sony-

BMG’s copy prevention technique for music CDs which actually revealed to be a rootkit

for Microsoft Windows [HF06]. Among the methods considered legal by most states, we

can distinguish copyrights, patents and trademarks, which allow to make an exclusive

commercial use of a creation for a limited amount of time. After this period, it can be

freely reproduced by anyone.

1European Council Directive 96/9/EC, 2002.

1
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However, despite all the attempts to legally protect the intellectual property of a

various number of different contents, illegal reproduction and redistribution have proven

to be a serious threat for the establishment of an electronic marketplace on the Internet.

Let us consider for example the case of digital music. It is a well-known fact that every

commercially valuable song appears on file-sharing networks immediately upon release,

if not sooner. Also movies, which are illegally distributed as soon as they reach the

theaters, as well as images are not immune to this unlawful behavior. The reasons

are to be searched in the very same nature of digital contents, which are prone to be

reproduced in multiple copies. Moreover, the lack of effective security mechanisms in the

content distribution over Internet, which is itself based on copying the original content,

also contributes to foster Internet piracy.

Several Digital Rights Management2 (DRM) systems have been proposed and devised

with the purpose of limiting or even stopping unauthorized usage of digital media. How-

ever, despite all efforts, the amount of data illegally shared over the Web is increasing

[Ban07].

The failure of many DRM techniques relies in the fundamentally wrong approach to

the protection of digital media. Indeed, typical software protection methods based on

cryptography do not apply to multimedia content. This fact can be empirically shown

by simply considering the well-known DRM technology called Content Scramble System

(CSS), still used to protect almost all commercially produced DVD-Video discs. Such

protection has proven to be weak and was first reverse engineered in 1999, a few time

later the first DVD titles were released.

The CSS algorithm has been recently substituted by the “Advanced Access Content

System” (AACS) copy-protection scheme, used in the new DVD-Video standards HD

DVD and Blu-ray. Beside other improvements, the AACS protection makes use of digital

watermarking techniques to identify and revoke possibly compromised keys. This was

indeed one of the major weaknesses in the CSS protection scheme. The AACS scheme

appears to be much more secure than its predecessor, despite recent attempts to bypass

it, which can be considered a partial success [Rei07]. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that the

AACS will remain only partially cracked, since the encrypted audio/video contents need

to be decrypted in order to be used and the decryption keys need to be stored (hidden)

somewhere in the media or player. This is in fact the main problem with this category

of DRM technologies, which still relies on the principle of “security through obscurity”.

2Digital rights management is a common term to refer to access control technologies with the pur-
posed of protecting the intellectual property of publishers and copyright holders.
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In this thesis, we will focus on two different techniques whose purpose is to protect the

intellectual property of multimedia contents distributed over the Internet. In particular,

our main interest involves the prevention of the unauthorized distribution of digital

media, as well the possibility to discover illegally distributed contents.

This is possible by employing two opposite approaches to the problem of unautho-

rized distribution: first, we attempt to exploit the different capabilities of human beings

and computers in order to devise an effective method to tell them apart. Such a tech-

nique is commonly known as CAPTCHA or HIP3. This way, we can prevent non-human

users from massively accessing web resources and, therefore, the unauthorized copy and

redistribution of large public collections of multimedia contents.

The second approach to the problem of unauthorized distribution, instead, is focused

on the identification of illegally distributed contents and complements the previously

explained technique, when it would reveal not sufficient to block the protected media.

Differently from the solution based on CAPTCHA, this approach, known as Digital

Watermarking, embeds specific information in a digital content which are not detectable

by the human senses but can be retrieved by a computer using a specific procedure.

Such hidden information are then used for copyright enforcement purposes, allowing the

owner or creator of a specific media to provide a proof of ownership on such a media.

The two methods are not only different for the specific methodology employed to

achieve the goal, but also because they are based on opposite capabilities which char-

acterize human beings an computers. In particular, the CAPTCHA approach relies on

the superior ability of humans in performing content recognition from images, while the

watermarking method exploits the capacity of a properly programmed computer to de-

tect the presence of specific information from an image, which are not visible to human

beings.

A further difference is to be identified in the specific media which can be protected by

both the proposed solutions. In fact, the CAPTCHA-based approach is potentially able

to guard every type of content distributed on the Web, not only multimedia ones. On the

contrary, the watermarking technique has been devised with the purpose of protecting

exclusively images and potentially also video streams. From this specific point of view,

the solution based on CAPTCHA grants a much wider and complete protection than

the one that relies on watermarking.

3A more detailed explanation is given in section 3.4
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Outline

This thesis is divided in two main macro-areas: part I describes our solution to prevent

massive and automated access to web contents (and, in particular, to digital media)

from automated programs. Automated web tools are indeed widely used to achieve

an almost infinite range of different tasks, such as mirroring of application contents,

registration of email accounts for illegal activities, extraction of confidential material,

brute-force guessing of authentication credentials, launching Denial of Service attacks,

etc. Effective solutions to counter the threat represented by automated programs to

security and data integrity of online services are therefore required.

The general scope of this first part of the thesis is the design, the implementation

and the evaluation of a two new CAPTCHAs based on the currently existing gap in

image recognition between humans and computers. Properties of the proposed solution

are able to grant an improved security over usual text-based and image-based Human

Interactive Proofs, whereas the user-friendliness of the system alleviates the user from

the discomfort of typing any text before accessing to a web content. Experimentally

evidence of the effectiveness of the proposed technique is also given, by submitting our

system to a series of tests simulating possible bots attacks.

Part II is instead focused on the complementary technique based on digital water-

marking, whose purpose it the identification of protected contents, in particular digital

images. In this context, our main contribution is the creation of a new robust water-

marking algorithm based on the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) transform. The

scheme works by dividing the original image into four blocks and apply SVD on two of

them. Singular values of a watermark are then added in those two blocks. We use a

strength factor for the singular values of the original image to greatly attenuate the false

positive problem which appears during the detection process and to maintain a good

quality of the watermarked image. The proposed scheme is very robust to common at-

tacks, geometric attacks (rotation, scaling and translation) and even combined attacks,

whereas preserves a good quality of the original image.

In detail, the remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 1 introduces the main concepts related to the problem of massive and au-

tomated access to web contents.

In chapter 2, we give a definition of automatic tool, we analyze the typical structure
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of a web robot and we attempt a categorization of bots in relation to their most common

activities.

In chapter 3, we show currently employed methods for stopping automated tools,

along with considerations about their real effectiveness. In particular, we focus on the

concept of CAPTCHA, defining the well known properties and typical uses of this cat-

egory of HIPs.

Chapter 4 explains the characteristics of our solutions to counter automated tools:

EasyPic and its evolution, Mosahip, two anti-bot defense schemes which derive from

picture-based HIPs. They have been devised with the purpose of preventing massive

automated access to web resources. In addition, they can also provide a user with a

simple and rather intuitive drag-and-drop interface. A detailed discussion and analysis

of their security and usability properties is also given in the same chapter. We then

propose some tests which simulate possible robots attacks and we present the results

obtained with our schemes to give an experimental evidence of the effectiveness of the

proposed technique.

In chapter 5 we present a real application of the EasyPic scheme. The method is

applied to the Internet Polls scenario, with the purpose of preventing massive alteration

of their results.

In chapter 6 we introduce the problem of digital media protection from unauthorized

distribution and possible solutions to avoid it.

Chapter 7 defines the concept of Digital Watermarking. A classification of water-

marking systems is also attempted, along with their main properties. We also give a

brief overview on the most common techniques to test the effectiveness of watermarking

schemes.

Chapter 8 is completely focused on the robustness and security properties of wa-

termarking systems, which we consider particularly important for the purposes of the

proposed solution. We also present some of the most common attacks to the security of

many watermarking schemes.

Chapter 9 explains our solution for robust image watermarking. Initially, we intro-

duce the Singular Value Decomposition transform and the most relevant works related

to digital watermarking based on SVD. Then, we define the false positive problem, which

affects all existing SVD-based solutions and we present our novel scheme which is SVD-

based, highly robust and almost completely immune to the false positive problem. The
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effectiveness of the proposed solution is supported by a wide range of experimental tests

against simple and combined attacks.

Finally, in Chapter we conclude discussing open problems and possible improvements

of the presented solutions to prevent massive automated access to multimedia content

and possibly identify those distributed in an unauthorized manner.



Part I

Prevention of Massive Automated

Access

7





Chapter 1

Massive Automated Access to Web

Content

1.1 Background

In the last years, the enormous growth of the web has made indispensable the use of

programs to automatize various Internet activities. This fact has lead to a constant

increment in the number of automated tools employed every day on the Net. However,

several of these programs are developed with the unique purpose of undertaking illegal

activities or achieving goals not always in line with the ethic and habits of web utiliza-

tion. As consequence, the threat to security and data integrity of online services has

considerably augmented and the Internet community has shown an increasing interest

in finding an effective way to stop the improper use of automated tools.

Imitating the typical human behavior surfing the Internet and interacting with web

applications, web robots can rapidly and repeatedly perform a series of actions against

web sites and online services. Such applications have been designed to interact with

human beings rather than programs and are often unable to discriminate from human

activities and computer-based actions. This is in fact a key factor in preventing auto-

mated accesses and allowing to devise more secure web services.

Currently there are several situations where the use of automated tools is mandatory,

due to the large quantity of data to process. Let us consider, e.g., the massive and au-

tomatic download all resources of a web site, with the purpose of duplicate its contents

(content mirroring); or the partial extraction of specific information by means of intel-

9
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ligent agents, which are able to systematically mine databases intended for occasional

use of individual humans [CBF01]. Despite those activities may be undertaken with

legitimate purposes, there are other cases where the use of automated tools is generally

considered a serious problem, like the frequent and widespread practice of bandwidth

leeching, i.e. the creation of direct links to contents belonging to a specific web site.

Such a phenomenon is comprehensibly unwanted by web sites administrators due to the

large size of web contents, in particular multimedia ones, which is the main cause of an

increased bandwith consumption.

Other interesting examples related to the improper use of automated tools are: the

ability of performing automatic registration of email accounts to be used for illegal activ-

ities, harvesting of email addresses from web pages, launching Denial of Service attacks,

performing brute-force guessing of web service authentication credentials. Furthermore,

common attacks also involve the massive alteration of data in web application, like falsi-

fication of products rating in recommender systems, arbitrary modifications of Internet

polls result or even the phenomenon of click-frauds. With this term, we refer to frauds of

Pay-Per-Click (PPC) and online advertisement systems performed by automatic scripts

which repeatedly click on advertisement links. In a recent study from the research in-

stitute Outsell [Ric06], Chuck Richard pointed out the huge negative impact caused by

fraudulent clicks. He estimated losses for 1.3 billion dollars to advertisers who invest in

Pay-Per-Click promotion services, fundamental activities for big Internet companies like

Google and Yahoo.

1.2 Security against massive and automated access

Considering the above mentioned scenario, we wonder whether it is possible to obtain

any security against massive and automated access to web resources. In addition, we

are also interested in understanding which level of security is practically achievable for

a web application in an open Internet scenario, where clients and remote networks are

not known and cannot be modified.

A practical effective solution to address the problem of security against massive,

automated access to web resources is not easy to obtain. This fact is motivated by

the existence of many practical constraints which characterize the Web context. In

particular:
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• Clients (Browsers) cannot be customized, nor initialized or modified in any way.

• It is often practically impossible or not appropriate to distribute certificates or

cryptographic tokens or even just user names and passwords for the authentication

of users.

• Biometric approaches are either too expensive or too imprecise, or both, and are

not always applicable.

• Techniques based on keystroke dynamics [BGP02] may be applicable, but require

too much typed text.

• Remote network architecture is unknown and may not be modified, besides it may

include proxies, firewalls and network address translation (NAT) nodes.

• Clients may change their IP address due to user mobility and local address assign-

ment (e.g., DHCP).

• In a multiuser environment, users can share the same workstation.

• Users may connect from more than one client machine.

Given the above constraints, it is immediately clear that a high level of security,

such as that required in specific web applications, is not a practical goal. Even under

extremely restrictive schemes, such as the ones based on locking the IP address of clients

which perform an excessive number of accesses in a limited time, users can simply change

their workstations or connect from a different network. However such a scheme can

prevent possible legal access of users who share the same IP address of the attacker, as

explained in section 3.2.7. Furthermore, often users do not own cryptographic tokens

and are not given passwords due to practical limitations imposed in several situations.

It is thus impossible to authenticate them and avoid multiple subsequent accesses.

In the remainder of the first part of this work, we will define a notion of security

that could apply to web applications, namely ”security against massive and automated

access”. In addition, we will also propose an effective technique which can provide such

form of security.
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Chapter 2

Automated Programs

An automated tool, also known as scanner or robot (bot), is generally defined as a com-

puter program that execute a simple operation or a sequence of operations repeatedly,

carring out tasks for other programs or users, without the need of human interaction.

Such a program, operating in the web context, defines the concept of automated web

tool ; a typical example of a web robot is a mirroring tool, a program that automatically

performs a copy of a web site by downloading all its resources. It must be able to tra-

verse the web’s hypertext structure of a retrieved document and recursively fetching all

documents that are referenced. Another common name for these programs is “spiders”.

However, it should be noted that this term may be misleading, as the word “spider”

gives the erroneous impression that the robot itself moves through the Internet. In real-

ity, robots are implemented as a single software system that retrieves information from

remote sites using standard web protocols [Kos95].

Some of the reasons for the existence of automated tools are to be found in the in-

creasing complexity of web services and sites, as well as the still widespread ignorance

of methodologies and techniques for achieving security in applications. Indeed, as web

applications becomes larger and more sophisticated, the probability of incurring in vul-

nerabilities and development bugs substantially increases. Robots are programmed in

order to be able to find and exploit these weaknesses and repeatedly perform a series of

actions which are generally classifiable as harmful for content integrity and security of

online services. However, not all bots directly affects the security of web applications.

Some, indeed, limit their actions to a mere gathering of various information, which are

later used for different purposes. An interesting example is the email harvester, a bot

with the specific task of collecting email addresses from web pages. Such a program

13
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cannot be considered a risk for the security of the web site which is being scanned. It

is the use of the collected data, often employed for spamming activities such as sending

unsolicited email messages, which should be considered dangerous.

Bots are not only developed with the purpose of undertaking illegal activities. On the

contrary, there exist situations where automated tools can be considered essential, due

to the huge effort otherwise required to human beings in carrying out specific operations.

Let us consider, for example, the activity of vulnerability assessment, i.e. the operation

of finding and testing for vulnerabilities in programs, which has become an absolutely

necessary stage in defining the security level of applications. Without using automated

scanners, this activity would require a extremely high cost in terms of time and human

resources employed, besides being a task completely dependand on the skills of people

performing the assessment [Oll05b]. Another example of an extremely needful activity is

the web crawling, undertaken by a category of bots called web spiders or web crawlers.

A crawler is a computer program that visits websites and collects information needed by

search engines for indexing purposes. It is clear that, without their existence, it wouldn’t

be possible to use any Internet search service, therefore performing all those web-related

actions which we have become used to.

It is therefore reasonable to claim that automated tools are the key component in

different and important security activities, but, at the same time, they can represent a

real menace to the security of a wide range of existing applications. Various attempts

have been tried in order to stop them or, at least, reduce their dangerousness, with

encouraging results, as showed in section 4.1.

2.1 Bots activities and classification

A general property of all web bots is the ability to imitate human behavior surfing the

web and accessing to web-based applications. However, a bot can perform all those

web-related activities, which have been thought and created as prerogative of human

beings, much more rapidly than a human user and repeatedly.

There are many reasons that motivate the use of automated web tools, the most

important being the high speed characterizing bots operations. Typically bot’s actions

can be classified in two main categories: activities driven by good purposes and those

relying on malicious purposes. Among activities of the first category, we can distinguish:
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• Management, moderation and monitoring of web chat and Instant Messaging ap-

plications, like Internet Relay Chat (IRC). Different utility tasks are executed,

such as providing information about the weather or currency conversion, enter-

tain users by answering to their questions (generally in English) or commenting

chat’s topics, and even performing censorship operations towards use of improper

language.

• Perform vulnerability assessment activities, in order to discover possible security

weaknesses in web applications and services. This activity can be also classified

as malicious, if there is no authorization from the owner of the web site being

scanned.

• Execute web automation tasks, like filling out web forms or log in to an online

banking service to automatically check the account balance for anomalies or cur-

rent investments trend. For such purposes, specific programs have been developed

that may also intergrate themselves with the default web browser. Examples are:

“iMacro” [ima07], a famous tool useful to fill forms, perform Single Sign-On, au-

tomate web browser actions and execute in-browser application testing, perform

web scraping and data mining operations, etc; “Simple Web Automation Tool”

[swa07], an Open Source program to automate the testing of Web applications

which supports HTTP and HTTPS protocols.

• Actions motivated by commercial and trading purposes. There exist an always

growing interest in using web robots to find more convenient prices in online

shops and creating web services which compare lists of items prices [Eis00], such as

“AllBookstores.com” [all07], “Buyer’s Index” [buy07] and “CNET Shopper.com”

[sho07].

• Manage online auctions, by using automated tools to perform items searches and

bids. A number of auction-related services have been developed, like “Auction-

Watch” [auc05] and “BidFind” [bid07]. However, there have been many contro-

versial discussions about the legality of web bots use in online trading and auc-

tions system. Recently, the well-known auction web site “eBay” took court action

against an auction aggregator, the company “Bidder’s Edge”, in order to stop their

automated system from searching eBay’s site for auction information. An auction

aggregator combines information from various online auction sites and lists the in-

tegrated results at their own web site. As a result, consumers using an aggregator

can buy products from sellers who posted their auctions at another site, without
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ever visiting the original auction site. This is of great concern to many web auction

operators, because consumers and sellers may stop visiting their web site and use

services of the aggregator instead.

• Interact with online bet systems. In some cases, their use is promoted from betting

companies; an interesting example is the British company “Betfair” [bet07], which

encouraged the use of web bots to actively manage bets exchange. A specific API

has been created and made public in order to simplify bots implementation and

interaction with their online betting service.

Among malicious actions, which are reasonably labeled as attacks when done automat-

ically, the most common are:

• web site mirroring, i.e. the action of downloading all resources contained in a web

site to create a local copy. Another similar malicious activity is the bandwidth

leeching, which involve the creation of direct links to external resources, with the

consequent increment in bandwith occupation for the linked web site.

• Massive registration of free web service accounts, which are afterwards used as

a source for illegal activities. Email services are preferable targets, since email

accounts are often used as spamming source [ABL04].

• Data mining and information extraction operations, used to collect information

on web sites or companies. An example is the web page analysis for harvesting

email addresses, to be later used to create spam lists [Oll05b]. Email harvesting is

especially easy to perform due to the use of a specific HTML tag (mailto) which

instructs the web browser to treat a specific string as an email address.

• Perform bot-based frauds against web auction systems. One of the most famous,

which targets eBay users, is based on an old idea often used in web scams: the

seller puts on auction an item he or she does not have, sells it to the best bidder

pocketing the money and disappears. However, since eBay users generally avoid

auctions where the seller has little or no transaction record and feedback, a decent

eBay feedback reputation is required. Therefore, fraudsters use bots to create a

large number of fake accounts, retrieve one-cent, “Buy Now” items and purchase

them [BM06]. Ironically, most sellers of one-cent items also use bots to manage

their sales, since it would be economically unfeasible to do so manually. Once

scammers have collected enough positive feedbacks on one of their accounts, they
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can use it to set up fraudulent auctions. Typically the auction time is rather short,

so that it is less likely buyers will look at the details of the account’s feedback.

When the deceived buyer complains to eBay, the only protection offered is to

cancel the account of the seller, who, in the mean time, has moved to another fake

account.

• Flood with unsolicited messages web blogs, forums or wikis with the purpose of

spreading advertising links, disturbing their normal activities [Hal05] or raising the

search engine rank of some web site [blu00].

• Index resources which are not meant to be accessed by search engines [ABL04].

Although it is possible to mark a web page as not indexable and not usable for

harvesting new links by means of a HTML tag or a text file containing prohibited

paths (robot.txt), there is no guarantee that a web bot won’t access the page

[Bai06]. Therefore improved security measures are needed in order to stop robots

which do not respect these conventions.

• Massive alteration of data in web application, such as inflating the rating of a

specific product by evaluating it several times on a recommender system [CT04].

Other massive data modifications involves repeatedly voting for the same voting

choice in web surveys to arbitrarily alterate the poll results[BBCC04], [ABL04] and

performing click-frauds in Pay-Per-Click and online advertisement systems[Tuz06].

In such situations, an advertiser site (the target) would reward the referring web

site for every visitor who reach the target site by clicking on the referrer’s adver-

tisement banner. Such a payment scheme can be easily abused by unscrupulous

referrer site owners, who use web bots to inflate the clickthrough rate.

• Activities related to copyright infringement, such as partial or complete mirroring

of web contents by replicating them on another host or chosen storage device.

Stolen data can be later used for user deception activities, such as man-in-the-

middle, or phishing and identity theft attacks [Oll05b]. Other applications of this

activity involve the stealing of web resources which are generally available only by

paid subscription and after an authentication procedure has taken place [Hal05].

• Brute-force guess of authentication credentials, with the aim of accessing to re-

stricted areas of web applications [Oll05b]. An effective variant of the brute force

guessing is the dictionary attack which employ a wide dictionary of words to reduce

the space of possible passwords, allowing to force password-based authentication

systems more easily [PS02], [ND07].
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• Coordination and execution of automated attacks on networked computers, through

the use of so called “Botnets”. An example are Denial of Service attacks (DoS),

or their distributed variants DDoS, against web servers [MSC+03], [KKJB05].

• Execute vulnerability scanning activities with malicious purposes, in order to re-

veal hidden weaknesses in web applications, such as missing or incomplete input

validation and vulnerability to common web attacks [Oll05b]. Among these ones,

cross-site scripting, data injection, file and directory path navigation and buffer

overflows are the most widespread.

• Perform Site Scraping activities [Oll05b], i.e. analyzing information contained

within HTML pages in order to uncover non-visible data or hidden sections of the

web site examined and understanding the way an application works. These in-

formation can be later used to accomplish different purposes, such as attempting

social engineering attacks by means of discovered personal data (identity infor-

mation, telephone numbers, addresses, etc.) or understanding techniques used to

develop the application with the purpose of exploiting possibly existing vulnera-

bilities.

• Imitate human players in Massively Multiplayer Online Roleplaying Games (MMO-

RPGs), to execute repetitive and time consuming tasks, such as gathering of re-

sources, that would otherwise take significant time and effort to obtain. In some

cases, incomes derived from automatic tools use are sold in change of real money,

resulting in conspicuous profits for bots owners.

By automating the numerous activities stated above, robots can therefore accom-

plish two opposite goals: help human beings in carrying out repetitive and time-wasting

operations and undertake hostile or illegal activities, becoming a serious threat to web

application security. However, despite their dual nature, web bots are more often re-

ferred as source of problems rather than useful programs. This is especially true if we

consider the fact that legal use of automated tools is restricted to specific ambits of ap-

plication (vulnerability scan, web chat management), while malicious use is undoubtedly

widespread on the Net and its consequences easily perceptible.

According to the classification given by Ollmann [Oll05b] and the above-specified

activities undertaken by web bots, we can distinguish different categories of automated

tools:
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• Chatterbot, used to entertain web site users, giving them advices and indica-

tions, and perform management and monitoring activities in Instant Messaging

applications.

Examples are: “A.L.I.C.E” (Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity), one

of the strongest natural language processing chatterbot [ali06]; “FriendBot” [fri07],

an unpredictable robot that can talk on AIM, AOL, ICQ and Web chats; and

Eggdrop [egg06], the most popular Open Source IRC bot.

• Spambot, an Internet bot that attempts to spam large amounts of content on the

Internet, with different purposes. Its actions are typically performed by sending

massive quantity of unsolicited messages to different email addresses, or alterna-

tively, by flooding web services, such as blogs and forums, with advertising links.

A basic distinction can be done in: “form-filling bots”, which read the form served

by the site and mechanically fill spam data into the fields, based on the type. A

second kind of flooding bot is the “playback bot” which simply replay back to the

form submission URL with recorded spam data, via POST or GET actions.

• Gamebot, whose purpose is to interact with online games, such as web games

and MMORPGs, and execute repetitive and time consuming tasks. Often, their

goal is to gather a large amount of in-game resources, which are then used within

the game itself or sold on online auctions and specific web sites. Gamebots are

considered a concern to online in-game economies, since they can ruin the gaming

experience of other players, respectful of game regulations. Therefore bots are gen-

erally prohibited in the game’s Code of Conduct and many efforts are sustained

by gaming companies in order to discover and ban them.

Examples of gamebots are: “EXHUME” (Enhanced XUnleashed Human Emula-

tor) [exh07], a scripting engine that support not only past DirectX-based games

but all of the new games currently in development; “Glider” [gli07] which is able

to play up to 99% of the famous “World of Warcraft” MMORPG; “Pindelbot”

[pin07], used for automatically harvesting resources in “Diablo 2” game.

• Web spider, whose purpose is to index web site resources or create a comprehen-

sive duplicate of a specific web application, which can possibly lead to stealing of

intellectual property and copyright infringement of downloaded contents. In this

category fall also site scrapers, which are developed with the aim of analyzing the

structure and contents of a HTML page in order to mine interesting and useful

data, such as email addresses, personal data, hidden portions of code and devel-

opment techniques.
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Examples of well known spidering tools are: “Teleport Pro” [tel07], the most fully-

featured and robust webspider available; HTTrack [htt07], a free (GPL) and easy-

to-use mirroring and offline browsing utility. An example of organization using

web spiders for legit purposes is “Internet Archive” [iar07]. Its aim is to build an

comprehensive collection of Internet web sites in different stages of their history,

in order to preserve a record of society’s cultural artifacts for generations to come

and provide access to them in future times.

• Brute forcer, used to attempt brute force guessing of important data, such as

authentication credentials, to gain control over restricted services offered by web

applications.

Well known examples are: “THC-Hydra” [hyd06], which can run parallel logon

cracking sessions operating on different protocols (SMB, FTP, POP3, IMAP, Tel-

net, HTTP, LDAP, NNTP, MySQL, VNC, ICQ, Socks5, and many more); “WWW-

hack” [www06], which includes dictionary files and supports HTTP Basic, HTTP

Form, FTP, POP, and News protocols.

• Fuzzer, whose purpose is to find hidden vulnerabilities due to incorrect data

processing in web applications. Such programs employ techniques similar to brute

forcing tools and extensively check the validity of applications’ input parameters

in order to reveal possible errors in data handling while unexpected content is

submitted. Fuzzers have been widely employed with very good results, especially

in finding the most serious security weaknesses in web applications.

An example of web fuzzer is “Wfuzz”[wfu07], an Open Source, flexible tool written

in python, designed for finding resources not linked, bruteforce GET/POST and

forms parameters for checking different kind of injections, fuzzing, etc.

• Vulnerability scanner, whose goal is to search for the presence of common vul-

nerabilities. Such programs possess a comprehensive database of vulnerability

discovery techniques together with a list of predefined and well known resource

locations, associated with specific web servers paths, administrative pages, hidden

file and directories paths, etc. Such information are used to perform a series of

simulation attacks against the system being scanned and reveal possible bugs, im-

plementation errors and security weaknesses.

A very famous vulnerability scanner is “Nessus” [nes07], estimated to be used

by over 75,000 organizations worldwide. Another similar tools is “Nikto” [nik07],

an Open Source (GPL) web server and CGI scanner written in Perl, which can

perform comprehensive fast security tests or informational checks.
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2.2 Structure of automated tools

An automated scanning tool can exploit the stateless nature of the HTTP protocol, as

well as the insecure programming techniques characterizing the development of many

web applications. In a typical attack scenario, servers hosting these applications are

massively bombarded with ad hoc created data requests, whose purpose is to gather

specific information [Oll05b]. Collected data are then analyzed, and only those informa-

tion which are useful to accomplish the bot’s goal are taken into account. For example,

let us consider a web crawler; it works by periodically fetching web pages, in order

to accommodate web sites updates, and analyzing them seeking hyperlinks. The bot

then follows each link found, downloading the next page and the sequence is repeated

[FKR02].

From the structural point of view, a simple bot, as well as a more complex scanner,

can be described as a program containing an infinite loop cycle, divided in three sections:

1. an initialization part which fetch the data to analyze;

2. the main bot routine, consisting of instructions which depend from the bot purpose;

3. a last optional part which allows the bot to send data to the web application before

continuing in the loop.

The following is the pseudo-code implementing the general algorithm of a HTTP auto-

mated web tool:

program bot

var

url : string;

request data, response data : array of strings;

begin

while(true)

request data := send HTTP request(url);

response := bot main routine(request data);

send HTTP response(response data);

end;

end.
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Whereas the send HTTP request and send HTTP response functions are similar in all

types of bots, the bot main routine contains task-specific instructions and is the discrimi-

natory element which tells apart different categories of automated tools. Moreover, since

simplicity is often a key element in bots development and in order to achieve its goals

with high efficiency, a bot should be able to perform the main routine with a high fre-

quency. Therefore, often the send HTTP request and end HTTP response functions are

reduced to the minimum or are not even present in the bot structure. Due to this fact,

some protection techniques, such as “honeypots” or javascript-based methods1 become

particularly effective in fighting web bots, despite being a rather insecure approach from

a theoretical point of view. However, when more sophisticated development techniques

are employed, web bots may overcome even the most complex protection schemes.

2.3 Evolution of automated tools

Together with the evolution of web applications, automated tools had undergone a series

of evolutionary steps, in order to bypass the security measures adopted in web develop-

ment. According to Ollmann [Oll05b], we can distinguish through three generations of

automated programs:

• 1st generation – This is the first attempt to build web bots which automatically

retrieved a set of predefined resources, without trying to interpret the content

of downloaded files. Automated tools of first generation typically used lists of

names and paths of well known resources, like common IIS administration pages

or Apache root paths, and sequentially attempted to retrieve those contents. The

output of such a programs is a set of downloaded resources which can be later

manually analyzed.

• 2nd generation – The second generation of web bots was able to analyze down-

loaded HTML pages searching for links to other resources and elaborating simple

client-side code in order to reconstruct the page structure. These tools were able to

perform the activity commonly defined as web spidering, by repeatedly following

each of the web link found in the HTML code. Thus, they can realize complete or

1See chapter 3 for an explanation and further details.
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partial content mirroring or inspect retrieved content for identification of specific

information (email addresses, etc.). More evolved tools possess a limited ability to

reproduce the application presentation layer and are therefore able to record and

later repeat a series of user clicks and data insertion, in order to mimic the user

behavior during log in procedures or repetitive web tasks. Such a programs can

therefore access to private areas of web sites and accomplish more sophisticated

goals than first generation tools.

• 3rd generation – The last generation of automated tools is able to fully inter-

pret client-side languages such as Javascript, VBscript or Flash, and to avoid even

the most effective heuristic techniques, such as honeypots. Bots belonging to this

category are complex programs which can understand web contents in a fashion

more similar to what human beings do, being granted of a form of “intelligence”.

Therefore, they can imitate user behavior more precisely than tools of previous

generations. In addition, they are required to be highly customizable to each ap-

plication, in order to better adapt to the various situation encountered on the Web.

However, currently there are no reliable robots belonging to the 3rd generation;

they can be therefore considered as the next generation of automated tools.

Currently, automated tools of first and second generations are rather common, whereas

programs defined as 3rd generation tools are not widespread and generally require spe-

cific tuning in order to adapt them to the scanned application. However, the future of

automated tools is moving towards the development of always more complex and so-

phisticated programs which can be labeled as belonging to the 3rd generation or even

to newer and not yet defined categories. In particular, web bots are acquiring an al-

ways increasing intelligence and can mimic human actions with a high degree of fidelity.

Therefore, proper counter-measures are needed in order to better discriminate among

actions undertaken by real humans and those imitated by intelligent agents.
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Chapter 3

Anti-bot Defense Strategies

In the last years, many anti-bot defense strategies have been developed with the pur-

pose of protecting web applications from the harmful action of automated tools. Such

techniques are mostly heuristic methods which strongly rely on the relatively simplicity

of the majority of automated tools. They cannot be considered completely secure from

both a theoretic and practical point of view.

A standard way to identify web robots is by examining the client’s identity in the

HTTP request messages sent to a web server and comparing the IP address and the User

Agent fields of the requested messages against those of known bots. There are several

repositories of web robots addresses and typical features on the Internet; one of the

most popular is “The Web Robots Database” [web07]. Unfortunately, since now robots

are being used in an increasing number of end-user products, it has become almost

impossible to keep a comprehensive database of all robots. Furthermore, this problem is

aggravated by bots that attempt to disguise their identity by presenting themselves in

the same way as conventional web browsers, like Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox do.

Thus, standard techniques may be inadequate to counter automated web tools. However,

despite their low effectiveness and easiness in bypassing them, several commercial tools

implement these protections, in particular those methods relying on HTTP REFERER

and on time intervals between subsequent requests.

In this section we present the most common existing protection techniques for coun-

tering bots activities. For each method, we give a brief explanation regarding its func-

tioning, advantages and disadvantages, according to our experience and the exhaustive

discussion of NGS Insight Security Research [Oll05b] on anti-bot defense strategies. De-
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spite any transmission protocol may be used in a defense solution, a common property

characterizing all schemes is their tendency to strongly rely on the HTTP protocol fea-

tures, or, at least, employ that protocol as mean of data transmission. Therefore, a

simple classification can be done in HTTP client-side and server-side strategies, de-

pending on which specific features of the HTTP protocol are exploited.

3.1 HTTP-based strategies: client-side

Typically, client-side code is used to perform input data validation before sending HTTP

requests and responses to the server-side, in order to avoid useless sending when errors

are present in input data. However, such an approach cannot be considered acceptable

from a security point of view. This is motivated by the effective possibility to bypass

client-side checks, requiring that proper data validation is mandatorily performed on

server-side. Therefore, often client-side code tends to be ignored.

On the contrary, considering the web robots context, client-side strategies have been

shown to provide an effective degree of protection against a wide range of automated

tools. These protection methods rely on client-side development technologies, includ-

ing languages like Javascript, Java (applets), Flash and VBScript. More generally, any

client-side language could be used, but for compatibility reasons and easiness of use,

typically defense strategies employ only the above mentioned languages. The main

advantage granted by a client-side approach over other anti-bot schemes is the par-

tial or complete inability of automated tools to interpret and execute client-side code.

Therefore, their efficacy is high until they limit their defense action to counter simple

automated tools, classifiable as belonging to the 1st and the 2nd generation. With more

evolved bots, such those of the 3rd generation, there are few chances that client-side

techniques could be effective.

Despite their name, client-side strategies require server-side support in order to func-

tion properly. Indeed, the main idea behind these techniques is to ensure that the client

completely executes the code within the web page, rather than ignoring or bypassing it.

The approach can be defined as code execution with validation purpose and it is based on

a two-phase functioning: initially, the client script is run during the web page loading,

producing an output value; such a token is then sent to the server-side web application

to be validated. The only way to generate a working token is to interpret the client-side

script; therefore full support for client languages is required on the client. On the server,
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the only needed requirement is the support from the web application, which must check

the token at each HTTP response, prior to any other operation. Since the failure in

code execution results in a missing validation token, it is clear that a web robot without

any support for client-side languages can be effectively stopped by client-side strategies.

Client-side strategies can be classified in three main classes, depending on the way

the token is computed and passed to the web application:

• Static token appending

• Dynamic token appending

• Resource metering

A brief explanation for each class is given in the rest of the section.

3.1.1 Static token appending

The simpler client-side protection is the “static token appending”. It relies on adding

precalculated tokens, contained within the body part of a web page, to the URL of

each HTTP request and response sent to the web application. The token is dynamically

embedded within the URL by means of a client-side script. The followings are examples

of two different techniques employing Javascript:

<HTML

<HEAD>

<SCRIPT language="javascript">

function appendToken(URL, token) {

var combined = URL + "&tk=" + token;

return combined;

}

</SCRIPT>

</HEAD>

<BODY>

...

<A href="appendToken("http://www.site.com/page.php?a=10",

1a540e34b9230148c)">Send data</A>

...
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</BODY>

</HTML>

In the above code, the “href” properties of the “anchor ” tag does not contain an URL as

it should, but rather a call to the Javascript function appendToken(), defined in the head

part of the web page. This function takes two parameters as input, a URL string and

a token value, combines them together and return the resulting string. Only executing

the above code, a program can build the correct URL and create a working link in the

web page. All other alternatives lead to a validation error, since the token is missing

from the URL.

<HTML

<HEAD>

<SCRIPT language="javascript">

function appendToken() {

myform = this.form;

myform.tk.value = "1a540e34b9230148c";

myform.submit();

}

</SCRIPT>

</HEAD>

<BODY>

...

<FORM action="http://www.site.com/script.php" method="POST">

...

<INPUT type="hidden" name="tk" value="false">

<INPUT type="button" value="Submit" onclick="appendToken()">

</FORM>

...

</BODY>

</HTML>

In this second example, the token is passed as value of the hidden form field “tk”,

which is initially set to “false”. Receiving such a value implies a validation error on the

web application. Instead, when the “Submit” button is clicked, the Javascript function

appendToken() is called, whose purpose is to correctly set the value of the token field
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and submit the form. In this situation, the action of sending the form which triggers

the token appending. Being unable to interpret Javascript code would result in the

impossibility to submit the form and to set the correct token value.

The received token is then processed on the server-side, in order to check:

1. if it has been correctly set, that means the client supports client-side languages.

2. if its value is the same as the one stored in the client session, in order to avoid

token forging.

Then, the web application generates a new random and unique token, stores it in the

session and replies with a new web page which embeds the newly created token. An

example of a protection scheme employing the “static token appending” is found in

[PPLC06].

The “static token appending” protection scheme is very simple to implement, re-

quiring few modifications on the server-side of the web application. In addition, the

impact on clients is rather low, being the only mandatory requirement the ability to

execute the most common client-side languages. However, client-side language support

may constitute a problem if older browsers are used, or if web browser user have disabled

scripting capabilities. In such situation, appending techniques relying on precalculated

token represent a real obstacle which could prevent even legitimate (human) users from

operate.

3.1.2 Dynamic token appending

Protection schemes based on “dynamic token appending” are mostly similar to those

employing static tokens, presented in the previous section. The main difference is in

the way a token is generated. Indeed, instead of precomputing the validations value

and simply append it to the URL, the token is dynamically computed on the client

as a consequence of a specific routine execution. For example, a Javascript function

might combine a precalculated token value with other information, retrieved from the

HTTP protocol, like: session cookie value, page URL, referer field, browser type, client

IP address, etc. Furthermore, text variables contained within the HTML page, or even

complex mathematical functions based on field hidden in the web page are also useful

for computing the token. An example of such a routine is the following code:
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<HTML

<HEAD>

<SCRIPT language="javascript">

function appendToken() {

var myform = this.form;

var startval = myform.start.value;

var sessionID = document.getCookie("appsessid");

var URL = location.href;

var referer = document.referrer;

myform.token.value = crc(startval + sessionID + URL + referer);

myform.submit();

}

</SCRIPT>

</HEAD>

<BODY>

...

<FORM action="http://www.site.com/script.php" method="POST">

...

<INPUT type="hidden" name="start" value="1a540e34b9230148c">

<INPUT type="hidden" name="token" value="false">

<INPUT type="button" value="Submit" onclick="appendToken()">

</FORM>

...

</BODY>

</HTML>

The function appendToken() retrieve the starting token value from a hidden form field.

Then a specific, application related ID is retrieved from a session cookie along with the

page URL and referer. All these information are then combined together with a Cyclic

Redundancy Check (CRC) function and the resulting value is stored within a proper

hidden form field. Upon receiving the token, the web application should repeat the

same sequence of operation performed on the client-side, in order to check the validity

and integrity of the token sent.

The main advantage of the “dynamic token appending” over the “static token ap-

pending” is the possibility of being effective even when sophisticated automated tools are

employed. Indeed, web robots with limited capabilities of interpreting client-side code
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may be adapted in order to bypass simple techniques which implement “static token

appending”. This is possible by instructing the bot to simply retrieve token values from

the HTML code and append it the web page URL. Instead, when the token appending

is made more complex by adding dynamic information which contribute to the compu-

tation of the final token value, bots with poor understanding of client-side languages are

effectively countered. Regarding possible issues of this protection method, the same con-

siderations already made for the “static token appending” still hold with this improved

solution. In particular, problems may arise with browser with no or disabled support

for client-side languages.

3.1.3 Resource metering

Resource metering is a technique which attempts to restrict the repetition frequency of

data submission to an application or host [Oll05a]. Possessing such an ability constitutes

an important element in order to control and limit the consequences of an automated

attack. The basic idea of resource metering is to force the client performing a time-

consuming computation, in order to introduce a measurable time delay between two

subsequent data submission. This is required in order to gain access to a particular

resource, and it is verified by the web application through the submission of a specific

token computed as a result of the client-side computation. Therefore, the resource

metering technique can be considered as an improved version of methods based on token

appending. The computational-costly operations are generally executed only on the

client-side, although a server-side resource metering is also possible1. This is motivated

by the fact that a client-side approach limits the resource consumption on the server

and move on the client all the effort needed to slow down the possible attacker.

The original idea at the basis of the resource metering is the concept of electronic

payment through a pricing function, which has been proposed by Dwork and Naor in

1992 to fight junk email [DN93]. In that work, the authors explain that the intensive

computation to be executed on the client is done by means of a function f(x) which is

moderately hard but not intractable to compute, and whose inverse is easy to calculate.

The hardness of computing a function is not expressed in terms of asymptotic growth

or time required to execute on a particular machine, but rather it is focused on the

relative difficulty of certain computational tasks. In particular, the term hard refers to a

problem which is intractable in reasonable time, such as factoring a 1024-bit product of

1See section 3.2.7.
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two large primes. Instead, the concept of moderate can be viewed in two different ways,

according to [DN93]. As an upper bound, it means that computation should be at most

moderately hard (as opposed to hard); as a lower bound, it means that computation

should be at least moderately easy (as opposed to easy).

For example, we can consider the function: f(x) =
√

n, which requires an intensive

computation if n is large, whilst is it easy to verify since n =
√

n ·√n. However,

such a function is not used in practice due to the high computation capacity of modern

computers which would require an excessive length of n. Instead a more viable approach

employs is the concept of hashcash, defined by Adam Back in 1997 [Bac02]. Partial

hash-collisions are significantly faster to verify and simpler to program than square-

roots of big numbers. Resource metering via hashcash has been originally proposed to

combat automated tools used for email spamming. Despite it is not able to completely

eliminate the threat caused by unsolicited bulk emails [LC04], its main purpose is to

make inconvenient attacking the protected system, encouraging the adversary to focus

on “easier” targets. For this reason, it is reasonable to use it also to counter automated

attacks other than email spamming.

The moderately hard mathematical problem at the basis of the hashcash is known

as partial hash-collision, sometimes referred as n-bit collision. A hash function is a one-

way cryptographic function which can transform a arbitrarily long sequence of characters

into a fixed length value, called digest, according to the relation: H(m) = d. A good

cryptographic hash function H posses the following properties:

• it is hard to invert, i.e. given a hash value d, it is computationally infeasible to

find some input m such that H(m) = d.

• it is collision resistant. If, given a message m1, it is computationally infeasible to

find a message m2, different from m1, such that H(m1) = H(m2) then H is said to

be a “weakly collision-free” hash function. A “strongly collision-free” hash function

H is one for which it is computationally infeasible to find any two messages m1

and m2 such that H(m1) = H(m2).

There exist various cryptographic hash functions, each with its own digest length. The

most common are: “MD5” (128 bits), “SHA-1” (160 bits) and “SHA-256” (256 bits).

The problem of finding a partial hash-collision is considered moderately hard if com-

pared to the infeasible problem of computing a complete-collision of a hash function.
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Indeed, the computation of a k-bit partial collisions requires that only parts of the

hashed values (the k most-significant bits) of the two string m1,m2 is equal. It is possi-

ble to control the difficulty of the computation, therefore the time required, by defining

how long must be the matching parts. For example, a typical hashcash computation

requires the sender to produce a string whose cryptographic hash starts with a certain

number of zeroes. On a modern computer with a CPU frequency of 3 GHz, calculating

a partial collision of the 21 most significant bits with the SHA-1 function requires about

4 seconds, whilst computing the first 27 bits requires around 2 minutes [Oll05a].

Since any automated tools has to be able to interpret the client-side code and ex-

ecute it in order to access a web resource, the resource metering technique allows to

effectively counter 1st and 2nd generation tools, which are not able to interpret client-

side languages. Moreover, the time delay caused by the overhead of the pricing function

computation determines a slowdown in the attacking process. It also makes impractical

simultaneous multi-threaded attacks due to the constant high use of the CPU by a sin-

gle threads. So, the resource metering technique permits to reduce the effectiveness of

automated tools belonging to the 3rd generation and allows to slow down even manual

attacks.

However, some recent studies on the practical functioning of the hashcash technique

[LC04] shows that it is not completely clear whether it is possible to devise an effective

resource metering solution based on hashcash, at least in the context of spam fighting.

Indeed, the main issue is the identification of the limit to the amount of computation

required to consider a hashcash secure enough, thus allowing legitimate users to perform

their activities while prohibiting possible adversaries from attacking the system. The

authors of the analysis in [LC04] sustain that, unless the spammer’s cost base can be

significantly increased and the number of insecure end-user machines is considerably

reduced, hashcash-based schemes might not be sufficient to stop the spammers from

operating. Indeed, the main issue is that legitimate users might not be able to correctly

send emails due to lack of processing power, whereas unsolicited junk emails are likely

to get submitted. The reasons for this are fast computers and botnets with which spam-

mers can increase their computational capacity enormously. Therefore, it is plausible to

require many orders of magnitude between the work done by the legitimate users and

that achievable by the attackers.

In addition, we must consider the constant improvement of hardware, predicted by

the famous “Moore’s law”. So, the difficulty of the partial-hash collision calculations

must be increased over time. This fact implies, however, some difficulties to use a hash-
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cash protected email system for users in developing countries, which can be expected to

use older hardware. This also applies to lower-income individuals in developed countries

who cannot afford the latest hardware and to users of PDA and Smartphone devices.

A last consideration on the disadvantages of the resource metering technique consid-

ers issues that appears when hosts with disables or no support for client-side code are

used. However, this is a problem common to all client-side defense strategies, as already

previously pointed out in the current section.

3.2 HTTP-based strategies: server-side

Server-side strategies relies on specific features of the HTTP protocol which can be

configured or modified only on the web server, such as headers sent in HTTP responses,

or operations allowed only on the server-side of the web application. They offer a

generally good effectiveness against automated tools of 1st and 2nd generations, but

cannot stop bots belonging to the 3rd generation.

3.2.1 Server host renaming

This technique has been successfully employed to counter web scanners of the 1st gen-

eration, which could determine the web server type and version in use by checking the

“Server” variable within HTTP headers of each response. Then, they could select an

appropriate list of probing activities, specific for that web server, to be executed.

The protection simply rely on the substituting the Server variable content in HTTP

headers with a different server type and version, in order to disguise possible attempts

to discover the correct web server in use. For example, an header showing: “Server:

Microsoft-IIS/5.0” may be substituted with “Server: Apache/1.3.19 (Unix)”. However,

such a solution, which is rather easy to implement by properly modifying the web server

configuration, is only useful against some scanners of the 1st generation, whilst new

versions of such tools implement more sophisticated techniques for server discovery,

which allow to detect the web server through discrepancies in HTTP responses.
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3.2.2 Blocking HEAD requests

According to the HTTP standard, HEAD requests are used to obtain information re-

garding resource existence and modification of web contents. The main difference with

other HTTP requests, such as GET, is that only header information are returned, re-

sulting in less volume of traffic. Due to this reason, some automated tools of the first

generation use HEAD requests for scanning web sites more quickly than by means of

GET or POST requests and with less bandwidth consumption.

Blocking HEAD requests is therefore advisable and it is a rather easy task, since it can

be achieved through web servers administration facilities, with a low impact for hosted

web resources and applications. The only drawback of such an operation is the possible

increased volume of network traffic caused by the complete data transfers, i.e. headers

plus contents, required by GET requests. In addition, such a protection technique might

be of little use with more evolved scanners, which can bypass the protection by issuing

a GET request, retrieving the information needed and dropping the TCP connection in

order to speed up the scanning process.

3.2.3 Referer-based method

The defense strategy based on the Referer property of the HTTP protocol is probably the

most widespread. It makes use of a particular header information, named Referer, which

is generally sent with each request or data submission by web browser and contains the

URL of web page previously visited. For example, being the current visited URL “http:

//www.site.com/page-A.html”, when the web browser will load the next URL “http:

//www.site.com/page-B.html”, the Referer field will contain “http://www.site.com/

page-A.html”. By checking the presence and possibly the validity of the Referer field

through a specific algorithm or a list of links, a web application may be very effective

in stopping automated tools, since bots of 1st and even 2nd generation often fail in

setting up this specific header. On the contrary, web browsers usually submit Referer

information, even if some of them can be configured differently, as a measure for privacy

control. However, utilization of direct link, e.g. those contained within bookmarks or

typed in the URL field of a web browser, as well as following links from an external web

site (like search engines) does not set the Referer. This can be an issue with such an

approach.

As an example of Referer-based methods, we can distinguish some commercial prod-
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ucts, such as Image Protection Rocket (IPR) [IPR06], whose aim is focused on blocking

direct linking from unauthorized sites and bandwith leeching. IPR needs some basic

settings in order to work properly, in particular, it is necessary to specify the URL of

the web site to protect along with other authorized sites. When an unauthorized site

attempts to retrieve a resource protected by IPR, it is presented with a proper web page

or image chosen by the site administrator. Another example is Anti-leech [ant06], which

includes a Referer-based protection among its techniques to prevent bandwidth leeching.

3.2.4 One-time links

The one-time link protection technique is similar to the Referer-based method. It uses

temporary URLs created by means of random unique tokens which are appended at the

end of the URL. A new link is therefore dynamically generated at each visit of a web page

and can be used as a “virtual Referer value” (similar to the Referer header) to precisely

identify the location of the user within a web browsing session. For example, let us

consider the URL “http://www.site.com/page-A.html?id=1492071”: the parameter

“id=1492071” uniquely identifies the current visited page, within a specific user session.

The web page may contain other dynamically generated URLs, each of them in the form

“http://www.site.com/page-X.html?id=1492071”. Note that the “id” parameter has

the same value (1492071) as the tracking token of the current page. However, when a user

clicks on a specific link, the new web page downloaded will be associated to a different

token, which is unique within that specific browser session. In the above example, a

new URL would have the form: “http://www.site.com/page-X.html?id=1304075”.

By receiving an ID at each page request, the application is able to validate the sequence

of such IDs, allowing or denying access to every requested resource.

However, such a protection suffers from some issues, the most important being the

malfunctioning of “Back” and “Forward” web browser buttons. This fact is due to the

uniqueness of the generated ID, which must be revoked after a URL has been correctly

validated. For the same reason, neither links saved in bookmarks can work. In addition,

each attempt to access to a URL without providing the necessary (and correct) ID

results in a error, therefore forcing the users to follow the only paths allowed by the

application programmers. Finally, despite being effective against simple fuzzers, brute

forcers and vulnerability scanners, this protection become useless with automated tools

that can analyze a page, extract links coded inside and build correct URLs, in the same

way a human being would do. The one-time link protection can be improved, avoiding
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to directly write the token as part of the URL. On the contrary, ID are coded as form

parameters and appended to each URL as result of the form submission. This idea may

produce better results, but it can be bypassed as well when smarter bots are employed.

3.2.5 Content-Type alteration

The Content-Type header is used in responses to GET requests in order to properly

specify the content type carried in the body part of the HTTP transfer. This is true also

in case a HEAD request is issued, with the difference that no real content is transferred

with such a command. The information contained in the Content-Type header is used

in the HTTP client, i.e. a web browser, to correctly handle the content downloaded.

There are several different MIME types, i.e. values assignable to this header, and each of

them is associated to one (or more) specific file extension, as showed in Table 3.1. For

Table 3.1: Common MIME types

MIME type File extension Action

test/html html, htm show in browser

text/plain txt show in browser

text/richtext rtf open in text editor

image/jpeg jpeg, jpg show in browser

image/gif gif show in browser

image/png png show in browser

video/avi avi play in media player

video/mpeg mpeg, mpg play in media player

video/mov mov play in media player

application/pdf pdf view in pdf reader

application/msword doc view in text editor

application/octet-stream exe, bin save to disk

application/x-zip zip save to disk

application/java java, class execute in Java environment

example, considering a Content-Type equal to “image/jpeg”, the web browser interprets

the body of the HTTP response as an image in JPEG format and displays it to the user.
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The Content-Type is generally automatically defined by the web server, depending on

the type of the requested resource. Alternatively, the MIME type can be set within

the HTML page, through the “HTTP-EQUIV” attribute of the “META” tag, whose

purpose is to instruct the web server to specify an equivalent HTTP header:

<META HTTP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html; charset=utf-8">

In the above example, the page content is set to HTML.

The protection technique based on Content-Type alteration relies on the inability

of many web bots to handle non-standard MIME types or even common MIME types.

Indeed, many automated tools, such as web spiders, usually ignore contents different

from HTML, whilst others do not even consider the MIME type of downloaded contents.

Therefore, by modifying the resource extension to non-defaults values and, at the same

time, properly setting the Content-Type of HTTP responses, it is often possible to force

bots of 1st and 2nd generation into incorrectly interpreting protected contents or even

ignoring links associated to web resources. A common practice to mask the file name

and extension of web resources, is the use of a server-side script, written in languages

such as PHP, JSP or ASP. Such a script posses a generic extension, e.g. “.php”, but sets

the correct MIME type in the Content-Type header, so that web browsers can correctly

interpret the downloaded content, even if its name is not significant.

The major advantage of this defense strategy is the simplicity, since the Content-Type

alteration can be implemented with just minor modifications to the web application.

However, it may create problems to those web clients which rely on file extension in

order to determine how to treat downloaded contents. In addition, its weakness is also

evident: relying on incomplete or erroneous interpretation of a specific HTTP header,

it can be easily defeated by more sophisticated web bots.

3.2.6 HTTP status codes manipulation

HTTP status code manipulation is an effective simple solution to stop automated tools

relying on the status code returned as consequence of a HTTP request. Generally,

web servers use status codes in order to inform clients about the result of a performed

request. There exist a multitude of status codes, which can be classified in five main

categories, shown in Table 3.2. The most interesting status code is probably the “200”,
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Table 3.2: Main status codes categories

Status code Meaning

1xx Information

2xx Valid request

3xx Redirection to another URL

4xx Malformed request

5xx Internal server error

which is contained in the first response header and indicates that the request made was

successful. The following example illustrates such a response header:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Other status codes, on the contrary indicate invalid requests, server errors or redirection

to another URL. Such codes may be used to perform an initial analysis of the web

site/application scanned. Indeed, by selecting URLs which return “4xx” or “5xx”, which

indicates non-existant contents or web application errors, it is possible to create a list

of valid resources which might be exploitable and are thus worth of further manual

investigations.

Consequently, a proper manipulation of HTTP status codes can be effective in stop-

ping web scanners, fuzzers and brute forcers from performing web contents analysis

based on status codes. The protection method relies on the possibility of configuring the

web server to send always the same status code, e.g. “200”, in every response, indepen-

dently from the result of the request. The basic idea is to make useless the utilization of

automated tools with the purpose of easily gathering information through status codes

interpretation, forcing such programs to employ other more sophisticated techniques to

achieve this goal. In alternative, the application itself can be developed to trap erroneous

requests and return a standard error page, which, being a valid resource, will have the

“200” status code.

However, this approach presents problems with the standard logging system used by

web servers, since all responses will have the same status code. Therefore log analysis

with statistical purposes may be affected, requiring the development of alternative log-

ging facilities within the web application. Moreover, web bots may be programmed not
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to rely only on returned status codes, but may perform checks also on the content part

of the HTTP response, therefore making the HTTP status codes manipulation strategy

much less effective.

3.2.7 Client monitoring

The client monitoring technique is one of the most effective methods for detecting auto-

mated tools, since it attempts to recognize clients issuing requests by means of a proper

identifier and, if their behavior presents anomalies in terms of number and frequency of

requests, takes proper actions to stop it.

Clients identification can be performed with two different methods: through the

client IP address, or using a session token. Although the former is a common prac-

tice for identifying client origin, it is generally not as accurate as the second method,

since it cannot discriminate clients sharing the same IP address, such as those behind a

NAT2 node or a proxy, and it is not effective even with reuse of IP address, typical of

Internet Service Providers. On the contrary, the use of session IDs grants considerable

betters results, because they do not suffer of the previously stated problems. Indeed, a

unique identifier is associated to the browsing session of each client, allowing the correct

identification even when multiuser workstations are used.

Being able to discern different clients allows to perform user-specific monitoring ac-

tivities, such as the analysis of requests and data submission frequency. A simple web

bot, indeed, tends to issue requests with periodic timings and at a speed often considered

unattainable or improbable for a human user. Therefore, when the access frequency of

a monitored client grows above a minimum threshold, specific actions are taken from

the web server in order to slow it down or stop it. An example of a commercial product

implementing the frequency monitoring technique is “Bot Buster” [BB006].

Related to frequency analysis is the protection based on timestamps. A timestamp

is simply the number of seconds since some fixed moment in time. Usually server-side

languages allow the calculation of timestamp in UNIX Epoch format, a convention which

defines the starting moment to the 01/01/1970. By inserting a timestamp into each web

page before sending to a client, a web application can determine if a web page has been

reused by a client. It just needs to check the timestamp value each time a request for a

resource is submitted and, if it is too far in the past (or in the future), the submission

2Network Address Translation
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is rejected. Of course, a missing or non-correct timestamp value is also a reason of

rejection. Obviously, the timestamp protection alone is not enough to define a secure

anti-bot strategy, but it can be used together with other defense techniques, in order to

complicate, thus discouraging, web bots development.

Another frequently used monitoring parameter is the number of repeated access

to the same URL. Typically a counter is associated the each monitored URL and, at

each request to that URL which carries the same client ID, the counter is incremented.

When a predefined threshold is reached, the client can be locked for a specific amount

of time, or its ID is invalidated, or even it can be permanently banned. This protection

is particularly useful to counter actions of brute forcers and fuzzers, which perform

massive and repeated accesses to the same resource. However, the approach can be

further extended in order to consider more generic bots, that can access to groups of

resources and repeat the same sequence of actions.

When the web application identifies a possible bot operating, specific actions may

be undertaken in order limitate its influence and understand the real nature of the

presumed threat. A well-discussed and increasingly popular strategy for handling these

situations is through the use of incremental delay. Essentially, each subsequent server

response to requests of the possible bot is sent with and increasing delay, in order to

slow down the client activity. Let us consider, for example, a brute force guessing attack

against a typical web application authentication system, which requires the customer to

fill in their authentication credentials (username and password) on a HTML form and

submit this data to the application for validation. In case the supplied credentials are

wrong, the customer is redirected to the login page after a predefined delay, which is

usually a couple of seconds, then notified of the failure and invited to retry. If a failure

occurs again in subsequent attempts, the redirection is performed after an increased

delay, usually doubling the previous value, until a maximum threshold is reached. In

the specific situation considered in this example, the incremental delay strategy can

be enforced by adding a maximum login attempt threshold, which locks the customer

account when exceed.

Although the incremental delay technique appears to be effective in stopping web

bots, it presents a series of issues, according to [Oll05a]. These problems are mainly

related to the type of association existing between a delay counter and the chosen client

identifier and are the followings:

• Delay counters are typically associated to a specific client identifier, often in the
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form of a session ID, supplied to the customer when it first connects to the ap-

plication. By rejecting session IDs which have become useless since they have

accumulated a too high delay, and subsequently acquiring a new ID, it is possible

to bypass the presented protection solution.

• A further possibility is to bind the delay counter to the client IP address. This

technique is called IP locking. However, since many Internet Service Providers

and companies uses proxy servers and NAT boxes to connect their nets to Internet,

users which share the same IP address of the attacker are likely to incur into similar

delays. Furthermore, in case load balancers are employed in order to balance the

traffic through several servers, the bot’s IP address might change during the time.

This situation may make the incremental delay strategy less effective.

• In case the delay counter is associated to a specific client login credential, like the

username, the attacker can executed an automated brute force guessing by trying

to discover all possible usernames which have chosen a fixed password. The idea, is

simply to cycle through all usernames and attempting a login with that particular

password. This way, the proposed defense technique does not work as intended,

since no delay can be associated more than once to the attacker’s bot.

A similar technique, also relying on delay in server responses, can be used to implement

a form of server-side resource metering. The idea is the following: the web application

on the server-side forces all data submission in response to client requests to wait for a

predefined amount of time. However, applying a fixed delay to each server response may

determine some issues in the server-side. Among them, the most important is surely the

augmented occupation of valuable resources like TCP ports, memory and CPU, which

have to be reserved for all the time required to handle a client request. With the server-

side delay strategy, this time notably increments. In addition, the efficacy of this solution

is lower if compared to the previously discussed client-side resource metering, which can

considerably slow down the bot activities. For the above reasons, contemporarily to

the incremental delay technique, other countermeasures to stop bots activities are to be

considered.

The client monitoring technique can be very effective in stopping automated tools,

since attempts to exploit their weakness, represented by their repetitive and timed behav-

ior. Nevertheless, the same considerations previously made for other defense solutions

still hold with this method. Indeed, more specialized and sophisticated bots, with proper
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tuning and a better attitude to imitate human behavior, can bypass even protections

based on timeouts and thresholds.

3.2.8 Honeypots

“Honeypots” are web page elements like form fields or links which are rendered as non

visible by the web browser and act as a bot trap. With the term invisible, we refer to

the invisibility of a HTML component after the web browser has successfully visually

rendered the web page. So, basically, a honeypot is invisible to a human user, but not

to any other client who analyzes the HTML code. This idea is rather different from the

concept of “hidden” field, which is on the contrary a type of component which is not

displayed for editing, but contains a fixed value which is submitted through the web

form. There exist several ways that allow to make a form field invisible:

• use of the Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) property “display:none”;

• assign the component the same color as the background, so that it cannot be

distinguished from the web page;

• set the dimesions of the form field to values so small that it cannot be seen;

• position an element outside the visible are of the web page;

• use other page components to cover the form field;

• use Javascript to dynamically add an element to the page, by using one of the

previously stated invisibility techniques. This fact forces the bot to implement a

complete Javascript engine;

• enclose the component within HTML comment tags. This solution works well

when neither CSS, nor Javascript support is present;

• display the form field in the web page but indicate clearly not to enter any text into

it. This solution works well when neither CSS, nor Javascript support is present.

The invisibility of the honeypot is the key element for tricking web bots into reveal

themselves. Indeed, usually bots do not process the entirety of the HTML, CSS and

Javascript code3 and they are not able to build a visual representation of the web page,

3To be more precise, automated tools of the 1st and 2nd generation do not process CSS and do not
understand Javascript code at all.
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as instead humans do. Due to these reasons, automated tool cannot distinguish invisible

fields from visible ones. Therefore, a spambot such as a form-filler is likely to fill also

honeypot fields, with the consequence that the web application can discriminate from

data submissions performed by humans and those executed from bots. A honeypot field,

indeed, should be never filled by a human being, since it is not visible to him or her.

Examples are given in the following HTML code:

<!-- <A href="honeypot.html"> </a> -->

In the above example, the honeypot is “hidden” within comment tags, requiring that

a robot not only should be able to search for “href” parameters, but also understands

links embedded into HTML comments.

<FORM action="script.php" method="POST">

...

<INPUT type="text" name="honeypot" style="display:none">

...

</FORM>

In the second example, the honeypot is an input field which is not visually shown, since

the “style” property “display” is set to “none”.

When setting up an honeypot, it is reasonable to insert an exclude statement into

the “robots.txt” file, in order to prevent bots that honor the “robots.txt” directives from

visiting the bot trap. Being “/honeypot” the name of the web server folder containing

the bot trap, the following can be used for the purpose:

User-agent: *

Disallow: /honeypot/

This technique is effective since malicious bots do not consider the Web Robots Exclusion

Standard, while legit ones, like Googlebot, do respect this convention.

Honeypot are frequently used together with other anti-bot techniques, in order to be

more effective. An example is the use of a specific form component referred as “spinner”,
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i.e. a hidden field that contains a hash of a number of values, whose purpose is to obscure

HTML components names. A common has function (MD5, SHA-1) is generally used

to combine element like the web page timestamp, the client IP address, the web page

ID and a secret. The obtained value it then saved inside the web page and checked

each time some data are submitted to the web application. The spinner validation, of

course, requires to compute the result of the chosen hash function on the previously

listed elements and, if it matches with the sent value, the submission is accepted.

The honeypot technique, however, is not a secure method for stopping web bots.

It can work in many circumstances, since bots are often implemented in a simplistic

way, but with the trend of automated tools to become always smarter and able to cope

with the most disparate situations, such heuristic anti-bot solution cannot be considered

acceptable.

3.3 Comparison of HTTP-based strategies

The effectiveness of HTTP-based strategies strongly relies on the inability of automated

tool to fully understand web development technologies. Whilst generally many bot

implementations are rather simple and tricks like honeypots can disguise them, it is

important to stress that all the above explained techniques can be defeated by a sophis-

ticated enough bot, or by a properly sized botnet. In addition, information contained

in HTTP headers are easily alterable [VVKI99], therefore it is not advisable to rely only

on them for creating a secure anti-bot system.

As further consideration, many of the presented defense strategies can function prop-

erly only when HTML resources are employed, whereas they cannot be used to directly

protect non-HTML pages like, for example, multimedia contents or documents, unless

they are referred through a specific web page. We can reasonably state that all the

above presented techniques cannot assure the much more complete protection offered by

CAPTCHA-based approaches, discussed in section 3.4, which grant a higher flexibility

and security, despite their tendency of being more invasive.
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3.4 Human Interactive Proof

3.4.1 HIP and CAPTCHA

An effective solution to counter automated attacks is based on the concept of discrim-

inating between human actions and computer activities. Currently, there exist a class

of tests that has been developed with this specific purpose; they are known with the

general term Human Interactive Proof (HIP) [hip02], which defines a proof that a hu-

man being can construct with no special equipment, whereas a computer cannot easily

create [HB01], [BP02]. HIPs belongs to a specific class of challenge-response protocols

whose purpose is to allow a human being to perform a secure authentication process in

order to be recognized as a member of a group. The authentication, however, must also

be proved to be resistant to passive attacks, i.e. an adversary who intercepts the proof

should not be able to create a fake one in order to authenticate herself to the group

[CB03].

When the purpose of the HIP is specifically to distinguish between humans from

computers, it is known as CAPTCHA, an acronym for Completely Automated Public

Turing Test to Tell Computers and Humans Apart [ABHL03]. This category of tests

has also been defined as Automated Turing Test [ABL04], but unlikely the traditional

Turing test [Tur50] the problem is not proving that one is a human to another human,

rather a computer has to decide whether one is human or not4.

According to the definition given in [ABHL03], a CAPTCHA can be defined as:

Definition 3.4.1 A CAPTCHA is a cryptographic protocol whose underlying hardness

assumption is based on an AI problem.

More formally, a CAPTCHA is a test C which can be said to be (α, β)−human executable

if at least an α portion of the human population has success greater than β over C

[ABHL03]. However, such a statement can only be proven empirically and the success

in passing the test depends on specific characteristics of the human population, such as

the spoken language or sensory disabilities.

Several types of CAPTCHAs have been proposed [ABL04], based on hard-to-solve

4CAPTCHAs have also been named Reverse Turing Test [CBF01]; however, von Ahn, Blum and
Langford pointed out that this term can be misleading, since it has been previously used to refer to a
form of test in which both players pretends to be a computer.
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) problems. The concept of hard AI problem is defined in

terms of the consensus of a community: an AI problem is hard if the people working

on it agree that it is hard [ABHL03]. This is not so different from the concept of

security in modern cryptosystems: a cryptographic algorithm is considered secure since

cryptographers agree on the fact that some problem (e.g. the factorization of a 1024-bit

number) is not solvable.

Basically, a CAPTCHA attempts to exploits the possible existing gap between human

and computer ability with respect to some problem. As long as this gap exists, no matter

how small it is, it can be potentially used as a primitive for security. This is possible

also because if the adversary has a good chance to solve the problem once, we can ask

it to solve the problem twice. In case he gets good at solving the problem twice, we can

ask it to solve the problem three times, and so on. If the problem should be eventually

considered solvable by a new algorithm, then a different set of hard AI problems can be

used [ABHL03].

A further consideration involves the kind of AI problems that can be chosen as

possible candidates for a robust CAPTCHA. In fact, not all hard AI problems are

suitable for this purpose. The main prerequisite for granting such a possibility requires

that there should be an automatic way to generate the CAPTCHA as well as to check

the solution [ABHL03].

Besides the already mentioned characteristics, a good CAPTCHA possesses also the

following properties [ABL04]:

• it should be taken quickly and easily by human users;

• it should accept all human users (without any discrimination) with high reliability

while rejecting very few;

• virtually no machine should be able to solve it;

• it should resist attacks even if the algorithm and its data are known. This is also

explicitly expressed by the acronym of CAPTCHA, where the letter “P” stands

for “public”.

The intrinsic side effect of using such a test is possibility of inducing advances in the

field of AI when a CAPTCHA is successfully bypassed by an automatic system. Von

Ahn and Blum defines this advantage as a win-win situation: either the CAPTCHA
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is not broken and it realizes an effective anti-bot protection, either the CAPTCHA is

broken and a hard AI program is solved [ABHL03].

The original Turing Test was mainly based on an conversational interaction be-

tween the human judge and the two players, one of which was a computer. Instead,

CAPTCHAs differs from the Turing Test also because they can be based on a variety of

sensory abilities. Depending on the specific type of task they require, CAPTCHAs can

be based on: text recognition, image recognition and speech recognition [CT04].

3.4.2 Text-based test

CAPTCHAs that belong to this category are the most widespread and well known in the

Internet community. They exploit computer programs’ inability to recognize extremely

distorted and corrupted textual contents embedded inside pictures, characterized by low

quality and quite strong degradation. These images are generally easily readable for

human beings, but their content is usually illegible even to the best OCR softwares

[CBF01].

Text-based CAPTCHAs are generated by randomly choosing one or more words

from a dictionary and rendering a transformed image containing these words. Several

transformations can be applied to the image, such as blur filters, grids and gradients

addition, generation of background noise or random distortions. The user is required

to recognize the text displayed by the challenge image and type it within an input field

next to the picture. In case the letters typed are wrong, a new CAPTCHA is presented

again, otherwise the user is recognized as member of the human group.

Two of the most famous examples of such tests were proposed by Blum and von

Ahn on the CMU’s CAPTCHA web site [blu00]. They are known as EZ-Gimpy (Figure

3.1(a)) and Gimpy (Figure 3.1(b)), which is an improved version of EZ-Gimpy. They

had been widely used on the Yahoo portal and other Internet web sites, until they

were broken by Greg Mori and Jitendra Malik, from the UC Berkeley Computer Vision

Group. Using computer vision techniques specifically developed to solve generic object

recognition problems, they were are able to correctly identify the words of EZ-Gimpy

in the 92% of the times, whereas the harder Gimpy was beaten in the 33% of the times

[MM03]. Other, simpler and less effective CAPTCHA have also been broken by other

projects, like “PWNtcha” [pwn07] and “aiCaptcha” [aic05].

New version of text-based CAPTCHAs have been proposed in order to substitute
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(a) Examples taken from EZ-Gimpy. (b) Examples taken from Gimpy.

(c) An example of reCAPTCHA.

Figure 3.1: Various CAPTCHAs developed at CMU.

EZ-Gimpy, which is now considered unsafe. In particular, Yahoo, Google and Microsoft

web sites are currently using harder tests, which can grant a discrete level of security.

Recently, also the original CMU’s “CAPTCHA Project” has been improved with the

introduction of a new type of text-based HIP, called reCAPTCHA [blu07]. This new

test is based on two different words: one is taken from digitalized texts and is not

recognizable from OCR5 softwares, whilst for the other the answer is already known.

Both the words are inserted in an image which is then visually distorted. The user is

required to type both the words in an input field. If she solve the one for which the

answer is known, the system assume that also the other answer is correct and classifies

it accordingly to the solution given. The same image is then presented to other users in

different CAPTCHAs to possibly determine the correct answer. This way, the human

effort in solving CAPTCHAs can be used to improve the digitalization of physical books

and other papery contents. An example is given in Figure 3.1(c).

All these new HIPs are built to be resistant to “segment-than-recognize” attacks

[Bai06]. With this term we refer to a way of bypassing a HIP which is based on two

phases: initially, the word is segmented into individual characters by using a proper

algorithm. Then, each symbol is compared to a set of previously classified letters, with

5Optical Character Recognition.
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the purpose of finding a match. Some examples of such HIPs are shown in Figure 3.2.

(a) Microsoft’s HIP (b) Google’s HIP

(c) Yahoo’s HIP

Figure 3.2: Various “second generation” HIPs.

Other interesting CAPTCHAs, proposed as alternatives to the less secure and broken

ones, are known as “BaffleText” and “ScatterType”. The former is a test based on the

psychophysics of human reading and uses nonsense English-like “pronounceable words”,

which are pseudorandomly generated with the purpose of defending against dictionary

attacks. In BaffleText, the word is typeset using a randomly chosen typeface and a

Gestalt-motivated degradation mask is applied to it, to defend from image restoration

attacks. In ScatterType, no physics-based image degradations, occlusions or extranous

patterns are performed. Instead, characters of the image are fragmented using horizontal

and vertical cuts and the fragments are pseudorandomly scattered by horizontal and

vertical displacement [CB03]. An example of both tests is shown in Figure 3.3.

(a) BaffleText HIP (b) ScatterType HIP

Figure 3.3: Examples of BaffleText and ScatterType CAPTCHA.

The main problem with both these CAPTCHAs it their human legibility, which in the
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case of ScatterType is only around 53%. Their security level, however, can be considered

rather high.

3.4.3 Image-based test

CAPTCHAs belonging to this category require the user to solve a visual pattern recog-

nition problem or understand concepts expressed by images. A typical example of such

test was initially proposed by Blum and von Ahn with the name “PIX” and it is now

known as “ESP-Pix” [blu00]. This program has a large database of labeled pictures,

which represent real, existing objects. The test is built by randomly selecting a specific

object and picking four pictures from the database, which are then randomly distorted

and presented to the user. The test then asks the question: “what are these pictures

of?”, offering several option to choose from. The fundamental step to consider ESP-PIX

a CAPTCHA is to modify the image prior to send them to the user. In fact, since

the database is publicly available, a simple database search for the images shown would

reveal their correct label, thus allowing an attacker to solve the challenge. By applying

an image transformation such as a random distortion it becomes difficult for a computer

program to find a match searching the database[ABL04]. An example is shown in Figure

3.4: four pictures showing cats are displayed; to pass the test, a user has to select the

option “cat” from the drop-down menu.

Figure 3.4: The ESP-Pix CAPTCHA.
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According to [CT04], the main problem of this type of CAPTCHA are: misspelling

while writing the answer and synonyms of the correct answer, which may lead the user

to fail the test. In addition, the creation of a large, labeled database may also be

problematic.

Other examples similar to ESP-Pix are:

• Microsoft “Asirra” (Animal Species Image Recognition for Restricting Access) HIP,

which ask the user to recognize all the pictures showing cats withing a set of images

of cats and dogs. These pictures are randomly selected from a database of more

than 3 million of pictures obtained by means of a partnership with “Petfinder”. It

should be noted that the labeled database of pictures is not public, since only 10%

of it is openly accessible. No particular transformations are therefore executed on

the images. An example is given in Figure 3.5(d).

• KittenAuth HIP, which challenges a visitor to prove his humanity by selecting all

animals of a specific species among the proposed pictures. However, the limited

size of the database of labeled pictures may allow an attacker successfully obtain a

copy of it. This fact, together with the absence of any image transformation make

the protection system scarcely effective. An example is given in Figure 3.5(b).

• IMAGINATION (IMAge Generation for INternet AuthenticaTION), an interesting

CAPTCHA that is composed by two different tests. The system uses a database

of images of simple concepts and a two-step user-interface which allows quick

testing for humans while being expensive for machines [DLW05]. In the first step,

a composite picture that contains a sequence of eighth subimages is presented to

the user, who is asked to click in the center of one of the subimages. In the second

step, only the selected image is displayed. It is enlarged and controlled composite

distortions are applied on it, maintaining visual clarity for recognition by humans

while making the same difficult for automated systems. The user is then asked to

select the word that represent the concept expressed by the image from a list of

possible candidates. The CAPTCHA appears quite effective; however, it requires

a human user to solve two distinct tests, with a consequent increased effort and

probability of failure. An example is given in Figure 3.5(a).

A further image-based test is known as “Bongo”, and was first proposed by Blum and

von Ahn on the CAPTCHA Project’s web site [blu00]. Bongo asks the user to solve a

pattern recognition problem, in the form of two pictures containing two series of blocks.
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(a) IMAGINATION CAPTCHA

(b) KittenAuth HIP (c) Bongo CAPTCHA

(d) Asirra HIP

Figure 3.5: Image-based CAPTCHAs.
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The blocks on the left series differ from those on the right and the user is required to

identify the difference that distinguishes them [ABL04]. In Figure 3.5(c) is presented an

example; the user is asked to determine whether the central block belongs to the left

or right series. One problem with such a quiz CAPTCHA is that it assumes a common

base of factual knowledge that most humans should know (and that most computers

cannot learn), but actually this is not always true [Hal05]. Moreover, this CAPTCHA is

vulnerable to the random guessing attack, where an adversary randomly chooses either

the left or the right series. Indeed, in the official Bongo example, a random guess would

be successful 50% of the time.

Despite the level of security of image-based tests may be similar or even superior than

text-based HIPs, they do not possess the same level of diffusion of textual CAPTCHAs.

The reasons that motivate this fact are to be identified in the excessive image dimensions

which often characterize this category of tests and the consequent bandwidth occupation

required to transfer large images. Moreover, the laborious process required to create the

labeled database of pictures may be a further issue as well as the possible inconsistency

with the specific topic of a web site. A CAPTCHA with animals, e.g. would be suitable

on leisure sites but it might be inappropriate on web sites of some medical institutions.

3.4.4 Audio-based test

CAPTCHAs belonging to this category focus on machines difficulties in understanding

spoken language in presence of distortion effects and background noise. The system

randomly selects a word or chooses a sequence of letters, which are then rendered in

a audio clip [ABL04]. Generally, a specific background noise, such as sounds heard in

public places or music, is added to make harder the automatic recognition of the sequence

of letters. In addition, the audio stream may be degraded and slightly distorted[KLS02].

The user listen to the clip and is asked to report the letters heard.

The first audio-based test was implemented by Nancy Chan and afterwards pre-

sented in [Nan02]. Further research was conducted by Lopresti, Shih, and Kochanski,

who exploited the known limitations of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) tools, in

order to generate sounds that humans can understand but automatic programs fail to

recognize. Speech and audio CAPTCHAs are growing in popularity as companions to

reading CAPTCHAs for avoiding discrimination of visually impaired people who are

otherwise blocked by visual CAPTCHAs, but they do not provide full accessibility and

could potentially weaken the protection [Hal05].
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3.4.5 Usability and accessibility considerations

The security level that characterizes some of the previously mentioned CAPTCHAs is

surely suitable to counter many automated tools. For example, BaffleText and Scat-

terType probably possess the strongest security properties among different text-based

CAPTCHAs. However, they are not always quick and simple to solve; in some cases,

they are not solvable at all, as it happens with BaffleText. This is, indeed, one of the

major problems affecting current CAPTCHAs, as it has been correctly pointed out by

the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C).

In the article “Inaccessibility of CAPTCHA: Alternatives to Visual Turing Tests on

the Web” [May05], Matt May expresses a negative opinion about the effective usabil-

ity of many existing CAPTCHAs, and, in general, on the concept of CAPTCHA itself.

In addition, he stresses that the Automatic Turing Test does not allow blind, visually

impaired or dyslexic users to correctly perform several operations, such as creating ac-

counts, writing comments in web blogs or forums, or making purchases on the Web. This

is motivated by the fact that CAPTCHAs discriminate users with disabilities, since they

do not correctly recognize them as humans. He also sustains that a “number of tech-

niques are as effective as CAPTCHA, without causing the human interaction step that

causes usability and accessibility issues”. In particular, he refers to some of the already

mentioned HTTP-based techniques.

A possible solution to the usability and accessibility of CAPTCHAs is to give the

user the ability to switch to a different challenge when she does not feel comfortable

with the test currently displayed. In particular, to be considered non-discriminatory an

ATT should involve different sensory abilities of the user. For example, a test based on

a visual recognition problem should give the user the possibility to switch to an audio

challenge and vice versa. This way, a visually impaired user is granted the possibility to

take the speech test in place of the visual one, whereas people with auditive problems

can take the visual HIP in order to be considered members of the human group. So, both

the users are not excluded from accessing to the Web application. Such an approach

has been used in many Web sites which are currently relying on CAPTCHAs to protect

their services from massive automated access. Apart some criticisms, it has been proven

to be an effective method to limit the discriminatory tendency of the Automatic Turing

Test.
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Chapter 4

Effective Prevention of Automated

Access

Considering that the usual way to perform massive and automated downloads of web

resources is by using computer programs which replicate the human behavior, we can

prevent this kind of attacks if we discriminate between human actions and computer

activities. Currently, the most effective technique for human-machine discrimination is

through the use of CAPTCHAs, which are mostly text-based. However, recent advances

in computer vision and pattern recognition, also motivated by the need of bypassing

some of the most widespread CAPTCHAs, have made textual HIPs less effective and

more prone to suffer specific attacks, as explained in [CSC05,CS05,MJHP04,MM03].

As previously mentioned, some recent algorithms have been able to solve several of the

most common CAPTCHAs found on Internet, with a rather high efficacy. It is therefore

reasonable to suppose that as computer vision research advances, computers get faster

and attacks get sophisticated, existing textual HIPs will soon become ineffective and new

challenges will be required. Unfortunately, humans are unlikely to get better at solving

HIPs in the same timeframe [CLSC05]. Therefore the existing gap between humans and

machines in understanding corrupted and distorted text is going to decrease.

According to Jitendra Malik, researcher in computer vision at the UC Berkeley,

“abilities like vision are the result of billions of years of evolution and difficult for us to

understand by introspection, whereas abilities like multiplying two numbers are things

we were explicitly taught and can readily express in a computer program” [Rob02a].

Considering that computers are still unable to accomplish many vision-related processes

that we usually consider easy tasks, like understanding a specific concept expressed by

57
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an image or seeing and perceiving the world around1, we decided to focus on visual HIPs

the technique for preventing massive download of web resources. Our method is based

on the human ability to recognize a generic object displayed by a picture never seen

before, and is mainly based on the CAPTCHA known as ESP-Pix [blu00]. As already

explained in section 3.4.2, this test requires the user to recognize a specific object from a

set of pictures, then select the correct option representing that concept from a drop-down

menu.

Because of its peculiar characteristics, ESP-Pix can be considered stronger than

text-based CAPTCHAs, but it is also less user-friendly than the most common HIPs.

Therefore, our main contribution with this work is the attempt to devise a protection

scheme which grants an improved security over the currently used text-based HIPs and,

at the same time, provides a simple and rather intuitive drag-and-drop user interface.

Indeed, a practical HIP must not only be secure but also be human-friendly. This fact

comprises: the visual appeal and annoyance factor of a HIP, and also how well it utilizes

the different ability between humans and machines at solving difficult vision-related

problems, such as segmentation and recognition tasks [CLSC05].

4.1 The EasyPic scheme

Our solution to prevent automated programs from downloading web resources requires

a user to pass a proper CAPTCHA at each attempt to access a resource. Therefore, any

attack which demands the automatic download of n resources, necessitates the adversary

to correctly answer n CAPTCHAs. Compared to common textual HIPs, which involve

a seldom check, our approach allows a finer control over the entire browsing process and

a consequent higher level of security. However, the increased overhead caused by the

higher number of tests submitted to the user, would probably annoy or might not be

sustainable for a human being. Indeed, a user-friendly anti-bot solution should provide

users with an experience that is as similar as possible to the typical browsing activity.

Currently, accessing to a web resource and downloading it is a fairly automatic task:

a user clicks on the specific link and the content is displayed on the web browser or

saved to disk. Therefore, usability aspects of the proposed solution have been taken

in particular consideration, in order to limitate as much as possible CAPTCHA-related

issues and to alleviate the user from the discomfort of typing any text before accessing

1Quoting a famous sentence of Marvin Minsky: right now there’s no machine that can look around
and tell a dog from a cat, from “Mind as Society” [Min98].
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to a web content.

Using a test similar to the ESP-Pix CAPTCHA, our solution can effectively discrim-

inate between humans and computers, thus it can prevent automated programs from

accessing to all resources of a web site. The scheme, named EasyPic, is based on a drag-

and-drop approach: the user has to drag the name of the specific resource she wants to

download, expressed in form of a movable text object rather than a web link, and to drop

it on the box with the picture suggested in the page. This requires the user to recognize

from a number of different pictures, representing real concepts. When the user drops a

resource on the indicated image, that content is sent to the web browser. Otherwise, a

new test is presented to the user, with a doubled number of images, different from the

previous ones.

The maximum number of pictures used in the test is eight and is reached when the

user fails the test for two subsequent times. This value is motivated by the requirement to

maintain the CAPTCHA easy enough and appropriate to be inserted within a common

web page. We dynamically modify the number of pictures in the test in order to lower

the probability of guessing the correct image, which is initially (with two images) equal

to 50%. By doubling the number of pictures displayed, we can halve the value to 25%,

and, further increasing the number of images, we can lower the probability to 12,5%. On

the contrary, each time a user answers correctly to the challenge, the number of images

is linearly decremented by one, until the minimum threshold of two pictures is reached.

When the number of consecutive failed attempts from a user exceeds the maximum

threshold, specific actions are taken to slow down, or even stop, the activity of a possible

attacker. In particular, a mix of server-side (IP-locking) and client-side (token resource

metering) techniques are employed in order to make the solution effective in countering

a wide range of possible threats. More details on this subject are given in section 4.1.2.

In figure 4.1(a) is shown an example of the explained method: a user has to select

one among the resources on the left and drag-and-drop it on the box showing the chair

image, in order to download the chosen resource. Let us suppose that a user chooses

the resource labeled “test.doc”: in case she drops it on the image of the chair, as in

figure 4.1(b), the resource is added to the “Downloadable resources” list on the right

and eventually downloaded. Instead, if the resource is dropped on the image on the

left (the one with a PDA), a new test with four different pictures is displayed, as shown

in figure 4.2(a). If the test is not passed again, a new CAPTCHA with eight images,
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(a) test with two pictures

(b) drag-and-drop on the correct image

Figure 4.1: Example of the EasyPic scheme

similar to the one in figure 4.2(b), is shown to the user.

4.1.1 Category selection

In the EasyPic scheme, a new test similar to the one in figure 4.1 is dynamically gen-

erated at every request by randomly selecting at least two images from a database of

several thousands of different pictures, each belonging to a specific category. In addition,

multiple categories are also associated to a single picture. This way, if we ask a user to
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(a) test with four images

(b) test with eight images

Figure 4.2: Details of the EasyPic scheme

recognize the picture representing a feline, we can provide an image with either a tiger

or a cat, together with another image which does not contain felines, or even animals.

Attacks based on the classification of the pictures becomes harder to achieve, because

the same image can be associated to different concepts and labeled differently. There-

fore, an attacker should consider all possible synonymous words of the specific category

indicated in the test to have a good chance to pass it.

The algorithm for selecting categories and pictures is based on the idea that, chosen

randomly a reference image iR belonging to the category R, the other n− 1 images will

be chosen from categories with no pictures in common with R. If a proper classification

has been made, there is no chance that the user might be asked to recognize an object

that is displayed in more than one picture. The algorithm used for the selection of n

images, with 2 ≤ n ≤ 8, from the the set P , containing several categories of pictures, is

the following:
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1. Randomly choose a category R ∈ P . R is the reference category, whose name is

indicated in the CAPTCHA.

2. Randomly pick an image iR ∈ R and add it the subset of selected images I. iR is

the reference image that the user is required to identify.

3. Select n−1 different categories C2, . . . , Cn ∈ P such that R∩(C2∪C3∪. . .∪Cn) = ∅.

4. Randomly choose an image from each of the n − 1 categories: iC2 ∈ C2, . . .,

iCn ∈ Cn and add them to I.

5. Return the sets R and I.

In the example of Figure 4.1: n = 2, R = “furniture” and I = {“chair”, “PDA”}.

After the selection process has been executed, a web page containing the selected

category and all the resources in the form of draggable objects is created. Finally, it is

sent to the user.

As the reader can notice from figure 4.1 and 4.2, the EasyPic scheme embeds the

CAPTCHA inside the same page containing the web contents that it should protect,

requiring that every access to a resource is controlled by the test. This fact allows a

simple and direct insertion of the EasyPic protection scheme within portals and web

sites. In addition, the EasyPic CAPTCHA is easier to solve if compared to the ESP-

Pix. Indeed, the correct category is not listed within a drop-down menu, but it is clearly

indicated by the test itself (in red), thus improving the usability of the CAPTCHA.

This fact, however, introduces a weakness not present in ESP-Pix: it becomes easier

the automatic classification of the pictures contained in the database and, consequently,

attacks based on comparison of images. Therefore, particular attention has been payed

to avoid this category of attacks, as shown in section 4.1.2.

4.1.2 Security properties

The EasyPic protection scheme possesses a series of properties which allow it to be

considered an effective solution to counter massive and automated access to web contents.

A detailed analysis of such properties is presented in this section.
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Classification resistance

We claim that the proposed protection scheme is classification resistant since it is able to

prevent automatic pictures recognition by means of complete or partial classification of

images used in the challenge. We achieve this goal by using various techniques, described

as follows.

Database size. The database of pictures used in the EasyPic scheme contains a very

large number of different images and a considerably high number of categories. This way,

the probability to get the same picture twice is low, making the automatic classification

of the database content much harder to achieve.

There are different ways for obtaining such a huge collection of images: a simple

method is to extract frames from different videos. These can be taken from the most

common video directory services on the web, such as “YouTube”, or from daily life. The

extraction process can be automatized with a proper software which can select frames at

fixed intervals in the video stream and save them in different images. The categorization

process is done by labeling all images from a specific video with terms that correctly

refer to its content. However, extra care should be taken to make sure that only rather

different frames are considered in the extraction. Indeed, if the extraction interval is

too small, the extracted pictures are likely to be very similar. This fact favors a more

simplified automatic classification process through image comparison.

Another interesting technique, proposed in[CT04], suggests to download image thumb-

nails from an image directory or indexing service (e.g. “Google Image”), which usually

performs a categorization on indexed images. Such images can be retrieved dynamically,

i.e. when a new CAPTCHA has to be generated, or prefetched, in order to increase the

creation speed of the visual HIP. Categories can be defined through the use of a pic-

torial dictionary, such as “Pdictionary” [pdi07] which contains words of real objects,

easy to illustrate. It is interesting to note that the use of a dynamic database over a

static one is the preferable choice, since, despite the former requires longer time during

the CAPTCHA creation, it is easier to maintain and it grants better anti-classification

properties to the protection scheme. In fact, image indexing services update their image

indexes frequently. Therefore, there is no guarantee that the same image would be re-

trieved in two subsequent searches, especially if they are performed after a medium/long

time interval. Moreover, we exclude the possibility that an attacker attempts to index

an entire database of pictures, such as Google Image, since this operation is prohibitively
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expensive if not even impossible [CT04]. As a further consideration, several directory

and indexing services may be used to make the total size of the database extremely

large, dramatically lowering the probability to classify its content.

However, this approach is prone to classification errors, since the indexing category is

estimated by means of the resource name. This phenomenon is known as “misspelling”

[CT04] and it is motivated by the fact that the image name may have a specific meaning

for the author of the picture, but it is not always related with its real content. Therefore,

the user should be given the possibility to obtain a new set of images, in case the pictures

are not clear enough, or she cannot find a match between the requested category and one

of the displayed pictures. Moreover, the user should also be allowed to fail one or more

tests she must take. It should be noted that only one image is required to match the

category indicated in the CAPTCHA, whereas other displayed images can be mislabeled

without this fact influences the correctness of the test. In fact, the only relevant issue

appears when two or more pictures refer to the same concept of the category indicated

in the visual HIP.

A further problem which characterize picture-based HIPs is the “polysemy” [CT04],

i.e. the ambiguity of an individual word that can be used in different contexts to express

two or more different meanings. For example, if the requested category is “cup”, both

images with cups and mugs are acceptable. However, only selecting the picture showing

the cup, a user is allowed to pass the CAPTCHA. Polysemy may have a negative impact

on the efficacy of the EasyPic test as well as misspelling, therefore it should be avoided.

A solution is to aggregate sets of images related to equivalent or very similar concepts

but belonging to different categories, in order to lower or possibly eliminate polysemy-

related issues. Those pictures are then labeled with a specific word which describes them

all, or with the series of terms taken from the original categories. Another possibility is

to use a thesaurus during the pictures selection phase, to avoid synonyms of the chosen

categories. Resulting image categories should be completely separated with respect to

their content, i.e. no image should belong to more than one category. An example is to

choose an image from the category of living beings and another one from the inanimate

objects class. However, such an approach is not guaranteed to completely avoid the

polysemy problem, since, due to mislabelling, two or more images might refer to the

same concept.

All the above mentioned solutions are used in the EasyPic scheme, to minimize

the probability of incurring in both mislabeling and polysemy and, in general, to deal

with those situations when the user may be unsure how to answer. In particular, the
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database has been built merging image sets referring to equivalent or similar concepts

and the algorithm for category selection described in section 4.1 avoids intersections

among categories. Furthermore, a specific component in the test user interface allows

to generate a new CAPTCHA every time a user requests it. Also, the variable number

of images displayed permits to give the user at least two chances before taking more

restrictive measures. In figure 4.3 are shown these elements: the left button within

Figure 4.3: In the green circled area, the refresh button, to get a new
CAPTCHA (left), and the switch button, to start an audio challenge (right).

the green circled area allows the user to obtain a new CAPTCHA, with different images,

while the four pictures displayed indicate that the user has already failed the test at least

once but he or she is allowed to take the challenge again.

Image transformations. The system applies a number of transformations on every

selected image, such as resizing it by a random percentage of the original size, rotating

it by a randomly chosen angle or flipping it on its vertical axis. More complex oper-

ations like controlled distortion are also applied, in order to make harder performing

content recognition and image comparison by means of exact or approximate match. In

particular, image distortion exacerbates the segmentation problem by reducing the ef-

fectiveness of preprocessing stages of a segmentation algorithm that attempt to estimate

and remove background noise [CLSC05].

A further transformation involves pixels shade: the system dynamically modifies the

shade of a number of pixels with a randomly chosen percentage of its original color, so

that the content of the same picture selected twice is different. The shade modification

increases the difficulty of performing an attack based on colors recognition, therefore

lowers the possibility of classification of the images in the database.

However, such modifications may influence the usability of the system, lowering the
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human performances in recognizing images. Therefore, image degradation should be

used with particular care.

Pool of categories. The system uses the pool of categories technique for improving

classification resistance of the pictures in the database. With this term, we refer to

a method for limiting the number of categories (and related images) that a single IP

address can access. Basically, the idea is to create a subset of all categories, called pool,

and associate it to a specific IP address. Each request from that address results in

returning at least two images randomly chosen from the pool’s categories. This way, a

single IP address is bound to a fixed subset of categories until a resource is downloaded.

Then, a new pool is created and associated to that address.

A pool of categories is created with the following function:

Pip = f(ip, vip)

where Pip = {i1, . . . , in} is the pool associated to the IP address ip and vip is the number

of downloaded resources (from that IP address) which triggers the change of the pool.

The output of the function is a set of n indexes associated to different categories, with

n randomly variable between the minimum and the maximum size of the pool. As a

further consideration, note that the images should be uniformly distributed among the

categories, in order to keep to a costant value the total number of images in each pool.

This greatly helps to obtain a good effectiveness of the “pool of categories” protection.

This technique makes very difficult and inconvenient to manually classify the pictures

contained in the EasyPic database, since a human intervention is always required at

the creation of every new pool, to associate each picture of that pool to its correct

category. On the other hand, automatic classification of the database is not possible

due to the temporary IP address locking which occurs when a the maximum threshold

error is exceeded, preventing the attacking bot from automatically learning (by guess)

the correct bind between categories and displayed images.

Robustness against massive access

The main property of the EasyPic method is the ability to stop automated tools from

accessing all the resources contained within a web page. With the term resource, we

indicate any content which can be distributed over the Internet, such as images, videos
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and multimedia files in general, documents and even web pages. To show that the

protection scheme effectively possesses this property, it is important to define the concept

of security against massive and automated access :

Definition 4.1.1 A protection scheme is secure against massive and automated access

if programming and using a bot to massively download web contents is an inconvenient

task to achieve, since it presents a high cost in terms of time and humans resources

consumed and a low efficiency with respect to the resources downloaded.

According to the above definition and the study on visual CAPTCHAs in [CT04], it is

important to remark that a CAPTCHA does not have to be 100% resistant to computer

attack to be considered secure. If it is at least as expensive (due to database maintenance

issues or image manipulations) for an attacker to break the visual challenge by machine

than it would be to pay a human to take the CAPTCHA, the HIP is secure.

Computer vision techniques. Considering the way of functioning of the proposed

scheme, a specific content is accessed only when the visual challenge is passed. Therefore,

only understanding the concept expressed by a generic image, a user can successfully

pass the test. This task can be achieved by employing the most recent techniques in the

machine vision area. However, as previously stated, modern computers still have big

difficulties when they are asked to interpret the content of a generic image. In general,

performing pattern recognition when the concepts to recognize are taken from a large

domain or in presence of complex background and segmenting an image in order to

extract its internal components are some of the most difficult challenges for a computer

program [LSDJ06], [CS05]. In our solution, the domain can be arbitrarily large and

various, depending on the image database used, and can change in time, as well as

the complexity of the images. Thus, the effort imposed to a program to recognize

generic images, i.e. not belonging to a specific domain and with variable complexity,

can be considered very high or even impossible to sustain. On the contrary, visual

concept detection is a task moderately easy for human beings. We can therefore rule

out automated attacks based on current machine vision techniques, since they are not

able to grant the same level of effectiveness which human beings possess.

Comparison of pictures. A further possible attack exploits the ability of computer

programs of detecting image similarities by performing pictures comparison. We define

such a method as similarity-based attack. Basically, it tries to guess the correct binding
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between the indicated category and one of the displayed images by exploiting visual

resemblance among pictures contained in the EasyPic database and a set of labeled

images. The idea behind this approach is that the cognitive problem of repeatedly

deciding which of n images fits a given category is much easier than the problem of

deciding a single time whether a given image fits a particular category.

The attack is a two-step procedure: initially, the bot retrieves several pictures from

the visual HIP with subsequent requests to the resources page. The goal is to build

up a repertoire of reference images for each category, which is then used to perform

image comparisons. However, a human intervention is needed in this phase, in order to

correct the collection from wrongly assigned pictures. The second step is the real attack

and works by repeatedly comparing the visualized candidate images against previous

instances of pictures that fit the category indicated in the CAPTCHA. If a match is

found, that image is used as the guess and a resource access is attempted. In case

it is unsuccessful, the other image (in case of two images are displayed) is added to

the collection associated with the category and the process restarts. Note that the bot

should be set up to download a resource only when visual similarities between images

are certain enough, otherwise it may get locked too many times from the protection

scheme.

The proposed method can be considered robust also against attacks based on image

similarities due to the usage of the anti-classification technique previously presented as

“pool of categories”. Indeed, by changing the pool of category at each correct download,

the initial classification phase, which requires a human intervention, needs to be redone.

This fact implies that a automatic and massive attack is not convenient2: the attacker

would take less time by manually downloading all the resources than classifying a large

enough subset of the database after each pool change. A more detailed discussion on

the inefficacy of the similarity-based attack is given in section 4.1.4.

Random guessing. Since the countermeasures taken in the EasyPic scheme are suffi-

cient to deter attacks based on current machine vision methods, for the rest of the section

we will consider attacks based on the random guessing model. The proposed solution,

however, can be considered resistant also to this typology of attacks. Different factors

contribute to this property of the scheme and are easily understandable analyzing the

possible method to attack the protection scheme, named the blind attack.

2Under these circumstances, it is more correct to define the similarity-based attack as a semi-
automatic attack
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With this term, we refer to that particular situation when an attacker chooses a

specific resource and attempts to download it by dragging it always on the first of the

displayed pictures. Repeating this procedure for n times, an attacker could successfully

access an average of n/t resources, with t equal to the number of pictures displayed3.

Because the number of shown images is dynamically modified during different down-

loading sessions, the adversary has the best probability p of success when two pictures

are used in the CAPTCHA. In such a situation, about n/2 resources can be correctly

downloaded with p = 50%, while the other n/2 failed attempts are considered invalid.

In such erroneous situations, the EasyPic scheme adopts two different approaches to

counter the actions of the attacker:

1. twice, the number of images is doubled, with the consequent reduction of p to

25% in case of four resources visualized and 12.5% when eight pictures are shown.

This is required to avoid the use of more radical countermeasures at every wrong

attempt, with the purpose of preventing a possible adversary from accessing the

resources. Instead, the right to access the protected page is still granted to all

users, with a lower probability of randomly guess the correct image.

2. if the attacker keeps failing the test after eight images are displayed, the system

temporary locks its IP address, with the purpose of preventing the presumed bot

from accessing the resources page again. The locking time increases with the

number of subsequent failed attempts of downloading, until a maximum value is

reached. When the locking time expires, a test with eight images is presented

to the user again. This way, due to the high number of erroneous attempts (the

probability of failure is 87.5% with eight images), the most of the time the bot

remains stuck for a relatively long period due to the IP locking.

The IP locking is the most effective protection against the blind attack, since it pre-

vents the bot from attempting further subsequent downloads. The main advantage of

this approach is that it slows down an automatic attack to such a degree that it becomes

an nonviable attack vector, forcing the adversaries to direct their attention to alterna-

tive, easier targets. An experimental evidence of the effectiveness of the implemented

protection techniques against the blind attack is given in section 4.1.4.

3Assuming a uniform distribution in the choice of associations between displayed category and pic-
tures.
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The following simple function is used to determine the locking time:

t = 5 · 2e

where, t is the time in seconds and e is the number of errors (e ≥ 3). Thus, the locking

time grows exponentially with respect to the increasing of the number of errors, starting

from a minimum value of 40 seconds.

The IP locking technique is also effective to counter large-scale attacks originated

from multiple sources, such as those performed by means of a Botnet4. The idea is

to distribute the illegal activities of a single bot among numerous hosts, each with its

own IP address and running a specific automated tool. Applying the IP locking system

in such a scenario, each attacking client is considerably slowed down and the number

of attempted downloads can be reduced, forcing the efficacy of a distributed attack to

closely depend to the number of hosts employed and the duration of the action. This

fact allows the EasyPic scheme to be able to slow down Botnets-based attacks. The

method is particularly effective when the number of resources to protect is considerably

bigger than the hosts involved in the attack. In other cases, a further defense strategy

has to be adopted by the EasyPic method, as shown in section 4.1.2.

Effectiveness against Denial of Service and Botnets

The risk connected with the IP locking is that it might be turned into a “partial Denial

of Service” (DoS) attack, by repeatedly failing the test from a specific IP address. This

is possible because users who share the same IP address of the adversary5 are prevented

from accessing the web resources. The DoS is only limited to all those hosts sharing the

locked IP address and is therefore “partial”.

To avoid the occurrence of such an attack it may appear a good solution to remove the

IP locking feature and increase the maximum number of images displayed to more than

eight. This way, it is possible to reduce the probability of successfully execute a blind

attack to a very low value. However, despite the apparent effectiveness of the solution,

these modifications are not recommended. Indeed, in case the adversary is granted with

a large amount of time, it could effectively execute a complete download of all resources.

In addition, the absence of the IP locking determines an effective vulnerability of the

4A Botnet is a multitude of computers, scattered all over the world, compromised by Trojan horses,
which can be activated upon specific commands to execute different automated activities, mostly illegal.

5Due to the presence of proxy, NAT boxes, reuse of dynamic assigned IP address, etc.
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scheme towards attacks performed from multiple IP addresses (Botnets).

A more viable alternative to counter DoS attacks is to improve the EasyPic scheme

by adding a computationally intense process on the client-side, in a similar way to the

resource metering technique, described in 3.1.3. The activation of such a protection

scheme may be triggered when a specific error threshold is exceeded, in order to avoid

useless resources consumption and delays in the browsing activity, when not effectively

needed. This way, we can avoid all those problems related to insufficient computation

capacity that characterize users with older hardware and mobile devices. As previously

mentioned in section 3.1.3, hardware inadequacy constitutes a real limitation for prac-

tical use of the resource metering technique.

Following the typical hashcash computation method [Bac02], we can require the

sender to produce a string whose cryptographic SHA-1 hash starts with a certain number

k of zeroes. Practical considerations related to the computational capacity of current

hardware suggest to use a value k = 19 or even k = 20. Differently from the junk

email sector, in the context of massive access prevention the message used in the hash

calculation may vary in relation to the resource requested, the time and possibly other

pseudo-random data. These are important factors to be considered in the computation,

in order to make the system sufficiently secure.

According to [Bac02], as a first requirement it is important to ensure that a hashcash

token computed for a specific resource, e.g. “test.doc”, is different from the one related

to another resource, e.g. the file “song.mp3”. If not, an adversary could calculate once

one high bit-value token and use it several times. Thus the token should be closely

related to the specific content requested, e.g. by taking into account the URL of the

resource. A second requirement is that a computed value should not be reused to access

the same resource. Therefore, a hashcash token creation requires that a timestamp is

added to the message and a validity threshold set, in order to consider tokens older than

a certain date invalid. Finally, each token should be unique and used only once. For

this purpose, a sufficiently long random seed can be appended to the message. Then,

each token should be checked for validity against a database containing all previously

used tokens, to detect and reject attempts to spend the same token again. This way,

should two users download the same resource at the same time, the system will grant

the access to both, being able to discriminate between them. In addition, each value in

the database of tokens may contain a time reference which allows the server to discard

entries after they have expired, thus avoiding database indefinite growth.
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A generic message used to produce a hashcash token can be defined with the following

format:

URL:timestamp:seed:random_suffix

where, random suffix indicates the random sequence of data repeatedly generated by

the client to find the collision, i.e. the hash digest whose first k digits are all zeroes.

A basic version of the protocol for resource metering via a hashcash function is

presented in Figure 4.4 and can be described as follows:

1. A client asks for a page containing several resources.

2. The server sends it to the client, along with the hashing algorithm implemented

in a client-side language and all those input parameters required to assemble the

message: the number of bits to collide, the timestamp and the unique seed.

3. The client retrieves the URL of the specific resource to access and combines it with

the timestamp and the seed to create the message prefix in the form: mpref =

bits:URL:timestamp:seed .

4. The hashcash message is then obtained by joining the message prefix with a ran-

domly generated sequence of data, random suffix:

m = bits:URL:timestamp:seed:random suffix

From the message m is then calculated the digest d = H(m) by means of the

specific hash function H, e.g. SHA-1, whose algorithm is implemented within the

web page in a client-side language.

5. If a sequence of k zeroes is found, then the corresponding message mi is sent to the

server as a proof of computation, along with the URL of the specific resource to

access. Otherwise, the computation of the partial k-bits collision continues with a

different random suffix.

6. The server receives the hashcash message mi and verifies the validity of the token

by computing the digest d = H(m) using the proper hash function (in the example,

SHA-1).
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Figure 4.4: Schema of the resource metering protocol via hashcash

A further improvement may be obtained by gradually increasing the difficulty of

computing the moderately hard function with the growing of the number of attacks

from a single IP address. This way, the adversary host is forced to waste an increasing

amount of CPU time for computing the function, slowing down the attack to such an

extent that it may become impracticable. For example, we can consider a hashcash

function which requires to compute a partial k-bits hash-collision with SHA-1. It is

possible to increment the number of bits involved in the computation at every failed

downloading attempt: from an initial value of k = 19 bits, we can increase k to 23

bits. This way, after a certain amount of errors, finding the result of the computation

determines a considerable delay between a resource request and the subsequent response.

Such delay makes the execution of an attack rather inconvenient, since a considerably

high amount of time and hardware resources is wasted in useless computation. On the

other hand, if the token is not calculated, the validation process on the server-side cannot

be completed and the requested resource is not returned.

Besides the ability of limiting the possibility of a partial Denial of service attacks,

the resource metering technique possesses other interesting benefits. In particular, it
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becomes useless conducting multi-threaded attacks, since the computational effort sus-

tained to execute a single thread is too high. Therefore, simultaneous parallel attacks

run from a single host loose their efficacy, due to the necessity of sharing the CPU among

the various running threads6 [Oll05a]. The execution of parallel attacks is the main abil-

ity used by web robots to speed up their hostile actions. Therefore, preventing them

from exploiting such an opportunity considerably decrease the efficacy of their activity.

In addition, also the single-threaded attack becomes considerably slow, because of the

intense calculations which occur on the attacking client(s).

A further advantage of the resource metering technique is the possibility of effectively

countering attacks executed by means of multiple IP addresses, such as Botnet-based

attacks. This is motivated by two different reasons:

• The impossibility to calculate the validation token, since the pricing function in-

creases its computation difficulty at every wrong downloading attempt. This re-

sults in the inability to access a specific resource.

• The possibility that the Botnets reduces its number of host as a consequence of

the resource metering application. Indeed, users unaware that their hosts belongs

to a botnet might notice the high CPU load and take proper countermeasures to

stop the illegal use of their computer’s resources.

As a last consideration, it is important to note that, in case the IP locking protection is

abused generating a partial DoS attack, a user is always given the possibility to explicitly

change her IP address, for example, by using a different proxy or requesting a new IP

address to the DHCP. This way, a legitimate user can access again the previously locked

web resources, whereas it is unlikely that a bot is smart enough to bypass the IP locking

protection.

Our solution to grant an effective protection against DoS and Botnet-based attacks

is therefore based on the use a mix of client-side (resource metering) and server-side (IP

locking) techniques. In addition, the presence of the picture-based CAPTCHA allows to

add a further level of protection by discriminating among human users and computers

at every request to access a web content. This is a fundamental requirement in order to

perform a first control on the nature of the client and, in case, trigger the application of

further defense strategies.

6During the calculation of an hashcash, it is likely that the CPU reaches the 100% utilization. If 100
threads are computing an hashcash, each of them obtains 1/100th of the CPU computational ability,
making the multi-threaded approach unable to speed up the attacking process.
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Considering all the above mentioned properties, we claim that the EasyPic scheme

satisfies the requirements of security against massive and automated access and it is,

therefore, resistant against web robots. It is important to remark that the robustness of

the scheme is related to automated massive download. The proposed method, indeed,

still allows multiple access being manually executed from a user. Although this behavior

might be considered inadequate under some circumstances, it does not affects the secu-

rity of the protection scheme. Indeed, the manual download of all resources contained

within a web site is generally a very expensive operation, especially in terms of required

time. Thus, the attacker has to rely on a computer program.

4.1.3 Fairness

The proposed scheme can be considered fair with respect to users and operating situa-

tions. In fact, users are always allowed to access to the web page, without any restriction

due to IP address filtering or other discriminating parameter. Due to its CAPTCHA-

based nature, EasyPic does not prevent any human user from accessing the web page

containing the resources, even if multiple users share the same IP address. Indeed, every

browsing session is separated from the others so that two or more users can access to the

same resource, at the same time, even using the same workstation. The only exception

is the IP address locking which happens when a user repeatedly fails the test. In that

specific case, every user which shares the same IP address of the possible attacker is

temporarely prevented from accessing the protected contents.

In addition, the suggested scheme can be considered fair even towards visually im-

paired people. Indeed, being a visual-CAPTCHA, it inherits an issue typical of these

tests: it poses problems for blind and visually impaired people and, in general, for those

users who have cognitive and learning disability[May05]. Due to this reason, the EasyPic

method has to be integrated by means of an audio CAPTCHA[KLS02], which is, on the

contrary, a suitable alternative in these specific circumstances. The idea is to embed an

audio challenge inside the web page in place of the visual one upon a user request, and

display the resources on the left of the page as a checkbox list. By selecting one of the

content and correctly typing the characters heard from the audio stream, the user can

access to the chosen resource. However, it should be noted that audio CAPTCHAs are

generally rather difficult to solve, hard to internationalize and require more time and

effort to get passed if compared to visual ones. Therefore, an approach to security of web

contents exclusively based on such a test is not recommended. Instead, a combination
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of visual and audio CAPTCHAs is more desirable, in order to lower the difficulty of

undertaking the test and, at the same time, granting a better level of accessibility to the

web page.

4.1.4 Test and Results

In order to verify the correctness of our solution, we developed a prototype implementing

the proposed ideas and its security properties. Afterwards, we devised some automated

tools with the intent to simulate a typical downloading bot. These tools were then

used to perform two different type of tests: a preliminary test session using the blind

attack and a second one, employing the similarity-based attack. These tests differ mainly

on the method adopted to choose the correct picture and proceed with the resource

download. In addition, we believe that the blind and the similarity-based attacks are

the only effective and rather simply way of attacking the EasyPic protection scheme.

Indeed, other possible attacking methods are to be considered just as more complex and

sophisticated techniques, which relies on the above mentioned basic attacks to operate.

Let us consider, for example, a Botnet-based attack. In such a situation, the key idea is

to employ a large number of automated tools in order to increase the general impact of

the attack. However, each bot executes the same simple sequence of actions, which may

be driven by a specific image comparison algorithm as in the similarity-based attack, or

left to the randomness of choice, as it happens in the blind attack.

The test session on the blind attack has been conducted implementing a simple bot

which attempts to download all the resources by repeatedly selecting the first available

resource and dragging it to the first picture. The simulation lasted for 20 days and the

total number of attempts was recorded. By plotting those data on a graphic, we can

analyze the distribution of successful attempts. As we can observe from Figure 4.5, only

19 successful attempts can be counted as downloaded resources (square-marked line),

while we can count nearly 190 attempts (continuous line) which led to a temporary delay

in the bot activity, mainly due to the IP locking technique. An interesting consideration

is that, after only 3 hours, the locking time increased to 10240 seconds and the value was

kept approximately equal until the end of simulation. We set up that value as maximum

time for a lock since we want our solution to be fair enough, allowing people who shares

the same IP address of the attacking bot to access the resources anyway. As a further

consideration, it is interesting to highlight how the IP locking system worked during

the tests. At the beginning of the test, since the bot’s IP address was not contained
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Figure 4.5: Blind test

in the database, only two images were displayed; that means a probability of 50% to

make the right choice. After 2 wrong attempts, the bot had to choose within a pool of

eight images. This fact reduces the chances to guess the right image to 12.5%, whereas

increases the bot failure rate which leads to temporary IP locks. Figure 4.5 clearly

shows that as the bot keeps choosing wrongly, the scheme keeps locking it. Moreover,

it should be noted that this approach is not advantageous in terms of time. In fact,

the bot spends the most of time waiting the end of the delay caused by the IP locking,

instead of actively attempting to download the resources.

Considering that the bot has been able to download a tiny number of resources in

a rather long period of time, the blind attack cannot be considered successful. We can

therefore claim that the performance of the picture-based scheme completely fulfills our

expectations when a bot implementing the blind attack is employed to download the

resources.

The second series of tests was performed on the similarity-based attack. As explained

in section 4.1.2, the attack is divided in two parts: a first learning step, where a subset

of all possible images is classified, and the following downloading phase, where the bot

attempts to download all web resources through image matching. We used “Findim-

agedupes” [fin06] as image comparison algorithm, which allows to determine whether

two images are similar or identical with an accuracy of 98%. The similarity threshold
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was set to 80% in all experiments. This value has been chosen not to be too strict in

the comparison process and, at the same time, to avoid mismatching, which could lead

to temporary IP locking. In addition, we used a different approach for implementing

the bot, respect to what we did in the blind attack. This is motivated by the presence

of the “pool of categories” protection, used to improve the security of the picture-based

scheme against attacks based on image comparison.

The similarity-based tests are composed by two different sessions. In the first one,

we devised a simple bot that could download a subset of images, let them to be correctly

labeled by a human and start the download phase. The bot was set up to automatically

download 100 images, which were afterwards categorized by a human being in 50 labeled

pictures. The time required for this initial phase was nearly 30 minutes. With this subset

of classified pictures, we ran the similarity-based attack, attempting to download all the

resources for several hours. The results of this test were rather insignificant, as indeed

expected. In particular, after 3 days of attempts, only one resource was successfully

downloaded. This behavior is mainly due to the action of the “pool of categories”

protection and the size of the database, which contained about 30,000 pictures. Indeed,

the probability of an image match, i. e. the chance that a picture contained in the

database is similar to one belonging to the classified dataset, is rather low. Being p such

a probability, it can be computed with the relation:

p =
nds

Ndb

where nds is the total number of images within the dataset and Ndb is the number of

pictures in the database. In our tests, p = 100
30000

' 0.003%. With such a probability, the

efficacy of the image-comparison algorithm was considerably lowered, since a possibly

matching image appears very rarely. It is important to stress that increasing the proba-

bility of an image match requires a higher time consumption, in order to correctly label

the subset of images. The resulting effort demanded to human beings may become un-

sustainable. In addition, the classification cannot be done manually at the beginning of

the tests, since the “pool of categories” initially used is changed at the first downloaded

resource. Instead, it must be executed during the test session, therefore inhibiting the

possibility of performing a completely automated attack.

The second part of the similarity-based test is composed by the three steps already

explained above, but with a main difference: image-retrieving, classification and resource

downloading were repeatedly performed in sequence, in order to attempt to bypass the
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“pool of categories” protection. This way, the bot is not tied to a specific pool of cate-

gories as in the blind attack and it can build a much bigger dataset of retrieved images.

This is possible through the periodical addition of new categories, which improves the

bot effectiveness but reduce sensibly the number of download attempts per minute. It

is also important to note that the human interaction is a constant element during all

the test sessions, being the only possibility to understand and correctly label retrieved

images. Due to this reason, the similarity-based attacks should not be considered a pure

automatic scheme, but rather a semi-automatic approach.

A typical sequence in the main test loop starts with the image-retrieving stage, in

which a total of 100 images are downloaded. For simplicity reasons, our bot used category

labels to name directories where each downloaded image was stored. Then, a human

being checks every directory created in the previous step to remove mislabeled pictures.

This approach allowed us to collect and categorize half of downloaded images, with a

rather low effort in terms of required time. Finally, the bot execute a downloading session

of at most 500 attempts. When a resource is successfully downloaded, the sequence

starts over. The threshold of 500 tries is necessary to set up a superior limit the bot

downloading activity, which is particularly useful when the dataset of retrieved images

is still small. Newly added images, indeed, can positively contribute to improve the

bot effectiveness, by increasing the probability of an image match. The total time

requirement for a loop iteration is around 40 minutes, with approximately 30 minutes

to categorize the images and 10 minutes for the downloading phase.

The final results of the simulation are shown in Figure 4.6. On x-axis is indicated

the number of attempts, while on the y-axis the number of downloads. As we can observe

from the graphic, a total number of 520 resources were downloaded (cross-hatched line)

using up to 1,750 images (continuous line), whereas the bot attempted a download 17,500

times, with a success rate of about 3%.

In this second simulation, the bot was more effective in terms of total number of

downloads executed compared to the blind attack. However, the similarity-based attack

showed its major weakness in the extremely laborious classification demanded to human

beings. Indeed, when the bot downloads a resource, the protection scheme substitutes

the pool of categories with a new one, containing a different set of images. Therefore,

a new classification is required. With more than 500 resources downloaded, the human

intervention is required for at least 500 times and, considering an average of 30 minutes

to categorize 100 images, we can estimate a total effort of about 15,000 minutes, i.e. more

than 10 complete days. Undoubtedly, sustaining such an high time cost is not convenient
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Figure 4.6: Similarity-based test: second session

for a human being. Instead, a far more viable alternative to the semi-automatic approach

would be the manual download of the 520 resources: estimating a download every 10

seconds, a total time of “only” about 86 minutes is required.

During the tests, there were several occasions in which the bot did not match any

image from the categories of the assigned pool. In such situations, the bot had been

stuck in the downloading session until a new categorization took place, i.e. when the

maximum threshold of 500 resources was reached. We can observe this behavior in

Figure 4.7, where the average number of downloads per hour respect to the number of

used images is shown (continuous line). Furthermore, the graph displays the average

number of download during all the tests, which was approximately 3 resources per hour

(cross-hatched line). In order to avoid to be stuck in a specific pool of categories, a

constant image categorization was required until the minimum threshold tc was reached.

Using a database of about 30,000 pictures and 271 categories, tc = 1, 150. Such a value

has proven to be sufficient to start a more effective resource downloading, as clearly

visible in Figure 4.7. Indeed, before the specified tc, the number of downloads per hour

is rather low, with numerous gaps between the bars, indicating a high inefficiency of

the bot. On the contrary, if we move closer to the threshold, we can notice a constant

increment in the downloading trend and a reduced number of gaps, which are completely

absent after 1,150 images have been categorized. This fact clearly show that the bot
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Figure 4.7: Similarity-based test: downloads per hour vs. number of images

efficiency considerably increases when a proper number of images is contained within

the classified dataset. However, with a database larger than that used in our tests, 1,150

images would not be enough and, consequently, the minimum image threshold should

be set to a higher value. We estimate that the the minimum number of categorized

images for an effective downloading should be nearly 30 times lesser than the size of the

database. Therefore:

Ndb ' 30 ·nds

being Ndb and nds the previously defined number of pictures in the database and in the

classified dataset, respectively. Defined the maximun size for nds for which the creation

effort is considered sustainable, it is therefore possible to compute the minimum number

of pictures to build an effective database for the EasyPic protection scheme. However,

if a public database containing million of pictures is used, e.g. Google Image, it is

reasonable to claim that there are no possibilities to be successful in the creation of a

suitable dataset.

Among the proposed attacks, the blind one seems to be the most effective way to

bypass the EasyPic protection method, in terms of number of attempts per hour and

required human effort. Despite the similarity-based test is potentially able to grants bet-

ter results, it needs a great human effort to work properly. Being the cost of manually
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downloading all the resources lesser than categorizing enough images, if the analyzed

automatic attacks are compared to the manual download of the resources we can rea-

sonably claim that automatic approaches are a failure.

4.2 The Mosahip scheme

The EasyPic scheme can be considered effective in countering massive automated access

to web resources, as shown in the first section of this chapter. However, this picture-

based CAPTCHA contains an intrinsic weakness which, under particular conditions,

may pose a threat to the security of the scheme. Let us consider, for example, the

case of using an online indexing service as picture database. In such a situation, apart

the possible occurrence of misspelling and polysemy, the main problem of the EasyPic

scheme relies in the possibility of conducting attacks based on image comparison. This is

possible by directly using the indexing service as a reference for finding a match among

the pictures displayed in the CAPTCHA and those returned by a proper query on the

image directory.

In this kind of activity, the key element is the category label that express the con-

cept indicated by one of the images in the EasyPic scheme. Differently from other

CAPTCHAs (e.g. ESP-Pix), the concept to be identified is clearly indicated by the

test. This fact leads to a higher usability of the system on one side, but, on the other

side, determines a possible weakness to attacks based on images similarity. The EasyPic

scheme attempts to counter this source of problems by focusing on using a rather large

database of pictures, such as those offered by the most known directory and indexing

services on the Web. In addition, it is recommendable that pictures are taken from more

than one database, to minimize the probability that an attacker identifies the subset of

images containing those used by the visual challenge. As a further security measure,

various transformations are randomly applied to the images, in order to improve the

classification resistance and making similarity-based attacks more difficult to execute.

However, under some circumstances, countermeasures adopted by EasyPic may re-

veal their limits. Let us consider, for example, that an attacker has the possibility to

know with a high degree of certainty the source of the images used in the CAPTCHA.

Moreover, let us suppose that the specific category associated to the correct picture

appears in a limited number of instances (images) in the database. In such a situation,

an adversary might try to find the right image on which to drop the resource by sim-
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ply attempting all possible matches among the few pictures in the database and the

candidate images in the challenge. This operation would require only a limited amount

of time, if compared to the scan of a larger database of pictures, and would eventually

allow the attacker to succeed in finding the picture matching the concept expressed by

the indicated category. Note that this attack is unlikely to be effective if all proper

measures to build a robust and secure database of pictures are taken, but this might not

always be the case.

A further inconvenient using an online source of pictures may be the already dis-

cussed issues created by misspelling and polysemy. We have previously suggested a

possible solution to both these annoying problems, but a considerable reduction of their

appearance frequency or, even better, their complete elimination would surely be a step

forward to a more usable anti-bot strategy.

In this section we present a possible improvement of the EasyPic scheme, named

Mosahip, which is able to address the above mentioned problems and consequently

grant a more secure and usable solution than the one already proposed.

4.2.1 Mosaic-based Human Interactive Proof

To be effective, the previously mentioned technique to attack the EasyPic scheme should

use the most common and possibly efficient methods from the image retrieval field. In

fact, state-of-the-art image retrieval techniques have shown great promise at automati-

cally finding semantically similar images or naming them, both of which allow means of

attacking image-based CAPTCHAs [DLW05].

An image retrieval system is a computer system for searching and retrieving im-

ages from a large database of digital pictures. Currently, approaches to image retrieval

belongs to two different methodologies: Annotation-based Image Retrieval (ABIR) and

Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR). The former, also known as Concept-based Image

Retrieval (COIR), focuses on using words which describe the concept expressed by the

images to retrieve, e.g. title, subject heading, keyword, caption [Mas04,YKY99]. The

latter analyzes the actual contents of the image focusing on visual features, such as color,

shape, texture, and spatial layout to represent and index the image [LSDJ06,LZF03].

Current research in the image retrieval field shows that one of the most important

challenges yet to be solved is visual concept detection in the presence of complex back-

grounds [LSDJ06]. Different approaches based on classification of whole images have
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been tried, but their efficacy is often too coarse to be useful in real world applications.

In fact, it is typically necessary to identify a specific concept in the picture (e.g. an an-

imal, a tree, etc.), not simply global features. In addition, visual concepts are generally

required to be detected in presence of complex background or clutter, as it happens in

pictures taken from “real” situations. However, according to [LSDJ06], several research

works have obtained interesting results only in laboratory conditions, i.e. where the

background is simple and therefore can be easily segmented. Thus, the current chal-

lenge in image retrieval systems and probably the most difficult problem in semantic

understanding of media is to detect all of the semantic content within an image, in

particular in the presence of complex backgrounds.

As a further consideration, note that the EasyPic scheme does not provide the chal-

lengers with an accurate description of the image to be detected, but it shows only the

name of the category it belongs to. Therefore, attacking strategies to bypass that anti-

bot protection should rely substantially on the CBIR methodology, rather than focusing

ABIR techniques. As clearly explained in [LSDJ06] and [LZF03], in typical CBIR sys-

tems, the visual contents of the images in the database are extracted and described by

multi-dimensional feature vectors. To retrieve images, users provide the retrieval sys-

tem with example images which are converted into its internal representation of feature

vectors. The similarities (measured through distances) between the feature vectors of

the query example and those of the images in the database are then calculated. The

retrieval process is performed with the aid of an indexing scheme which provides an

efficient way to search for the image database.

Considering all the above mentioned constraints, we improved the EasyPic scheme

by exploiting the current computer’s difficulty in performing:

• segmentation of images in regions of interests, in the presence of complex back-

ground;

• recognition of “real concept”, i.e. concept of existing objects, from properly created

objects embedded in background clutter.

• shape-matching process when specific transformations (rotation, scaling, controlled

distorsions) are applied to the picture;

The new protection scheme that we devised incorporates a series of mechanism based on

these properties and it has been called “Mosahip”. The term is an acronym for Mosaic-

based Human Interactive Proof, which refers to the idea of a HIP based on a mosaic of
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pictures. This is indeed the basic characteristic of the scheme under analysis, which,

instead of showing a sequence of several single pictures as in the EasyPic method, chal-

lenges the user with a single large image composed by smaller and partially overlapping

pictures. These are taken from two different categories:

1. images representing a real, existing concept, such those retrieved from an online

indexing service (Google Image, PicSearch, etc.) or from video frames.

2. fake images, which contains artificially-created shapes, lines and cluster of pixels

with variable colors.

Among all the pictures which compose the main image, only a small subset belongs to

the first category. These pictures, which we name real, are pseudo-randomly positioned

within the larger image and are those that the user is required to identify. They are

also partially overlaying each other, so that separating them in subimages is not an

easy task for a computer. The other pictures, i.e. the fake ones, are created by using

randomly-chosen colors from the histogram of the real pictures. Moreover a mix of

randomly-created shapes, lines and effects are added to each of them. They are used

only to generate background clutter whose purpose is to make difficult the recognition

of images expressing real concepts to non-human users.

An example of the Mosahip scheme is presented in Figure 4.8, where two different ver-

sions of the CAPTCHA are shown: Figure 4.8(a) displays the “concept-based” Mosahip

test, where users are required to identify the picture indicated by the CAPTCHA and

contained within the larger images. In Figure 4.8(b) is shown the “topmost” Mosahip

test, which asks the user to identify the image representing “something existing” and

“laying upon other pictures”, not overlapped by anything else. In both tests, a user has

to drag-and-drop a resource on the area of the larger picture which contains the image

indicated in the CAPTCHA, or reference image, in order to be able to access it. If the

test is failed, a new one is generated and the procedure restarts. In case the number

of failed attempts exceeds a specific threshold, countermeasures similar to those already

mentioned in the EasyPic scheme7 may be adopted. In particular, the user can be tem-

porarely prevented from accessing the resource by means of server-side and client-side

techniques, such as IP locking and token resource metering via hashcash.

Despite the visual appearance of two versions of the Mosahip tests is similar, they

rely on different ideas. The concept-based one challenges the user to identify a specific

7See Section 4.1.2
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(a) Concept-based version: the resource has to be dropped on the “pineapple”.

(b) Topmost version: the resource has to be dropped on the “scissors”.

Figure 4.8: The Mosahip scheme.
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picture clearly indicated in the test page, but hidden among many other images, some

expressing real concepts while others presenting nonexisting contents. The topmost

version of Mosahip, instead, asks the user to identify a real image which is located in a

particular position in relation to other pictures. In particular, the image has to express

a real concept and it lays over other real and fake pictures.

The algorithm for the creation of the main image in both versions of the Mosahip

scheme is the following:

1. Select n images from the database of pictures P and add them to the set of real

pictures R = {i1, . . . , in}. If the test is “concept-based”, randomly choose an image

ij which becomes the reference image and retrieve its category gj. Otherwise, the

image in contains the reference image used for the test.

2. For each image ij ∈ R, determine whether it should be rotated and randomly

choose the rotation angle θj, with θMIN ≤ θj ≤ θMAX . Then rotate every chosen

image by the respective rotation angle.

3. For each image ij ∈ R, randomly choose a scaling factor sj such that sMIN ≤ sj ≤
sMAX . Then, apply a scaling function to every image in order to reduce the image

by the factor sj.

4. For each image ij ∈ R, determine the percentage of transparency to apply to it,

by randomly selecting a transparency factor tj, with 0 ≤ tj ≤ tMAX . Then, apply

the transparency function to every image, if tj 6= 0.

5. Create the composite image c of size m by n with transparent background.

6. Randomly select a starting location on the image c and position the first of the

images in R, i1, on c. Make sure that i1 does not exceed the boundary of c.

7. For each image ij ∈ R, with 2 ≤ j ≤ n, determine the positioning location within

the area of ij−1, so that ij only partially overlaps ij−1. For this purpose, consider

the area comprised between those points laying at a fixed distance d from the

external border of ij−1 and the border itself, such that d ≤ dc

2
, where dc is the

distance from the border to the center of the image. If the ij is the reference image,

also save the positioning coordinates (referred to c) of the top-left and lower-right

corners of ij in the set D.
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8. Compute the histogram of image c, hist(c), and create the background image b of

size m by n. Fill b with a color gradient between the colors rgbH and rgbL, where

rgbH is randomly chosen from the most frequent colors in hist(c), whilst rgbL from

the less frequent ones.

9. Create a fake image f of size x by y, with x << m and y << n. The size of f

should be similar to the size of the real images. Fill the background with a color

gradient between randomly chosen colors from the hist(c). Draw on f various

shapes and lines with colors taken from the most frequent colors in hist(c). Then,

randomly change the pixel color of small regions of f , by using the less frequent

colors in hist(c). Finally, add f to the background image b, starting from the

top-left corner of b.

10. Repeat the previous step until b is completely covered with fake images.

11. Reduce the number of colors of image b by applying the Steinberg-Floyd error-

diffusion algorithm.

12. Overlap the composite image c to the background image b. Note that, since c has a

transparent background, b gets covered only in those areas where the real pictures

are located. Now b contains both real and fake images.

13. Apply a random distortion function on the image b.

14. Return the image b and the set D containing the coordinates of the reference

image. If the test is “concept-based”, also return its category gj.

4.2.2 Security properties

The Mosahip scheme exploits different hard-to-solve problems in computer vision and

image retrieval areas, thus granting an effective resistance to image processing opera-

tions, such as content extraction and identification, which may be used to attack the

scheme. In this section, we will discuss the main security properties of the proposed

method.

Resistance to automatic concept recognition. As already mentioned in the discus-

sion of EasyPic security properties8, current computer vision techniques show sensible

8See section 4.1.2.
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difficulties in detecting and understanding the content of generic pictures, in particular

when the concepts to recognize are taken from a large domain which may vary in time.

This is indeed the case of the Mosahip scheme, which employs several sources of images

to build its internal database. Instead, human beings are considered very proficient in

the task of interpreting visual concepts expressed by means of pictures, even in presence

of complex and unclear background.

Resistance to segmentation through edge detection. An important security mea-

sure adopted by the Mosahip scheme is based on the difficulties of CBIR methods to

extract the semantic content express by a picture in presence of complex background.

This is mainly due to the excessive difficulty of performing the segmentation of an image

in region of interests. This is, in fact, the fist step to attempt an identification procedure

which can discriminate among the images containing real concepts from the fake ones.

A possible method for executing such a task is to employ an edge detection algorithm,

in order to delimit the borders of the several subpictures which compose the main im-

age. For the classification of the objects in the image area, the determination of their

contours is indeed essential. The procedure of image contour separation is intended for

the fast reduction of image data volume and simplification of the subsequent recognition

steps. We experimentally tested the issues caused by image segmentation in Mosahip

pictures applying two effective and well known techniques developed to detect edges

within pictures: the Zero-crossing Laplacian operator and the Canny operator.

The Zero-crossing Laplacian operator belongs to the category of zero-crossing based

methods, which search for zero crossings in the second derivative of the image in order to

find edges [GW92]. The Laplacian operator is used to approximate the second derivative

in both the x and y directions, generally in the form of a 5x5 convoluted mask. The

zero crossing detector looks for places in the Laplacian of an image where the value of

the Laplacian passes through zero, i.e. points where the Laplacian changes sign. Such

points often occur at edges in images, which can be defined as points where the intensity

of the image changes rapidly. However, they also occur at places that are not as easy to

associate with edges [FPWW04]. Because this reason, the Zero-crossing Laplacian edge

detector is very sensitive to noise, as can be seen in Figure 4.9(b) and Figure 4.9(e).

The Canny operator [Can86] was designed to be an optimal edge detector and its

accuracy is indeed effective. It takes a grayscale image as input and produces an image

showing the positions of tracked intensity discontinuities, where detected edges are rep-

resented by gray and white pixels. The effect of the Canny operator is determined by
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three parameters: the aperture size for the Canny algorithm (a), the upper threshold

(u), above which edges are preserved in the image, and the lower thresholds (l), above

which possible edges can exist. Edges between the high and low threshold are only

preserved if they are connected to an edge that is above the high threshold. Usually,

u can be set quite high and l quite low for good results. Setting u too high will cause

noisy edges to break up, whilst setting l too low increases the number of spurious and

undesirable edge fragments appearing in the output. Increasing the width of a reduces

the detector’s sensitivity to noise, at the expense of losing some of the finer detail in the

image. In our tests, we opted for: l = 50, u = 250 and a = 3.

The results of the application of both the edge detection algorithms on pictures

from the two version of the Mosahip scheme are shown in Figure 4.9. It is clear from the

pictures that the problem of separating real images from the background noise created by

means of the fake ones remains difficult to solve. The application of an edge detection

algorithm has reduced the amount of information present in the Mosahip image and

extracted relevant features such as the countours of both the content of each subpicture

and the subpicture itself. However, the number of connected components within the

resulting image is still high and does not allow to easily detect the shapes belonging to

real images, which are needed to perform a CBIR process.

Resistance to segmentation through thresholding. In computer vision, threshold-

ing often provides an easy and convenient way to separate the regions of an image

corresponding to objects of interest, from the regions of the image that correspond to

background. This segmentation can be performed on the basis of the different inten-

sities of colors in the foreground and background regions of an image. The input to

a thresholding operation is typically a grayscale or color image, whereas the output is

a binary image representing the segmentation [FPWW04]. The segmentation through

thresholding, also called image binarization, is determined by a single parameter known

as the intensity threshold. Each pixel in the image is compared with this threshold and

if the pixel’s intensity is higher than the threshold, the pixel is set to white in the output,

otherwise it is set to black (or vice versa).

According to [FPWW04], not all images can be neatly segmented into foreground

and background using simple thresholding. A simple way to determine whether or not

an image can be correctly segmented this way is looking at an intensity histogram of

the image. If it is possible to separate the foreground of an image from the background

on the basis of pixel intensity, then the intensity of pixels within foreground objects
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(a) Concept-based image (pineapple) (b) Zero-crossing Laplacian edge detector
on the Concept-based image

(c) Canny edge detector on the Concept-
based image

(d) Topmost image

(e) Zero-crossing Laplacian edge detector
on the Topmost image

(f) Canny edge detector on the Topmost
image

Figure 4.9: Edge detection on two Mosahip images
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must be distinctly different from the intensity of pixels within the background. In this

case, we expect to see one or more distinct peaks in the histogram which correspond

to foreground objects and such that one or two thresholds can be chosen to isolate this

peak accordingly. An example is shown in Figure 4.10(a) and Figure 4.10(b). If it is not

possible to distinguish such distinct peaks, then it is unlikely that simple thresholding

will produce a good segmentation, as it happens in Figure 4.10(c). In this case, adaptive

thresholding may be a better alternative approach to image segmentation.

(a) Bi-modal intensity dis-
tribution with one distinct
peak: it can be segmented
using a single threshold
T1.

(b) Bi-modal intensity dis-
tribution with three dis-
tinct peaks: it can be seg-
mented using two thresh-
old T1 and T2.

(c) Bi-modal intensity dis-
tribution with two peaks
merged together: it cannot
be segmented using single
thresholding.

Figure 4.10: Different image histograms and thresholding.

Whereas the conventional thresholding operator uses a global threshold for all pixels,

adaptive thresholding changes the threshold dynamically over the image. This more

sophisticated segmentation technique selects an individual threshold for each pixel based

on the range of intensity values in its local neighborhood. This allows for thresholding

of an image whose global intensity histogram does not contain distinct peaks. The

adaptive threshold can be computed statistically examining the intensity values of the

local neighborhood of each pixel. The statistic which is most appropriate depends largely

on the input image. Simple and fast functions include the mean and the median of the

local intensity distribution [FPWW04]. Usually, to improve the effectiveness of the

thresholding functions, a constant value Ct is subtracted from the local threshold value

before the threshold is applied to the local pixel.

Images generated by the Mosahip scheme are not easily segmentable by means of

color thresholding. This is mainly due to the use of randomly chosen colors from the

histogram of the composite image containing the real pictures. Indeed, it is not possible

to discriminate between the real and fake pictures only by focusing on pixels whose color
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is more or less than a specific threshold, since colors of real pictures are widespread

throughout the Mosahip image and characterize also the contents of fake pictures.

If we consider the single threshold approach, we can notice that it does not work

properly. In fact, a typical histogram of a Mosahip image does not present two or more

distinct peaks, but rather their aggregation. An example is shown in Figure 4.11, which

display a generic Mosahip image, the computed histogram on this image and the result

of segmentation through single thresholding. The reader can notice that the process

cannot be considered successful, because it is not possible to set up two thresholds which

can isolate the regions of interest, i.e. the real subimages from the artificially-created

background. In the example, the chosen thresholds T1 and T2 produce an incomplete

segmented image, which includes only partially the contents of the real pictures. The

chosen values attempt to contain both the subpeaks of the histogram. However, even

restricting the thresholding interval, the result does not considerably change but presents

either a sensible loss of details or an excessive richness of particulars. Both situations

do not permit a successful segmentation of the target image.

(a) The image generated
by the Mosahip scheme.

(b) Computed histogram:
no distinct peaks are
present.

(c) The result of the
thresholding process with
T1 and T2 chosen to con-
tain the merged peaks.

Figure 4.11: First example of single thresholding on a Mosahip image

In other cases, the image histogram displays a single steep peak, which suggests an

apparently easier attitude to segmentation through thresholding. Instead, the process

does not grants the expected result, as it is shown in Figure 4.12. Also in this case, the
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two thresholds T1 and T2 (green and red lines) determine a partial loss of information,

as it happens to the subpicture representing a skirt, which is completely black in the

segmented image. This fact is motivated by the tendency of the Mosahip scheme to

spread colors of real images throughout the main picture. Therefore, removal of back-

ground information to isolate real subpictures results also in a partial removal of the

information which should be preserved.

(a) The image generated
by the Mosahip scheme.

(b) Computed histogram:
one distinct peak is
present.

(c) The result of the
thresholding process with
the chosen T1 and T2. A
larger interval determines
more loss of information.

Figure 4.12: Second example of single thresholding on a Mosahip image

Approaches based on adaptive binarization are also not successful in segmenting

Mosahip images in order to separate real and fake images. Examples of Figure 4.13

clearly show this fact. Both the mean and median function are used, with different

input parameters. In particular, tests were conducted with neighborhood windows of

7× 7 and 14× 14 pixels, used to compute the local threshold value, and Ct equal to 7,

20 and 30. The resulting images are more accurate than in the case of single threshold-

ing, but do not allow to select specific regions of interest, i.e. the real subpictures. By

changing the thresholding value to obtain less detail and possibly a better segmentation,

the binarization process gets worse in a uniform way, removing connected components

throughout the main image. However, also the content of real subpictures is partially or

completely removed. We can therefore conclude that also the adaptive thresholding ap-

proach is unsuccessful in properly segmenting images generated by the Mosahip scheme
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in order to separate real subpictures from fake ones.

Resistance to subpicture separation. Besides the above mentioned resistance to im-

age segmentation and consequent discrimination between real and fake pictures, the

proposed scheme is also robust against subpicture separation. With this term we refer

to the possibility of dividing the sequence of real pictures which contains the reference

image. This is possible since the Mosahip algorithm partially overlaps real images, as

well as fake pictures. As previously explained, the positioning of the subpictures within

the main image is a pseudo-random process, i.e. the starting location and subsequent

positioning are chosen randomly according to some specific constraints, such as the limits

of the display area and avoiding total overlap of previously placed images. The resulting

sequence of pictures is thus more difficult to separate, since the effective countours of

the subimages are partially merged with the content of the images themselves.

As a further security measure, different levels of transparency are applied to every

real picture. The overall effect of such a process is the possibility to visualize the content

of part of images which lay beneath the overlapping area, with the consequence that an

increased number of false positives appears in the image segmentation process through

edge detection. An example of this behavior is showed in Figure 4.14. Due to the

transparency of the overlapping two real images located in the top-left corner (the “car”

and the “lighter”), the Canny edge detector shows a connecting edge. This edge, should

not be visible, since it lay beneath the “lighter” image.

Resistance to shape matching. The Mosahip scheme attempts to counter also the

task of performing image retrieval by picture comparison. This is possible by applying a

number of transformation and effects on both the real and fake images, in order to make

their automatic identification more difficult. There exist several ways to alterate images

whose results may be more or less effective. We focused on functions such as rotation,

scaling, transparency and distortion, with input parameters randomly chosen within

specific ranges. This approach is similar to what it has already been explained in the

description of the EasyPic anti-classification properties. Obviously, such transformations

should be applied without excessively affecting the quality and clarity of the input image,

in order to maintain a high level of comprehension of the picture for an easy recognition

by humans.

A further measures is taken to reduce the effectiveness of automated recognition
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(a) Mean function with neighborhood of
size 7 and threshold reduction by 7.

(b) Mean function with neighborhood of
size 7 and threshold reduction by 20.

(c) Mean function with neighborhood of
size 7 and threshold reduction by 30.

(d) Median function with neighborhood of
size 14 and threshold reduction by 7.

(e) Median function with neighborhood of
size 14 and threshold reduction by 20.

(f) Median function with neighborhood of
size 14 and threshold reduction by 30.

Figure 4.13: Adaptive thresholding on Mosahip image
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(a) Mosahip image with trans-
parent subpictures.

(b) The invisible edge showed
by the Canny edge detector.

Figure 4.14: Effects of the transparency use in the overlap process.

techniques: it is the color reduction through the application of the Steinberg-Floyd

error-diffusion algorithm. This step ensures that the task of automatically determining

the borders of the images remain challenging, whereas human recognition abilities still

allow a correct identification of single pictures. Moreover, the overall size in bytes of the

generated image can be considerably decreased by the color reduction operation.

To improve the creation process of the fake images, median filtering may be used

as an additional transformation. The median filter is normally used to reduce noise in

an image, generally granting good results since it preserves useful details in the image.

Furthermore, it possesses the interesting property of preserving sharp edges, since the

median filter does not create new unrealistic pixel values when the filter straddles an

edge. This fact allows the filter to blend different close by colors in a uniform way,

determining the creation of more realistic shapes. This operation further complicates

the task of discriminating between real and fake images for machines, but not for humans.

An example is shown in Figure 4.15. The drawback of such an approach is the increased

computational effort and resources consumption required to generate the background

image.

A further security measure consists in the partially overlap of pictures, which de-

termines a partial loss of the content of every image belonging to the sequence of real

pictures, except the last positioned one. This fact implies an increased difficulty in the

execution of CBIR processes, since every picture gets partially modified by the over-

lapping content. Therefore, the operation of finding an image match through picture

comparison becomes a more challenging task.
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(a) Example of fake images (b) Median filter applied to fake images

(c) Zero-crossing Laplacian edge detector
on the fake image

(d) Zero-crossing Laplacian edge detector
on the filtered image

Figure 4.15: Application of the median filtering on fake images
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All the above explained transformations and effects should be considered as an im-

portant step, since, according to the definition of CAPTCHA, the test algorithm and

data should be publicly available to improve the security of the test[ABHL03]. If unmod-

ified images from the picture database were presented as CAPTCHAs, attacks would

be trivial. On the contrary, if the images are randomly altered before being presented

to the user as suggested in [ABL04], it becomes more difficult to perform attacks using

computer vision techniques and image retrieval methods.

Resistance to random guessing. As already explained in the EasyPic scheme9, an

alternative approach to current machine vision and information retrieval techniques in-

volves random guessing of the area belonging to the correct image. Given a Mosahip

image of size m by n, such an attack attempts to locate the subarea of size x by y,

with x << m and y << n, corresponding to the image indicated in the CAPTCHA.

The attacker then chooses a specific resource and drops it on the selected area. If we

suppose that every pixel in the CAPTCHA image has the same chance of being chosen

as location for the real picture, we can apply the classical definition of probability and

compute the probability of success of such an attack:

Psucc =
Aref

Amain

=
x · y
m ·n, (4.1)

where Aref is the area of the reference picture and Amain is the area of the Mosahip

image.

The Mosahip scheme, however, can be considered resistant also against attacks based

on the random guessing model, also called blind attacks. This is possible because the

probability of success of a blind attack can be arbitrarily reduced, in order to make the

attack ineffective in massively accessing the protected resources. This is done by properly

determining the size of both the real pictures and the CAPTCHA image. Basically,

defined the area of a real picture Aref = x · y and the probability of success Psucc, it is

possible to determine the area of the Mosahip image Amain = m ·n through the relation:

Amain =
Aref

Psucc

(4.2)

In our tests, we used real pictures of size comprised between 65 and 70 pixels. We

can consider an average size of 67.5 pixels for a real picture and a probability of success

9See section 4.1.2.
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of the blind attack Psucc = 4.1%. Therefore, the area of the CAPTCHA image should be

defined as at least 109,488 pixels. Our Mosahip images effective size was set to 400× 275,

which corresponds to an area of 110,000 pixels. In case we would like to decrease Psucc

to 2.8%, the main image size should be increased to 400× 400 pixels, according to (4.2).

Obviously, the main image area cannot be increased indefinitely, because the screen

size is limited and other elements needs to be displayed too. Considering that the most

popular resolutions currently used by web browsers are 1024× 768 and 800× 600 pixels,

we can assume that a size of 400× 400 pixels is adequate for many web applications.

The estimated probability of success related to such dimesions is 2.8%, which, besides

being rather low, is however sufficient to allow the complete download of all the protected

resource if enough time is provided. To counter such a threat, the attacking hosts should

be delayed by using a mix of client-side and server-side techniques, as already explained

with the EasyPic scheme, in section 4.1.2. So, token resource metering via hashcash and

IP locking can be used to slow down the activities of the adversary to such an extent that

the blind attack becomes ineffective. In section 4.2.4 we give an experimental evidence

of this fact using image sizes of 400× 275 and 400× 400 pixels.

Considering the above stated properties, we can reasonably claim that the Mosahip

scheme satisfies the requirements of security against massive and automated access de-

fined in section 4.1.2 and it is, therefore, resistant to bots attacks.

4.2.3 Usability considerations

During the creation of the Mosahip test, we payed particular attention to the usability

and friendliness aspects of the proposed solution. Our main intention was obviously to

improve the EasyPic scheme from the security point of view, but we wanted to achieve

this goal without sacrificing the easiness of use which already characterized the scheme

that we had developed. However, it was clear since the beginning that this was a hard-

to-solve problem. In fact, it is known that usability and security are two properties

not always compatible, i.e. increasing the security aspects of a system determines a

reduction of the usability and vice versa.

Our first impression about the Mosahip scheme confirmed this supposition. Let us

consider, for example, the concept-based Mosahip test. Since it suggests the correct

picture category to the user, it can be considered easier and more intuitive than the

topmost version. Compared to the EasyPic scheme, the main advantage is the improved
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level of security granted by this test. This is due to the combination of several images

into a unique picture and the addition of a properly created background, whose purpose

is twofold:

• to make very difficult the extraction of real pictures from the fake ones;

• to prevent the separation of the sequence of real pictures into single images, which

can be later used to perform a CBIR process.

However, if we consider the usability aspects, the new CAPTCHA is slightly more diffi-

cult to solve than the EasyPic test. This is mainly due to the presence of the background

clutter, obtained by means of fake images.

The topmost version of Mosahip is also characterized by the same advantages of the

concept-based test, but, in addition, it grants two other benefits:

• first, it avoids the classification process needed to build a database of pictures,

which may result in a costly activity in terms of time and effort;

• second, it prevents the occurrence of mislabeling and polysemy.

All these properties are due to the nature of the test. In particular, it does not contain

any reference to a picture label, but rather it requests the user to identify an image which

possesses specific positioning characteristics. Concerning the security of the topmost

Mosahip, it can be considered nearly as secure as the concept-based version of Mosahip

but more secure than the EasyPic scheme, since the possibility to execute an attack

based on CBIR decreases considerably. However, the topmost Mosahip test is more

difficult to solve than both the concept-based version and the EasyPic scheme, since the

user’s choice is not driven by any further information than the displayed CAPTCHA

image.

In order to obtain a feedback concerning usability aspects of the proposed CAPTCHA,

we decided to conduct a test on a sample of user. For this purpose, we set up a testing

page showing a sequence of different images, taken from the concept-based Mosahip and

from the topmost version of the CAPTCHA. At the beginning of the testing procedure

an explanation of the two different version of Mosahip was given to the participants,

in order to minimize the impact with the new CAPTCHA and describe what each user

had to do.
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A total of 110 users participated in the study. They were recruited in different ways,

considering several parameters. In particular, we focused on the age, which varies from

18 to more than 60, the education, which alternates from junior high school to Ph.D.

The frequency of computer usage was also considered: it varies from less than 1 hour per

week to more than 40 hours per week. We are aware that the results from a sample of

110 users may not predict of the performance of the entire population of Internet users.

However, we attempted to select a sample which can be as various a possible in order to

approximate what would be the real distribution of Internet users. Moreover, our main

purpose was to have a feedback from different people about the usability of the Mosahip

scheme.

Since the users participation to the test was completely on a voluntary basis, we could

not ask them to solve a large number of CAPTCHA in each session. So, we focused

on a total of 6 images, three from the Concept-based test and three from the Topmost

version; they are showed in Figure 4.16. We chose them from a set of possible candidates

by considering a number of parameters, such as:

• the visibility of the reference image with respect to the background clutter;

• the position of the reference image with respect to the other real pictures;

• the levels of transparency applied to the real images, which range from total opacity

to 90% of transparency;

• the presence of fake images with colors very similar to those of the real images;

• the presence of fake images which can be easily confused with real images;

• the general appearance of the test picture, which may be considered more or less

difficult to solve.

For each test, a number of elements were recorded. In particular, the result (passed

or failed) and the time required to solve it, which is useful to understand the average

time needed to take the Mosahip CAPTCHA. In addition, the users were asked to rate

the difficulty of each test, on a scale from 1 (very easy) to 5 (very difficult), with a

further option in case the user were not able to solve it. The rating process was not

included in the timing measurements of each round. Also, the answers were revealed

only at the end of the six tests, to prevent bias.
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(a) Concept-based image 1 (DVD) (b) Concept-based image 2 (pot)

(c) Concept-based image 3 (skirt) (d) Topmost image 1

(e) Topmost image 2 (f) Topmost image 3

Figure 4.16: The six images used in the Mosahip usability test
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The final results of the 110 testing sessions are shown in Table 4.1, which display

the number of passed tests in relation to the failed ones for both the two versions of

Mosahip.

Table 4.1: Comparison of the two versions of the Mosahip scheme

Total results Content-based Topmost

passed 323 264

failed 5 52

no answer 2 14

total 330 330

We can observe that almost every user was able to solve the Content-based version,

with a percentage of correctly passed tests of 98%. Regarding the Topmost version, the

80% of participants could correctly solve it. This lower value can be explained with

the higher intrinsic difficulty of the Topmost version of Mosahip. In particular, the

first impact with this test is generally hard and requires the user to carefully read and

understand what must be done to pass this CAPTCHA. This fact is more clear if we

observe Table 4.3, which shows the results related to each image of the Topmost test.

The percentage of passed test for the first image is 72%, that is considerably less than

the values obtained with the second and third image which is, respectively, 87% and

80%. A further evidence of this fact is given by Table 4.6, where 23 users graded as

difficult the test presented with the first image, whilst only 8 and 9 participants did the

same with the second and third image. In addition, also the time measurement of Table

4.8 indicates that the first test required an average time to be solved which is nearly

double if compared to the second and third.

Table 4.3 also shows that the 4.6% of the users were not able to give an answer to

the Topmost CAPTCHA. Among these 14 participants, 8 skipped the first test, whereas

only 2 and 4 did not give an answer to the second and third test, respectively.

All the above mentioned elements clearly show that part of the users had problems

understanding and thus solving the first Topmost Mosahip test. In other situations,

where the users were more comfortable with the CAPTCHA, they could score better

results. In particular, the percentage of passed test increases to 84% considering only
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Table 4.2: Partial results of the Content-based Mosahip scheme

Partial results Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Average

passed 109 107 107 107.67

failed 1 2 2 1.67

no answer 0 1 1 0.67

Table 4.3: Partial results of the Topmost Mosahip scheme

Results Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Average

passed 79 96 89 88

failed 23 12 17 17.3

no answer 8 2 4 4.6

images 2 and 3. Note that image 3 was chosen since it presents a higher degree of

difficulty compared with other two images. This fact was also confirmed by directly

asking to users who failed only the third Topmost test. On the contrary, no particular

differences there exists among the three tests of the Content-based Mosahip scheme, as

it is shown from Table 4.2.

In Table 4.4 are presented the global rates given to the Mosahip scheme, whereas

Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 show a more detailed overview on the rates given to single

images. The general opinion of the 96% of the participants is that the Content-based

CAPTCHA possess a difficulty level varying from very easy to medium, whilst the 88%

of users considers the test very easy or easy. Regarding the Topmost scheme, the 81%

of users rated it from very easy to medium. However, only the 54% of the testers gave a

rate equal to easy or very easy. This fact confirms our supposition regarding the higher

difficulty if the Topmost version when compared to the Content-based scheme.

Finally, an overview of times required to pass the both the version of Mosahip is

presented in Table 4.7 and Table 4.8.

The average time to take the Content-based test is about 7 seconds, whilst the Top-
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Table 4.4: Rates of the two versions of the Mosahip scheme

Rate Content-based Topmost

very easy 191 88

easy 98 91

medium 29 88

difficult 6 40

very difficult 4 9

not solvable 2 14

total 330 330

Table 4.5: Partial rates of the Content-based Mosahip scheme

Rate Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Average

very easy 59 68 64 63.67

easy 40 27 31 32.67

medium 6 12 11 9.67

difficult 3 2 1 2

very difficult 2 0 2 1.34

not solvable 0 1 1 0.67

most version necessitates an average of 10 seconds, which can be considered an acceptable

requirement for a visual CAPTCHA. However, we should consider that, especially for the

Topmost test, the first image demanded a time twice longer to solve the CAPTCHA,

Table 4.6: Partial rates of the Topmost Mosahip scheme

Rate Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Average

very easy 24 36 28 29.4

easy 23 37 31 30.4

medium 29 25 34 29.4

difficult 23 8 9 13.4

very difficult 3 2 4 3

not solvable 8 2 4 4.67
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Table 4.7: Partial times of the Content-based Mosahip scheme

Time (sec) Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Average

minimum 1.06 1.15 1.05 1.09

maximum 43.50 39.29 32.28 38.36

average 6.97 7.67 5,08 6.57

Table 4.8: Partial times of the Topmost Mosahip scheme

Time (sec) Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Average

minimum 1.25 1.58 1.08 1.30

maximum 57.28 25.82 37.23 40.11

average 15.65 7.38 7.16 10.06

as a consequence of the initial impact with the new scheme. Subsequent tests shows

that the the time required to pass the CAPTCHA is about 7 seconds, which is also the

average time for the Concept-based version.

4.2.4 Tests and results

In order to evaluate the proposed idea and its security properties, we developed a

Mosahip prototype of both the Concept-based and Topmost versions, which can be

found at: http://secg.di.unito.it/massivedemo/. We also devised an automated

tool to simulate an attacking session based on the previously mentioned blind attack.

The main objective of the bot is randomly attempt to identify the correct area of

the composite image onto which the resource has to be dropped. This way, we want

to obtain a practical evidence regarding the efficacy of attacks based on the random

model, which we have already considered from a theoretical point of view. In addition,

we strongly believe that blind attacks are the only effective and rather simply way of

attacking the Mosahip protection scheme. Indeed, other possible attacking methods

not relying on the random model are much more complex and sophisticated techniques,

whose implementation requires a very high effort in terms of time and resource, beside

not being able to guarantee the needed efficacy for bypassing the Mosahip CAPTCHA.
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The blind test sessions have been conducted implementing a simple bot which at-

tempts to download all the resources by repeatedly selecting the first available resource

and dragging it on a random point of the test image. We performed two different series

of simulations: one with Mosahip images of 400× 275 pixels, and another one using

images of 400× 400 pixels. The reason that motivated the two simulations is that we

wanted to test the effectiveness of the Mosahip scheme under different conditions. In

particular, we focused on the image size which is an important factor in order to adapt

the protection scheme to various web page dimensions. Furthermore, increasing the im-

age size while maintaining unchanged the dimensions of the real pictures, determines a

lower probability of success when an attack based on the random model is executed.

Both sessions lasted for 22 days and results were recorded and plotted on a graphic.

As we can observe from Figure 4.17, which shows the tests on the CAPTCHA of size

400× 275, only 8 successful attempts can be counted as downloaded resources (cross-

hatched green line), whilst the number of failed attempts is 207 (continuous red line).

For each of them, the bot activity was forcefully delayed (square-marked blue line). As

Figure 4.17: Blind test with 400× 275 image.

we already pointed out with the EasyPic scheme, the reader should note that the blind

attack is not convenient in terms of actions executed over the time. In fact, the bot

spends the most of time waiting the end of the delay caused by the protection scheme,

instead of actively attempting to download the resources.
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Regarding the supposed efficacy of the attack, we can claim that our expectation

has been completely fulfilled, since we observed a success rate of nearly 3.8%. Such a

value is slightly less than the probability of success of 4.1%, estimated with pictures of

400× 275 pixels.

In Figure 4.18, it is shown the results of the second simulation, which used a picture

of size 400× 400 pixels. Such an image might not be suitable in many situations, since

it occupies a large portion of the screen, but it considerably improves the security of the

protection scheme. It is therefore advisable its use, when possible.

Figure 4.18: Blind test with 400× 400 image.

From the graph, we can observe only 6 successful attempts (cross-hatched green line),

whereas 204 times the bot failed (continuous red line) and was thus delayed (square-

marked blue line). In this second simulation, our expectation was also completely ful-

filled, since we obtained a success rate of 2,9%, which is very close to the previously

computed probability of success, equal to 2.8%.

In both the simulations, the bot has been able to download only a tiny number of

resources in a considerably long period of time. We can therefore conclude that the blind

attack cannot be considered successful when the Mosahip scheme is used to protect a

set of resources from massive automated access.
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Chapter 5

Application to a real scenario

The EasyPic and Mosahip protection scheme have been devised to protect the access

to generic web resources, not only multimedia contents. Therefore, it is interesting to

study a practical application of these methods to a real scenario, where the resource

to protect is the number of total accesses executed to a simple web page. The specific

application that we analyzed is known as “Internet poll”. Since granting a high security

level in such a context is generally considered a challenging task, we believe that this

is an interesting opportunity to test the effectiveness of our solution to prevent massive

automated accesses to web contents.

5.1 Internet polls

Online polls can be defined as online surveys of public (or a sample of public) opinion

to acquire information about a specific topic. Internet polls are very common in major

web sites and their popularity might considerably increase in future since they are a lot

cheaper, in terms of costs and effort, than usual opinion polls. However, being a web

application, a poll can suffer from a variety of attacks typical of this kind of programs.

In particular, the most relevant one has to be considered the explicit alteration of poll

results by means of automatic voting programs (bots), which act like human users in

order to vote repeatedly.

There are many examples where the results of some polls were dramatically influenced

by bots that were able to vote for a big number of times although security measures were

taken. One of the most famous episode dates back to 1999 [blu00] when the well-know
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site Slashdot published an Internet poll asking: “Which is the best graduate school in

computer science?” In order to keep people from voting more than once, IP addresses

of voters were recorded. Soon, the poll become a competition between students of the

Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) and Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).

MIT finished with 21,156 votes and CMU had 21,032; every other school registered less

than 1,000 votes.

Many different factors make this security issue particularly complex to solve: the

multitude of browsers used, inconveniences to distribute certificates or secrets like user-

names and passwords, the fact that users connect from different workstations, usually

behind firewalls, proxies and address translation boxes. Moreover, the structure of a

typical web application easily allows computer programs to imitate human behavior,

permitting them to iteratively cast votes in order to obtain arbitrary modifications of

the final results.

In this chapter we present an application of the EasyPic solution to solve the mas-

sive automated voting problem by discriminating between human-cast and machine-cast

votes. The advantage gained is a considerably increment in the security of Internet polls

and in the reliability of their results. The proposed method does not require any user

registration or authentication and is able to accept votes from computers connected to

Internet with the same IP address. We discuss about the advantages of using the secu-

rity method that we have developed and we show experimental results obtained from a

series of tests on a working prototype which implements our idea. Finally, in order to

better test the performance and the effective robustness of the solution from the security

point of view, we also propose a public challenge, where we invite Internet users to find

possible weaknesses in the proposed method.

5.2 Internet poll’s structure

As stated in [BBCC04], a poll is a simple web application which allows an Internet user

to express his or her opinion concerning the poll topic in a quick and easy way. A generic

poll is a two-tiers application, therefore composed by two different components: a client

and a server. The former simply consist of a web interface, whose goal is to show some

information useful for the voting procedure. A typical client contains:

• the poll title
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• a question or a message about the topic of the poll

• the voting options

• a button to submit the preference chosen by the voter.

The above information are presented to voters by means of a web browser. By selecting

one (or more) of the voting options and subsequently pressing the vote button, one can

express a specific preference about the poll topic – see figure 5.1(a).

(a) poll with two voting options (b) results page

Figure 5.1: A simple Internet poll

The server component is a simple program whose task is to receive the data from the

graphical interface, in order to bring the voting procedure to completion. Among these

data there is the user’s voting preference, which is uniquely identified to avoid voting

errors. The vote is eventually registered by the voting script into a storage device, such

as a database or a simple file. After voting, a user is offered to see the results of the poll,

which represent the distribution of votes gathered until that moment. In figure 5.1(b)

is shown a typical results page: it displays the percentage and the number of votes for

each choice, besides some information related to the poll topic.

As clearly explained in [BBCC04], creating an automated tool for massive voting is

a rather simple task. Indeed, such a program is a three-steps procedure, similar to the

following:

1. the automated script request the HTML page containing the poll;
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2. the page is analyzed and the correct ID for the voting option is extracted;

3. a HTTP request (GET or POST) is executed by invoking the voting script: it

contains the choice ID, the poll name and other requested parameters.

The above actions are usually performed a repeated number of times, so that the final

results associated to a specific voting option are arbitrary modified. In case the poll

system uses a voting protection scheme, the automated tool should be able to bypass it.

5.3 Existing protection schemes

According to [BBCC04], currently there are three different categories of protection tech-

niques which can offer some level of security to a poll system, preventing multiple and

automated voting. However, their effectiveness cannot be considered high and, from a

security perspective, they can be classified as medium or weak methods. In particular,

we can distinguish:

1. the cookie-based method

2. the IP locking technique

3. CAPTCHA-based approaches

The first method is the simplest way for protecting a poll from automated scripts.

After a user has correctly voted, a cookie containing the poll ID is set on the client.

This cookie is then sent in each HTTP call to the voting script, thus stopping from

being accepted subsequent voting requests from the same client. The main issue with

this method is the possibility to delete the cookie before voting again, therefore allowing

multiple voting.

The IP locking protection scheme considers the IP address of voters as a parameter

for discriminating among different voting sessions. That is, the IP address of voters

is stored on the server after voting and subsequent attempts of voting from the same

address are considered invalid. This approach is able to guarantee a high level of security

since IP address spoofing is generally considered impossible on Internet1. However it

1Under special circumstances is still possible to realize a blind IP spoofing [VVKI99], which allows
an attacker to successfully create TCP connections from spoofed IP addresses.
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also prevents from voting potentially allowed voters, like users who use the same proxy

server or NAT box to connect to Internet or those who share multi-user workstations

or are connected to Internet through a dynamically assigned IP address. Therefore, the

IP locking method cannot be considered fair enough since it excludes a considerably

large number of potential voters. For the above reasons, we don’t believe it is a suitable

protection scheme for Internet polls, although it is the most widespread one.

Currently, there are two ways of using a CAPTCHA to protect the access to a poll:

one requires the user to pass the test before obtaining the poll’s main page [ABL04].

However, this approach is not considered suitable for general applications, since it does

not allow the poll page to be directly inserted inside a portal or a web site.

The second application of CAPTCHAs to the poll context is known as order-based

method [BBCC04]. The main idea behind this protection scheme is to insert each of

the poll voting options into a runtime-generated image, in different rows. The picture,

heavily degraded, is then embedded inside a poll. In order to vote, a poll user is asked

to select the checkbox next to the poll option he or she intends to vote for and press the

vote button. The order-based method posses a higher level of security compared to the

cookie-based method and it is less restrictive than the IP locking scheme, since every user

is allowed to vote. However, security weaknesses has been found in textual CAPTCHAs

[CSC05,CS05,MM03,Rob02b]. Moreover, it is possible to bypass the protection scheme

only by focusing on the different length of strings representing the name of each choice,

rather than attempting to extract and understand the full text from the image.

All the above considerations clearly show that currently there is no protection scheme

which can be considered both highly secure and fair enough to let all the potential voters

express their personal opinions about a specific topic.

5.4 Avoiding massive automated voting

Considering that the usual way to perform massive and automatic alterations of Internet

polls is by using computer programs which replicate the human action of voting, we can

prevent this kind of attacks if we discriminate between human actions and computer

activities. What has been shown to be weak in CAPTCHA-based protection scheme is

the type of test used, which cannot be considered anymore effective to tell humans and

computers apart.
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Due to this reason, we decided to apply the idea explained in Chapter 4.1 to the

context of Internet polls, in order to prevent alteration of their results. Using a test

similar to EasyPic we modified the order-based method so that it can more effectively

discriminate between humans and computers. The significant effect is the prevention of

arbitrarily modification to the distribution of poll results.

The new solution can be described as an improvement of the order-based method.

Therefore, it shares with it some features, such as the dynamic generation of the poll

page. Moreover, both solutions embed the security mechanism inside the poll, thus

allowing a simple and direct insertion of the poll within portals and web sites. The main

difference between the two methods concerns the voting options, since they are displayed

as plain text rather than being shown as content of an image.

Unfortunately, the introduction of the new discrimination test used in the concept-

based method presents some difficulties. The most important issues encountered was

finding the best solution to integrate the evolved CAPTCHA into the poll page. Indeed,

an Internet poll is a web application with some specific characteristics:

• it should be easily understandable by voters

• the voting procedure should be quick and clear to learn and should not take more

than few second to be brought to a conclusion

• since it is often embedded inside web pages or portals, it should occupy a little

portion of the screen

• it should “encourage” a web site user to spend some time reading the poll and

possibly voting for it

Considering all these constraints, we considered the drag-and-drop approach of the

EasyPic scheme as the right solution. Therefore, a voter has to drag the desired choice,

expressed in form of text, and drop it on the box with the picture suggested from the

poll. This requires the user to recognize from two different pictures, both representing

a specific concept. When the user drops a choice on the indicated image, a vote related

to that choice is submitted and correctly counted. Otherwise, a new test (with different

images) is presented to the voter. If a voter fails the test for more than two times, he

or she is prevented from accessing the poll page again. This is possible by locking his or

her IP address for a variable amount of time or applying a more sophisticated solution

such as the token resource metering via hashcash 3.1.3. As it happens in the EasyPic
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scheme, the locking time increases with the number of subsequent failed attempts of

voting, until a maximum value is reached, according to the following function:

t = 5(2e)

where, t is the time in seconds and e is the number of errors (e ≥ 2).

In figure 5.2 is shown an example of the “picture-based method”: a user has to select

one between Italian cuisine and British cuisine and drag-and-drop it on the box with

the pistol image in order to cast a vote for the chosen option. Supposing a voter chooses

Italian cuisine: in case he or she drops the preference on the image on the left (the one

showing a pistol), a vote is counted. If the preference is dropped on the image on the

right (the one with a cheetah), a new test with different pictures is showed.

(a) poll page (b) voting for Italian cuisine

Figure 5.2: Examples of the picture-based method

According to [BBCC04], an Internet poll can be considered fair and secure against

massive falsifications if:

1. Internet users are always allowed to participate in the poll, without any restriction

due to protection schemes based on IP address filtering or other discriminating

parameter which is not unique for each user.

2. programming a bot for massive falsification is a difficult and time-consuming task

to achieve, even for a skilled programmer.
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With these premises, we can obviously rule out any protection technique based on the

IP locking scheme, since it does not allows two or more users to vote if they share the

same IP address. Even the cookie-based method is not adequate too, since it violates

the second requirement.

Regarding the picture-based method, a massive falsification of poll results is exe-

cuted with repeated accesses to the voting page. Moreover, the picture-based method

derives from the EasyPic scheme which has been shown to be fair and secure against

massive accesses. Therefore, we can reasonably claim that it satisfies both the above

requisites and can be defined: fair, since it does not discriminate users, robust, due to its

strong CAPTCHA properties and resistant to classification of all pictures constituting

its database. We will give an experimental evidence of such a claim through specific

tests in the next section.

5.5 Test and Open Challenge

In order to verify the correctness of our proposed solution, we developed a prototype

implementing the main idea and its security properties. We then performed a series of

tests simulating the usual behavior of a voting bot. In particular, we started with the

blind-voting attack, which, in our opinion, is the type of attack most easily performable

against the picture-based method. Then, we focused on the similarity-based attack,

undoubtedly the more dangerous type of attack for our solution.

Tests and results

The test session on the blind-voting attack has been conducted by implementing a simple

bot which is able to vote automatically by repeatedly selecting the same voting option

and dragging it always to the first picture. The attack lasted for 72 hours and the

total number of correct and wrong votes was recorded. By plotting those data on a

graphic, we can analyze the distribution of votes when the picture-based scheme is used

to protect the poll. As we can observe from figure 5.3, a total number of 113 votes was

attempted (cross-hatched line) and only 45 can be counted as effective increment of the

poll results (continuous line). The other 68 attempts are wrong (square-marked line)

and caused a sensible delay in the bot activity. Since it has not being able to massively

modify the final results of a poll in a relatively long period of time, the blind-voting
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Figure 5.3: The distribution of votes after 72 hours of blind-voting attack

attack cannot be considered successful. We can therefore claim that the performance of

the picture-based scheme completely fulfills our expectations when a blind-voting attack

is performed.

The second series of tests was performed on the similarity-based attack. However,

in this simulation, we decided to disable the “pool of categories” protection, in order to

simplify the attack. Then, we ran a bot to automatically download 100 images from the

poll and we manually classified them. With this small subset of pictures, we started the

bot implementing the similarity-based attack, which tried to vote for several hours. The

final results of the simulation are shown in figure 5.4. On the x-axis is indicated the

number of second (for simplicity reasons, only the first 32000 seconds are considered),

while on the y-axis the total number of voting attempts. As we can observe from the

graphic, a total number of 253 votes has been attempted (continuous line), while the

total number of accesses to the poll is 4221 (cross-hatched line). This fact clearly shows

that the bot tried to vote only the 6% of times, that is only when the images were rather

similar. However, for 240 times the vote was counted positively, with only 13 errors

(square-marked line) which temporarily delayed the bot activity.

In this second simulation, the bot was more effective an was able to cast a higher

number of votes than in the blind-voting attack. However, in a real situation, with the

“pool of categories” protection enabled, a human intervention for manually categorize
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Figure 5.4: The distribution of votes after the similarity-based attack

the pictures would be required for 240 times, one for each correctly cast vote. The total

number of images to classify would be nearly 24000, if we consider an average of 100

pictures in each round. Undoubtedly, the total cost in time for such an operation is too

expensive to sustain for a human being and it is surely more convenient to vote manually

for 240 times. Moreover, considering a larger database than the one used in the test,

possibly containing images not taken from videos, pictures classification would be much

harder and the number of total correct votes surely lower.

Our final consideration on the similarity-based attack is that, while it poses a more

serious threat to the prevention of massive automated voting, it is not able to effectively

alterate the results of an Internet poll when the picture-based protection scheme is used.

Public Challenge

As a further and possibly wider test, we invite the Internet community to try to break

our security scheme for online polls. The open challenge is published at the address:

http://secg.di.unito.it/ipollchallenge/ and consists of a simple two-options poll,

asking for the preferred cuisine among Italian and British. Both the poll options have

been initialized with 500,000 votes. Therefore, at the beginning of the challenge, we

have 50% votes in favor of Italian cuisine and 50% in favor of British cuisine. The goal
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is to modify the current results of the poll so that British cuisine gets at least 90% of

the preferences.
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Protection from Unauthorized

Distribution
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Chapter 6

Digital media protection from

unauthorized distribution

6.1 Background

In the last years, the World Wide Web has been extended and integrated into public

and business domains. The development of broadband access points, wireless and mobile

technologies and the progress towards one-in-a-box devices prove the significant creation

of a legitimate marketplace for entertainment and business activities. Several of such

activities involve multimedia data, which has become the mode by which we communi-

cate with each others. We share digital photos and home videos with our friends and set

up video conferences and exchange recorded presentations which allow both corporate

and governmental sectors to increase their productivity [LTW+05].

Various multimedia contents are daily sold, exchanged and distributed over the Inter-

net to an always increasing number of consumers. This is due to the excellent distribution

system of digital media represented by Internet, which is inexpensive, does not require

stocks and delivery is immediate [CMB02]. However, the combination of multimedia

technologies and a pervasive communication infrastructure introduces an explosion of

threats to the sharing of multimedia contents. In fact, the same tools used to create

content, also allow the users of such content to duplicate or forge it, and the medium

which allows the users to share their expressions, also permits the sharing of illicit con-

tent [LTW+05]. For this reason, Internet and, in particular, file sharing systems, are

also seen as a risk of piracy from content’s owners, which are largely represented by

125
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Holliwood studios and the major music labels [CMB02].

Illegal copying, modifications, and unauthorized redistribution of multimedia con-

tents pose a serious threat to sales and profits for the producers and distributors of such

contents. Due to the massive diffusion of various recording devices together with the

simplicity of many Internet-based distribution systems, “pirates” can easily record and

distribute copyrighted material, like photos, music, movies and multimedia content in

general. This is done without appropriate compensation being paid to legal copyrights

owners [CMB02]. As a consequence of this fact, there is an increasing need of means

to protect such resources from illegal copying, modifications, and unauthorized distri-

bution. However, many Internet services do not contain proper security features which

guarantee that illegal activities involving copyright-protected multimedia contents can

be avoided.

The entertainment industry has reacted to the this situation by forming new author-

ities, whose main purpose is to protect copyrighted contents and intellectual property

rights. Some of the most well-known ones are:

• International Intellectual Property Alliance (IIPA), a private sector coalition formed

in 1984 to represent the U.S. copyright-based industries in bilateral and multilat-

eral efforts to improve international protection of copyrighted materials. Such

contents consist in: all types of computer software including business applications

software and entertainment software; theatrical films, television programs, home

videos and digital representations of audiovisual works; music, records, CDs, and

audiocassettes; and textbooks, tradebooks, reference and professional publications

and journals [iip07].

• Secure Digital Music Initiative (SDMI), a forum that has brought together more

than 200 companies and organizations representing information technology, con-

sumer electronics, security technology, the worldwide recording industry, and Inter-

net service providers. SDMI’s charter is to develop open technology specifications

that protect the playing, storing, and distributing of digital music such that a new

market for digital music may emerge [sdm07].

• Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA), the trade group that repre-

sents the U.S. recording industry. Its mission is to foster a business and legal

climate that supports and promotes their members’ creative and financial vitality.

Its members are the record companies which create, manufacture and/or distribute
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approximately 90% of all legitimate sound recordings produced and sold in the

United States. In support of this mission, the RIAA works to protect intellectual

property rights worldwide and the First Amendment rights of artists [ria07].

• Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA), which was initially founded in

1922 as the trade association of the American film industry. Today the association

continues to advocate for strong protection of the creative works produced and

distributed by the industry, fights copyright theft around the world, and provides

leadership in meeting new and emerging industry challenges [mpa07].

• Visual Identity Verification Auditor (VIVA), whose aim is to investigate and

demonstrate a professional broadcast surveillance system. The key technology

in the VIVA project is a new video watermarking technique named JAWS (Just

Another Watermarking System) [DKH+99].

Among the vast amounts of data, such as images, videos and music, which have been

digitized for easy storage, processing and transmission over the Internet, user-produced

contents also cover an important role. The creation of new platforms to share and freely

distribute various home-made contents, like “YouTube” and “Flickr” just to name a few,

has determined the necessity to grant an effective protection also for non-commercial or

government-related media.

In such a scenario, it is therefore clear that there is an increasing need of security in

the field of multimedia content distribution, in order to guarantee the basic requirements

for protecting the digital rights of both producers and distributors.

In the past years, two approaches have been proposed to address this problem. The

first one is the definition of a proper legislation that forces violators to pay expensive

penalties for unauthorized use of patented or copyrighted materials. Instruments like

copyrights, patents and trademarks are the obvious result of the application of such a

solution. Copyright, grants the creator or owner of a work the a series of exclusive rights

[ASW03]:

• the right to reproduce the protected work;

• the right to create new works which are derivative or adaptations of the protected

work;

• the right to distribute the protected work;
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• the right to perform (in case of music) or diplay (in case of videos or images) a

protected work in public.

These rights belong initially to the creator of a specific work, but can be transferred,

sold or transmitted to other subjects, either partially or completely.

The second approach is based on information technologies, which can be used to

enforce the laws and regulations devised to protect the intellectual property. This specific

topic will be analyzed in the remainder of the chapter.

6.2 Digital media security

Multimedia contents has both commercial and personal value that must be protected

before one can share his or her work. To protect the intellectual property of the creator,

it is therefore necessary to modify the digital media prior to put it onto the network for

delivery. There are two fundamental approaches to address the problem of unauthorized

distribution of digital media through information technologies: cryptography and data

embedding, which are two complementary techniques with different goals [LTW+05]. In

particular, cryptography provides confidentiality, i.e. the capability of performing access

control so that only users with the correct secret information can access the protected

content. Data embedding can complement this functionality by associating a set of

secondary data to the host media.

Cryptography. Cryptography requires that media are encrypted in order to prevent

unauthorized access to the content. Cryptography systems obscure the initial content of

data media before it is transmitted between the sender, who encrypts the initial message,

and the recipient, who decrypts the received message. During the transmission, the

message is considered secure since it has been transformed in an intelligible form. On

the contrary, before and after the decryption process, the message is vulnerable because

it is in a comprehensible form. As we see in the Figure 6.1 [Zim01], the message is secure

only when it is encrypted (chipher text), while “plain text” and “received text” have no

security mechanism implemented.

Specific actions can then be taken in order to understand whether an encrypted

content has been modified and who had access to it. However, such an approach applied

to the multimedia context has proven not to be appropriate, since, prior to be usable,
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Figure 6.1: Encryption and decryption process

the content necessitate to be decrypted. Out of his protected domain, the media can be

redistributed unencrypted without particular problems, subverting the digital rights of

the original media distributors.

Data Embedding. The second method, data embedding, is also known as digital wa-

termarking, which is closely related to steganography and information hiding. The word

steganography has Greek origins, where stegano (στεγα’νo’ς) means “closely covered”,

“sheathed” and graphy (γρα’ϕειν) means “to write”. Literally, it can be translated as

“hidden writing”. Steganography offers a mechanism for providing confidentiality and

deniability by hiding a secondary message, also known as “payload signal”, in presence

of a primary message, or “carrier signal”.

Both steganography and watermarking describes techniques that are used to imper-

ceptibly convey information by embedding it into the cover-data. However, steganogra-

phy typically relates to covert point-to-point communications between two parties. Thus

steganography methods are usually not robust against modification of the data or have

limited robustness especially against transmission errors and format conversions [PK00].

Digital watermarking is motivated by different underlying philosophies, requirements

and applications and can be therefore distinguished from steganography. The term “dig-

ital watermark” derives from the analogous counterpart in the area of paper making.

Paper watermarks usually indicate the origin and the ownership, besides being used to

provide integrity and prevent counterfeiting [LTW+05]. Similarly, digital watermarking

provides a method for protection of ownership rights against illegal distribution. This

involves additional characteristics that are not present for steganography. Indeed, wa-

termarking has the additional notion of resilience against the attempts to remove the

embedded data. The main difference with steganography is that watermarking is used

when the parties known about the existence of the hidden data and may have interests
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in removing it [PK00].

An essential idea of watermarking process is to embed the additional information

not in distinguished locations of data media (e.g. header of a file), but in the signal

structure. Digital watermarks are signals that are added to digital media, which can be

detected and retrieved. However, this additional information perturbs the carrier signal.

Because of this, it is important to use a threshold that gives us the possibility to embed

the watermark without losing visual quality of digital media.

Watermark systems are context-specific, that means, the development of embedding

algorithm (and his correspondent, the retrieval algorithm) depends on digital data format

that is watermarked.

6.3 Applications of data embedding

The requirements that data embedding systems have to comply with are always based

on the applications. The specific characteristics, which the data embedding method

must possess in order to be effective, strongly depend on the final application. For

example, despite watermarking system are generally considered robust, different levels

of resistance against attacks are possible, in relation to the particular application. In

some situations, even watermarks with low robustness may be required.

Data embedding and, in particular, watermarking systems can be applied to different

applications, which include: copyright protection and authentication, digital signatures,

fingerprinting, broadcast and publication monitoring, copy control and secret communi-

cation [CMB00], [KH00]. In the rest of the section, we’ll give a brief description for the

cited applications.

Copyright Protection and Authentication. Digital watermarks are used to protect

copyright and intellectual property [CKLS97b] and this is probably the most important

and well known among the applications of watermarking [PK00]. The basic idea is

that the copyright owner introduces a watermark in the data, in form of a copyright

statement, that represents a digital signature. Its purpose is to prove her ownership

later on, after she delivers the content to other users. It is obvious that a high level

of robustness against different attempts of removal is a prerogative of the watermark

in this kind of application. In addition, the watermark must be unambiguous and still
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resolve rightful ownership when additional watermarks are embedded in the protected

data [PK00].

Fingerprinting and Traitor Tracking. As a signature, watermarks can be used to iden-

tify single distributed copies of data. This is useful to trace back illegally produced copies

of distributed contents. In this operation, called fingerprinting, different fingerprints, i.e.

digital watermarks unique for every customer, are embedded within each copy of the con-

tent which has to be distributed. This way, it becomes possible to identify those who

made illegal copies of digital data[PK00]. However, particular attention should be payed

to avoid the collusion attack, which is possible when users have access to multiple copies

of the same content fingerprinted with diffrent IDs. Through cooperation, it becomes

possible to remove the fingerprint. Therefore, the watermarking system should be de-

signed to assure the effective identification of traitors and avoid the detection of false

positives [LTW+05].

Copy Protection and Device Control. A desirable feature in a multimedia distribu-

tion system is the possibility to disallow unauthorized copying of the media. For this

purpose, it is possible to use digital watermarks, which can enable or disable a copy

device control mechanism. The device control scans digital data for the presence of

the watermark. If the watermark is found then the device will enable copying, if not

will disable it. However, copy protection is not easy to obtain in open system, whilst

it is more feasible in proprietary systems. Examples of such a mechanism is found in

some DVD systems, where watermarks are used by compliant players in order to decide

whether allow the copy or deny it.

Data Authentication. In authentication applications, the objective is to detect mod-

ification in the data. A watermark can be used to prove the authenticity of a specific

digital media. Indeed, digital watermarks contain information that let us know if the

digital media content was or not changed. This is the case in which we use a “fragile wa-

termark”, i.e. a signal which can be considerably damaged when slightly modifications

occur on the digital media. The main property of such a system is the low robust-

ness against attacks, in particular compressions. This requirement, however, can change

depending on the specific application [PK00].
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Annotation. A watermark used for annotation purposes should convey as many bit

as possible, while retaining the original appearance. In addition, the original unmarked

content is not needed upon detection and the system should not necessarily be robust

against attacks [LTW+05]. An example of such application is the use digital watermark-

ing in medical field. In particular, watermarks are employed as containers for information

about patients and diagnoses, and are embedded within medical images (such as X-ray

or nuclear magnetic resonance) in order to be automatically associated with the patient

[PAK99].



Chapter 7

Digital Watermarking

7.1 Definition of watermarking

Digital Watermarking is a method of embedding information in a digital content which is

not detectable by the human senses but can be retrieved by a computer using a specific

procedure. Multimedia contents such as digital images, videos, and audio tracks are

ideal for this purpose. In contrast to traditional cryptographic methods, the watermark

does not change the main functionality of the modified content and can be also inserted

into the data structure imperceptibly. The hidden message may have no relationship

to the carrier, i.e. the content in which it is embedded, or the message may supply

important information about the carrier. Depending on the given data type, it should

neither be visible, audible, and so forth, nor detectable to observers. On the contrary,

in some situations, it is important that the embedded information is visible to various

users of the content, in order to enforce different kinds of protection. A sample of a

general watermarking process hiding messages is shown in Figure 7.1 [Fri98].

According to Cox [CMB02], a typical watermarking system consists of two different

components:

• the watermark encoder, which is responsible for the embedding process, i.e. the

effective insertion of the information within the chosen content;

• the watermark decoder, whose purpose is to execute the detection process, i.e.

revealing the presence of hidden information from a specific media.
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Figure 7.1: Generic watermark process.

In general, a number of input parameters are passed to both the watermarking pro-

cedures. To accomplish to the embedding process, a typical encoder requires:

1. the original data do;

2. the watermark message w;

3. the security key k.

An embedding function E takes the above input parameters and outputs the water-

marked data dw:

dw = E(do, w, k). (7.1)

The key allows the watermarking algorithm (both the embedding and the detection pro-

cess) to be public. If the key is not used, then the watermarking algorithm must be kept

secret. The key is required in many applications where the secrecy of embedded infor-

mation should be assured, such as copyright protection, or to perform image database

indexing. We can distinguish two level of secrecy: in a more restrictive scheme, unau-

thorized users cannot even detect whether a watermark is embedded within a content,

whilst in the second level a user can notice the presence of a watermark but cannot

decode it without the correct key [PK00].

The output of the embedding process is the watermarked content, cw. The whole

process is visualized in Figure 7.2.

A watermark detector includes a two-step process. First, the watermark is extracted
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Figure 7.2: Generic watermark embedding.

through one or more preprocessing tasks to retrieve a vector referred to as extracted

mark. Then, the second step is to determine whether the extracted mark contains the

original watermark or not. For this purpose, the extracted watermark is compared with

the original one to determine the similarity level. The result of this step could be some

kind of confidence measurement indicating how likely the original watermark is present

in the work. Depending on the specific application, the extracted mark can be further

decoded to get the embedded message [ZLZS07].

In the detection process, the input parameters for the a generic watermarking decoder

are:

1. the watermarked data dw;

2. the original data do;

3. the watermark w;

4. key k;

and the watermark detection procedure D is defined as follows:

we = D(dw, k, w, do). (7.2)
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It should be noted that we do not always need to provide the original data do and

the watermark w in the extraction process, since the detection algorithm can attempt

to retrieve possible hidden information even without esplicit knowledge of the signal

originally inserted. The output of the procedure is the the estimated watermark we. An

overview of the process is shown in Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.3: Generic watermarking extraction.

For a typical watermarking system, some basic requirements should be satisfied

[ZLZS07]:

1. The watermark we can be detected from dw with or without requiring explicit

knowledge of do.

2. In case dw contains the watermark w, we should be as close to w as possible in

order to be detected.

3. If dw is unmodied, then the detected watermark we exactly matches w.

7.2 Classification of watermarking systems

Digital Watermarks can be classified and measured in accordance with several features

that depend on application and purpose of the watermarking system. Another classifi-
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cation can be also attempted according to different characteristics of the system itself.

In particular, we can distinguish various type of watermarking, based on host signal,

decoding process, evidence of ownership, human perception and working domain.

7.2.1 Based on host signal

According to the host signal, digital watermarking is classified in [ZLZS07]:

1. Digital Image Watermarking, which is the most studied area within the water-

marking context, due to the large number of images on the Web susceptible to

copyright infringements. Digital media has also proven to be one of the most

successful media for digital watermarking as the watermark message can be quite

easily hidden in the perceptually unimportant areas of an image. At present, the

research on image watermarking is mainly focused on the robust and imperceptible

embedding of the watermark.

2. Digital Video Watermarking, which basically relies on the same methods developed

to watermark images, since videos are a sequence of images or frames. However,

further problems occur with video watermarking which does not affect image wa-

termarking. In particular, if the same key is used for all the frames in a video

sequence, it would make the watermarking algorithm vulnerable to specific at-

tacks (collusion). On the other hand, using a different key for every frame would

result in difficulties in handling the key distribution. In addition, due to the high

frame rate of video, the embedding process must occur almost in real time for live

transmissions. Since it takes a finite time to embed the watermark, the trans-

mission rate might be influenced by the watermarking algorithm. Instead, this

limitation does not exist if the content is generated off-line. A popular form of

video watermarking is the usage of a visible watermark, in form of a logo or other

distinguishing sign placed in an unobtrusive place on each frame of the video, with

the purpose of copyright protection.

3. Digital Audio Watermarking, which is used to embed hidden information within

audio signals. Audio watermarking must be characterized by robustness and in-

audibility of the embedded information. Typically, it exploits the properties of the

human ear by embedding one or more key-dependent watermark signals below the

audibility threshold. This is also the approach followed by compression schemes, in

which frequencies outside the human audible range are removed from the original
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audio soundtrack. One implementation receiving widespread attention is the MP3

approach to audio compression and watermarking.

4. Other type of watermaking, such as text, software, and database watermarking.

In this work, we will mainly focus on image watermarking. However, preliminary studies

indicate that the new proposed algorithm can be also applied to video watermarking.

7.2.2 Based on decoding process

A watermarking system may be classified as non-blind, semi-blind or blind depending on

the use it makes of the original image and watermark in the extraction process [BV07].

Non-blind methods require at least the original media (sometimes even the original

watermark) in the detection phase and extract the watermark using correlation-based

procedures. However this fact limits their usability, since the original data are not always

easy to obtain. Semi-blind schemes only use the original watermark in the decoding

process, or some other side information, without the need of the original media. Blind

algorithms use neither the original data nor the watermark and, because of that, they

are more challenging to devise, even if they are particularly suitable in some application

scenarios.

7.2.3 Based on evidence of ownership

A further classification may be given according to evidence of ownership; indeed, wa-

termarking schemes are generally considered invertible or non-invertible. An invertible

method allows an attacker to create a counterfeit data, df , watermarked by means of

the watermark wf , which satisfies the equation:

dw = E(w0, d0) = E(wf , df ) (7.3)

where d0 is the original data, w0 is the original watermark and E is the embedding

function. The attacker is then able to use df in place of “original” and to claim the

ownership of the watermarked image dw [CMYY98], [QN98]. On the contrary, non-

invertible schemes rely on the impossibility for an attacker to find both a watermark

and faked data such that the pair can produce the same watermarked data created by

the owner of the digital media [CMYY97].
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7.2.4 Based on human perception

According to human perception, digital watermarks are categorized visible and invisible.

The former refers to digital watermarks that can be detected by human perception by

observing the watermarked data. They are indeed rendered as visual content typically

embedded within images or videos with the purpose of copyright protection. On the

contrary, invisible watermarks cannot be detected by simply looking at the watermarked

data, since they are conceived to alterate as few as possible the visual quality of the

watermarked content.

An invisible watermarking scheme can be further classified as fragile or robust. The

former is used to detect modification of initial data and is generally applied in data

authentication, copy control and transaction tracking. The latter, on the contrary, is

characterized by a high resistance to attacks and can be considered as one of the most

interesting and widespread applications of digital watermarking. Indeed, robust water-

marking provides a method for protecting ownership rights against illegal distribution

of images, music and movies, so that the property of a digital content can be traced and

proved. Devising a mechanism able to protect these digital assets and their associated

ownership rights has become a topic of great importance[SJ05] and much effort has been

spent in the last years in order to obtain an effective solution to this problem.

However, even if many different approaches have been attempted, currently there

is no scheme that can be considered both highly secure and able to preserve image

quality. Indeed, the process of devising a new watermarking algorithm requires to make

a compromise among the imperceptibility of the hidden mark, in order to maintain a high

quality in the digital media, the robustness of the embedded watermark with respect to

attempts to remove it and the security of the watermarking process, which should not

reveal any clue about the presence of a hidden mark.

7.2.5 Based on working domain

Digital watermarks are inserted into pictures, video, and audio with different embedding

schemes, concepts, and algorithms. The watermark, indeed, can be hidden in multiple

ways, which are generally classified depending on the domain in which the embedding

process takes place.

Considering the specific context of digital images, we can distinguish watermarking
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in the space domain, which relies on the alteration of pixels values in the original image

directly. The advantage of this scheme is low computational complexity. Some of the

most common scheme in this domain are the Least Significant Bit (LSB)[JK99], [STO94],

the Correlation Based [LSL00], the CDMA Spread Spectrum[LSL00] and the Patchwork

[BGML96], [Wol00]. However, this category of watermarking algorithms is vulnerable

to various types of signal processing attacks [NP98], making them useless for practical

applications.

A more effective embedding process can be performed in the transform domain, where

the transform coefficients are modified in order to embed the watermark. The transform

domain comprises different watermarking methods, which can be further subdivided in:

• Schemes related to frequency domain, which first transform digital data into the

frequency domain by using various transformations, such as the Discrete Fourier

Transform (DFT)[RDB96],[PK99], the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)[CKLS97a],

[KZ95],[BBCP97] and the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)[DRA98],[IMYK00].

Later, the coefficients are modied to hide the watermarks. Finally, the modified

coefficients must be inversely transformed into the spatial domain to generate the

watermarked image. Although frequency-domain watermarking can resist various

types of digital signal processing operations, the computation cost is higher than

with spatial-domain watermarking.

• Schemes based on Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), which exploits the inter-

esting properties of the singular values of an image, which do not change greatly

when a small interference is added to an image. Examples of applications of SVD-

based schemes can be found in [CGMJ06], [LNK06] and [LT02].

• Schemes operating in fractal domain [DR99], [WC03].

Finally, the combined domain realizes combinations of methods from different domains;

interesting examples of algorithms are the Discrete Fourier Transform with Log Polar

Mapping scheme (DFT-LPM) [OP97a], the Discrete Wavelet Transform with Zernike

Moments scheme (DWT-ZMT) [CYGL04] and the Discrete Wavelet Transform with

Discrete Cosine Transform scheme (DWT-DCT) [EP05].
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7.3 Properties of watermarking systems

Digital watermarking requirements are very different and are influence by the attacks

that may possibly damage the structure, form and content of digital media. Such re-

quirements need to be satisfied by digital watermarks algorithms, but this has proven to

be rather difficult and it is often necessary to make a compromise among them. Next, a

brief overview of the most important requirements is presented.

Nonperceptibility It is important to determine whether the carried bit sample of the

watermark produces perceptible changes acoustically or optically. A perfect nonpercep-

tible bit sample is present if watermarked data and original data cannot be distinguished

from each other. For example, considering the context of image watermarking, the wa-

termark is invisible if a human being cannot distinguish between the original and the

marked image.

Watermarking systems employ several methods to embed the hidden information

within the digital media. Such methods attempt to exploit the ideas and properties of

the Human Visual System (HVS) for image and video watermarking and Human Audio

System (HAS) in case of audio watermarking.

The HVS shows variable sensitivities based on specific properties of images, which

include frequency, luminance, color and contrast masking. For example, a large smooth

area of the image corresponds to low frequency component, while the heavily textured

area corresponds to high frequency. Generally, the embedding of the hidden information

is executed in the middle frequency component. In fact, a watermark embedded high

frequencies can be easily removed by attacks such as low pass ltering and JPEG com-

pression, while embedding the watermark in the low frequencies will affect the visual

quality of the host image dramatically [ZLZS07].

According to studies on the HVS, the human eye is less sensitive to the bright area

of the image. Therefore, many algorithms which operate in the spatial domain embed

the watermark with different strengths according to a luminance function, to achieve the

trade-off between robustness and invisibility. More complicated perceptual models em-

bed the watermark according to luminance and texture masking, such as edge detection.

In addition, since the human eye is less sensitive also to the changes in the blue channel,

it is possible to exploit this property for the color image watermarking [ZLZS07].
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Nondetectability This property is typically required for secure covert communication.

The information hidden within watermarked data is not detectable if it is consistent

with the original data. The concept of undetectability is inherently tied to the statistical

model of the image source. If an attacker has a more detailed model of the source, he

may be able to detect the presence of a hidden message. It is important to note that the

capacity to detect the presence of a hidden message does not automatically imply the

ability to read it. Nondetectability cannot be directly linked to nonperceptibility that

is based on the concepts of human perceptions [Fri98].

Capacity The capacity property indicates the maximum amount of information that

can be stored in the embedded watermark (payload). The capacity strongly depends on

the specific watermarking application. For copy protection, a watermark with a capacity

of “one bit” (1=allow, 0=deny) is necessary. However, for applications which enforce

protection of intellectual property, watermarks with higher capacity are generally used.

Note that the number of bits that can be embedded is limited. According to [OP97b],

there is a grater chance that a watermark containing a small the number of bits of

payload may be transmitted with without error. Capacity is therefore related to the

detection reliability of embedded information.

Robustness The robustness property requires the resistance of watermark information

to possible signal process modifications which can affect the watermarked content. A

more detailed explanation is given in Chapter 8.

Security The embedding algorithm is said to be secure if the embedded information

cannot be removed beyond reliable detection by targeted attacks. Such attacks are based

on a full knowledge of the embedding algorithm and the detector, with the exception

of the secret key, and the knowledge of at least one watermarked content [Fri98]. More

information are given in Chapter 8.

Redundancy A watermark can be embedded by redundantly distributing it over many

samples of the original data. This operation improves the resistance of the watermark

to possible removal, therefore the global robustness and security of the scheme. A

redundant embedding, indeed, implies that a watermark can be usually detected by

examining only a portion of the watermarked content.
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The previous requirements are mutually competitive and cannot be clearly optimized

at the same time. If we want to hide a large message inside a specific content, we cannot

require at the same time absolute undetectability and large robustness. On the other

hand, if robustness to large modifications is an issue, the message that can be reliably

hidden cannot be too long [Fri98]. A good watermarking algorithm should achieve a

good trade-off among these requirements. This observation is schematically depicted in

Figure 7.4.

Figure 7.4: Requirements for a robust digital image watermarking system.

7.4 Evaluation and Benchmarking

The large number of watermarking algorithms developed in the last years has determined

an increasing need for methods to verify the effectiveness of the proposed tools. However,

since the difficulties to perform such tests manually are often high, automated testing

tools has been introduced. Their purpose is mainly to evaluate the efficacy in terms of

performance and robustness of novel algorithms.

Stirmark. Among the most known and widespread testing tools, Stirmark is recognized

as the first to be developed [ZLZS07]. Stirmark was originally created in 1997 by Fabien

Petitcolas, during his Ph.D at Cambridge University. It soon obtained a large popularity

in the watermarking community, becoming the the most widely used benchmarking suite

for digital image watermarking.
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The most updated version of StirMark1 is a fully automated test benchmarking tool

developed for robustness testing of image watermarking algorithms. It works by taking

an input image and applying several modifications to it. Modified images are then

used to verify whether the embedded watermark can still be detected. According to its

author, the operations used by Stirmark to alterate the original image are: cropping,

flip, rotation, rotation and scale, sharpening, Gaussian filtering, random bending, linear

transformations, aspect ratio changes, scale changes, line removal, color reduction and

JPEG compression. Stirmark also offers a way to combine the different detection results,

in order to compute an overall score ranging between 0 and 1 [PAK98].

Checkmark. Checkmark is a benchmarking suite for digital image watermarking, de-

veloped at the university of Geneva. It works as a Matlab script under UNIX and

Windows and it provides efficient and effective tools to evaluate and rate watermark-

ing algorithms. Checkmark re-implements the attacks already proposed in Stirmark

and adds the following new attacks: wavelet compression, projective transformations,

modeling of video distortions, warping, copy attack, template removal attack, denoising,

denoising followed by perceptual remodulation, non-linear line removal, collage attack,

down/up sampling, dithering, thresholding. It also considers the specific watermarking

application by giving different importance to the scores of individual attacks in relation

to the effective watermark usage [PVM+01].

Optimark. Optimark is a benchmarking tool for still image watermarking algorithms,

developed in the Artificial Intelligence and Information Analysis Laboratory at the De-

partment of Informatics, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. Optimark has a Graphical

user interface and can be installed in any machine running Windows OS. To perform a

benchmark of an algorithm with Optimark, it is necessary to construct an application

that performs watermark embedding and another one which performs watermark detec-

tion. Optimark includes several re-programmed attacks from the Stirmark benchmark

[STN+01].

1StirMark Benchmark 4.0



Chapter 8

Robustness and Security of

Watermarking Systems

8.1 Robustness

In the digital watermarking context, the term robustness defines the capacity of the

system to detect a watermark after common signal processing operations are executed

on the watermarked content [CMB02]. Generally such operations are performed on

images or video frames and also audio stream. An example of possible signal processing

operations over images includes:

• Filtering, which is used to obtain enhanced images or improved images by applying

filter function or filter operators such as linear filtering (low-band and high-band

filters) and non-linear filtering (median filter).

• Convertion and Noise addition, such as analog-digital and digital-analog con-

version, resampling, requantization, color reduction, Gaussian and non-Gaussian

noise, etc.

• Lossy compression; several compression schemes, like JPEG, eliminate from the

image those information less visible to the human eye, with the purpose of better

reduce the size of the picture. Such information are often used by the most common

watermarking algorithms to embed the watermark, with the result that it may get

lost after a lossy compression has been applied.

145
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• Printing and scanning, which are generally operations that eliminate part of the in-

formation of the image, due to the loss of detail that often occurs in both processes.

This may lead to a complete or partial destruction of the watermark embedded

within the picture which undergoes the printing/scanning procedure.

• Geometric distortions, such as Rotation, Scaling and Translation and cropping.

Most image watermarking algorithms fail when the image goes through geometrical

transforms.

Concerning video watermarking, the embedded information should be resistant to the

same transformations mentioned above, as well as the recording of video tapes and

changes in frame rate. Audio watermarks should be robust to processes such as temporal

filtering, recording on audio tape and variation in playback speed [CMB02].

Not all watermarking applications require to be robust towards the widest range of

possible signal processing operations. Depending on the specific application considered,

a watermark should be able to resist to common signal processing modifications which

occur between the embedding and the detection processes. Focusing on the context

of audio/video transmission, a watermarking algorithm should be able to resist to the

transmission process. In particular, the watermark is required to be robust to lossy

compression, digital to analog conversion, low-pass filtering, additive noise and horizon-

tal/vertical translation [CMB02]. Other operations, such as high pass filtering, are not

considered in such king of applications.

However, there exist situations where the robustness property is undesirable. This is

the case of fragile watermarks, i.e. a special designed watermark whose main feature is to

be not robust [CMB02]. Such a watermark is generally used for authentication purposes

and measurement of signal transmission quality. In such situation, any signal processing

application applied to the watermark should cause the watermark to be partially or

completely lost.

In this work, however, we will focus only on robust watermarking, since our goal is

to create a system that resists to the widest range of possible attacks.
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8.2 Security

The security property of a watermarking system refer to its ability to resist to a number

of different hostile attacks, opposed to common signal processing modifications described

in section 8.1. With the term hostile attacks, we define an intentional operation with

the purpose of countering the watermark. This is an issue which happens when an ad-

versary wants to prevent the watermark from serve the purpose which it has intended

for. Security strongly depends on the specific watermarking application, because there

are specific situations in which there is no interest into attacking the security of a water-

marking system. This is especially true when the watermark is used to provide enhanced

functionality to a system, like in audio/video synchronization.

According to [CMB02], there exist three different categories of actions which can be

attempted to attack a watermarking system:

• unauthorized removal, which is an active attack, i.e. it modifies the watermarked

image;

• unauthorized embedding, which is an active attack as well;

• unauthorized detection, which is a passive attack, i.e. it does not modify the

watermarked image.

The purpose of unauthorized removal is to prevent the detection of the watermark.

This is possible by means of two different attacks: elimination attack and masking

attack. The former implies that a content does not contain the watermark at all, which

has been completely deleted from it. Even by using a more sophisticated detector,

there is no chance that the watermark can be detected [CMB02]. Such an operation,

however, does not guarantee that the original data are obtained. Indeed, there are

several possible alternative contents which can be obtained executing the elimination

attack. The masking attack means that the watermark is still present within an attacked

content, but it is not detectable by the detection procedure. However, more sophisticated

detectors may succeed into detect it. A typical example is the impossibility of many

recent algorithms to detect a watermark from an almost imperceptible rotation of a

watermarked image. The watermark is still present in the altered content, however

normal detectors cannot detect it. A more evolved detector, instead, might be able to

revert the rotation and succeed into detecting the watermark [CMB02].
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Unauthorized embedding is an attack which attempts to embed a watermark into

contents that should not contain it [CMB02]. It is also known as forgery, and it is

generally used to perform false authentication by forcing a detector to recognize as valid

a content in which an invalid watermark has been inserted.

Unauthorized detection does not modify the attacked content. It simply attempts to

gain information from the extracted watermark. Unauthorized detection can be classified

in three levels, depending on the severity of the performed detection. The most serious

attack incurs when an adversary can detect the watermark and understand its content.

Less critical is the case when an attacker can detect the watermark, but she is not able

to understand it. However, she can tell whether two contents are watermarked with

different marks. Finally, the last and less problematic form of unauthorized detection

happens when it is possible to recognize that a watermark is embedded within a content,

but no other information can be obtained [CMB02].

8.3 Known attacks

A quite large number of attacks have been devised in order to affect the security of

watermarking algorithms. Therefore, creators of watermarking schemes consider these

attacks in order to develop robust and secure systems. In particular, a typical scheme is

designed to survive common operations, such as noise addition, compression, blurring,

with the hope that it would resist also to unpredicted attacks.

In this section, we describe a number of known attacks which can affect both the

robustness and the security of many watermarking systems.

8.3.1 Rewatermarking

An effective way to add an amount of noise to a watermarked media is by adding a new

watermark. Such an operation is known as rewatermarking (or overmarking). Supposing

that the attacker knows the embedding algorithm, this operation is simple to perform

and generates a little quality degradation, while potentially being able to destroy the

previously embedded watermark.

Rewatermarking is considered easier to obtain with blind methods, rather than non-

blind schemes. This is motivated by the fact that a blind algorithm should embed in a
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specific location which is known to the detector. On the contrary, non-blind algorithms

have the possibility to hide the mark in a great deal of locations, therefore allowing the

presence of more than one watermark within the same content. In a context of copyright

protection, this attack appears to be effective, since a content can be subsequently

watermarked with different marks and each of the attackers can claim the ownership of

the content as well as the real owner. However, generally the owner mantains a copy of

the original content, hopefully in a safe place. Therefore, the above described approach

is going to fail, since an order of insertion can be established. The dispute can be solved

because the owner used the original, unmarked content to generate his protected copy,

whereas the attackers could only use an already watermarked copy to generate theirs.

A simple search for the watermark within the presumed original content of every other

party can show this fact, since it is very unlikely that an original media contains a

watermark of another original 1 [PK00].

Rewatermarking a media already watermarked with a blind scheme is very likely to

overwrite the previous mark, since the new one will probably occupy the location of

the existing hidden information [PK00]. Due to this reason, some blind watermarking

scheme2 do not allow to insert a watermark if one is already present in the content.

In such situations, it is possible to circumvent the protection by modifying or rewrit-

ing the embedding algorithm, despite this could be a demanding operation in terms of

time. According to [PK00], other rewatermanking approaches based on image process-

ing techniques are possible. For example, the watermarked image can be subsequently

blurred until the original watermark is not detectable anymore. Then, a new watermark

is embedded into this blurred image and the result is then overlaid (with transparency)

by the original watermarked image. The attacking process explained generates a slightly

blurred image, which can be however properly sharpened to reduce the blurring. The

final image contain only the new watermark, whereas the original one is not detectable

anymore.

1There is however an exception to this, called IBM attack (or protocol attack), which exploits the
possible symmetry in terms of watermark strength and can prevent both the owner and the attackers
from successfully prove their ownership. For further details, refer to section 8.3.5

2for example, the PictureMark embedding tool from Digimarc Corporation.
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8.3.2 Compression

Compression attacks are probably the most common, due to the requirements of the

distribution over the Web. Typically, images, videos and audio data are compressed to

meet layout and bandwidth necessities, through some well-known formats: JPEG, PNG

and GIF for images, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4 and others for videos, while MPEG-1

layer 3 (mp3) is the most common standard for audio. The problem of lossy compression

schemes is their tendency to remove high frequency components of the signal, which are

the less perceptible ones, while they keep the lower frequencies, which are on the contrary

the most perceptible [PK00].

To achieve a good resistance to compression, watermarking schemes should avoid the

embedding in high frequency components. Instead, it should insert the watermark into

the perceptually significant components of the media. However, the drawback of such

an approach is the potential introduction of distortions and the generation of visible

artifacts [PK00]. The quality of watermarked media is indeed an important requirement

for a watermaking scheme, as well as robustness aspects. This is true in both the

embedding process, which should produce a marked media with no quality degradations

expressed through visible or audible distortions. On the other hand, even a possible

attack should maintain the quality of the attacked content, otherwise the attack is

useless. For example, a JPEG compression of 5% is likely to remove the watermark

from a watermarked image, but it would probably degrade the image to such an extent

that it can be considered a different picture.

8.3.3 Collusion

The global nature of Internet has not only brought media to consumers, but also it

has brought attackers closer to media [LTW+05]. This fact has made possible the exe-

cution of particular attacks, known as collusion attacks, which diverge from the tradi-

tional approach, involving more than a single adversary. They are a particular form of

unauthorized removal and and are a simple and cheap method to remove fingerprints,

constituting therefore a serious threat to fingerprinting techniques.

The collusion attack works by gathering a number of adversaries, each of them with

a different watermarked copies of the same content. By properly combining the vari-

ous fingerprinted contents, it is possible to attenuate each of the colluders’ identifying

fingerprints to produce a new version of the content with none of the their fingerprint
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embedded [LTW+05]. With existing watermarking systems, it is generally believed that

a small number of copies are enough to make the collusion attack successful [CMB02].

There exist several types of collusion attacks which can be divided in two categories:

linear and nonlinear, depending on the specific operations employed.

Linear collusion Linear collusion is the most easily feasible attack against multimedia

contents. It is based on linear operations which are performed to combine the fin-

gerprints. Given k colluders and the fingerprinted signals yi, a linear collusion attack

combines them into a new signal c according to the relations:

c =
k∑

i=1

λiyi

k∑
i=1

λi = 1,

where λi are the weights used to maintain the average intensity of the original signal

[LTW+05].

A simple method to achieve this purpose is to average the fingerprinted signals and

apply additive noise to futher improve the effectiveness of the attack [CMB02]. Another

linear collusion attacks which involve a different operation is known as cut-and-paste

attack. Supposing that the number of colluders is k, the attack requires that each

colluder cuts 1/k of her fingerprinted signal and paste it together with the others into a

unique new signal [LTW+05].

Nonlinear collusion Avaraging is not the only method available to colluders to success-

fully execute a collusion attack. There exist a further class of collusion attacks known as

nonlinear, which are based not on the average of the signals, but on the maximum, min-

imum and median of the corresponding components of colluders’ fingerprinted copies.

Considering k colluders, each of them possessing a fingerprinted copy of the same image,

for each pixel at location i, j in every image the minimum, median or maximum value

is considered when creating the new non-fingerprinted copy [LTW+05].

Considering uniformly distributed fingerprints, the nonlinear collusion attack has

proven to be more effective than the linear one. Instead, normally distributed fingerprints

are generally more robust to nonlinear collusion. In addition, Gaussian distributed
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fingerprints show a high robustness also against statistical and histogram attacks. These

type of fingerprints are therefore highly recommended to grant a good resistance to

multimedia fingerprinting systems [LTW+05].

8.3.4 Mosaic attack

This attack was motivated by automatic systems for copyright piracy detection, i.e.

special automated tools (crawlers) that searches through the Internet, download pictures,

and look for both authorized and unauthorized uses of protected works[PK00]. However,

such system cam be simply tricked by using the the mosaic attack.

The idea behind the mosaic attack is to simply divide the watermarked content (typ-

ically an image) into several smaller portions, stored within subimages. Such pictures

are then composed by using the HTML language and rendered through a Web browser.

This is easily done because most browsers can display images without any gap in be-

tween them. The final result is equivalent to download the whole image, but a detector

is very likely to fail the detection of the watermark, unless the subimages are stuck back

together. This is motivated by the fact that images with dimensions smaller than a cer-

tain limit cannot be reliably watermarked (typically below 100× 100 pixels), since the

bandwidth available for embedding is too small [PK00]. An example is given in Figure

8.1.

Figure 8.1: An example of the mosaic attack; the image on the left has been
rendered with small gaps among the subimages to highlight the structure of the
web page.

Another possibility is to “wrap” images into Java applets, Active X objects so that
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they would not be recognized as images to the crawler. The applet can even descramble

the image in real time [Fri98].

This attack can only be overcome by a system that would render the complete web

page on a computer screen, detect the images, and search for watermarks in them[PK00].

8.3.5 IBM Attack

The IBM attack affects a wide class of watermarking schemes and is detailed described

in [CMYY97].

The attack works as follows: let us assume that Alice creates the image IA by adding

her watermark WA to the original image I. We denote this operation with:

IA = I + WA.

Similarly, Bob generates his watermark WB using his key and creates a fake original:

I
′
= IA −WB.

From the above relations, we can write

IA = I + WA = I
′
+ WB.

In case of a dispute for determining the image ownership, Alice can claim that her water-

mark is contained in Bob’s original if she uses her I as the original image. However, since

a typical watermarking scheme must be robust with respect to small changes, also Bob

can argue that Alice’s original image I contains his watermark WB if he uses his forged

original I
′

for the detection. This creates a deadlock and one cannot unambiguously

decide who owns the image [Fri98].

This attack can be avoided by making the watermark W depend on the original

image in a non-invertible manner. In order to forge an original and a watermark, an

attacker would have to solve the equation IA = I
′
+ W (I

′
) for I

′
. If W depends on an

image hash function, this may be computationally very difficult [CMYY97].
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8.3.6 Histogram attack

This attack applies mostly to fix-depth watermarks that are applied to images with

some singularities in the histogram. The histograms of some images after scanning

exhibit regularly distributed peaks. If such an image is watermarked with a fixed depth

watermark, the peaks will essentially double and one can correctly estimate a large

portion of the watermark pattern by simply counting the number of pixels occupying

neighboring gray level bins [Fri98].

To avoid the histogram attack, it is necessary to sensibly reduce the histogram peaks.

This can be easily done in a preprocessing stage, prior to execute the watermark inser-

tion.

8.3.7 Geometric attacks

Geometric transformations, such as rotation, scaling, translation, cropping/shearing and

projective transformation are notorious attacks against a quite large number of water-

marking algorithms, like spread-spectrum techniques. Geometrical alterations can be

applied to images, thus also to single video frames. They are generally classified as

[ZLZS07]:

• global, which affects all the pixels of an image in same manner;

• local, which affects different portions of an image in different manner.

A global geometrical transform is determined by a set of unique parameters, such as

rotation degree, scaling ratio and translation parameters, whereas a local geometrical

transform applies a set of transforms to different subregions of the image, using different

input parameters [ZLZS07].

According to Cox[CMB02], “robustness to geometrical transforms remains one of the

most difcult outstanding areas of watermarking research”. Indeed, without using the

original image, surviving geometric attack is a challenge hard to sustain. This is mainly

due to synchronization errors introduced by the geometric attack between the detected

watermark and the one passed as reference to the detector. This misalignment can

deteriorate the performance of the detection procedure to a such degree that becomes

impossible to detect the embedded watermark [WDD01].
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Recently, watermarking algorithms robust to geometrical transformations have been

the focus of research and several watermarking techniques have been devised. They are

known as Rotation, Scaling and Translation (RST) resilient schemes. They work by

using different approaches to the problem, including exhaustive search, synchronization

through pattern/template or image features and invariant domain.

In synchronization-based techniques, the basic idea to recover from a geometric attack

relies on a predetection phase in which the attacked image is properly resynchronized.

Then, the detector is applied on the recovered image. It should be noted that resynchro-

nization from local geometrical distortion is much more difcult than resynchronization

from a global modification. This fact is due to larger number of parameters needed

to describe the local geometrical transform, which are normally much more than those

needed for the global one [ZLZS07].

Watermarking in invariant domain embeds the watermark in a specific domain which

is not affected by geometric transformations. For example, Fourier magnitude domain

is known to be invariant with respect to the shift in time or spatial domain [LTW+05].

Another example is the Fourier-Mellin transform, i.e. a log-polar mapping3 followed by

a Fourier transform, which is truly RST invariant [ZLZS07].

Rotation Rotation is a two-dimensional transformation applied to an image which

repositions each pixel along a circular path in the plane. The basic transformation

equations for rotating clockwise a point at coordinates x, y through an angle φ are:

xr = x · cosφ + y · sinφ

yr = x · sinφ + y · cosφ,

where xr and yr are the new coordinates of the point.

Rotation-based attacks are known to create issues to many watermarking schemes.

In some situations, however, the specific watermarking algorithm used can be partially

resistant to rotations, i.e. it is possible to detect the watermark given that the content

3The log-polar mapping is a conformal mapping from the points on the Cartesian plane (u, v) to the
points on the log-polar plane (ρ,Θ):

ρ = ln(
√

u2 + v2)

Θ = tan−1(
v

u
),

where ρ ∈ < and 0 ≤ Θ < 2π.
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has been rotated less than a specific angle. Such a behavior is generally considered

acceptable, since even the most dangerous geometric attacks should only slightly degrade

the quality of the content.

Scaling Scaling is a transformation that alters the size of an image. The basic trans-

formation equations multiply the coordinates x, y of a point by the scaling factors a and

b to produce the transformed coordinates xs and ys:

xs = a ·x
ys = b · y.

The two scaling factors a and b scale the image in the x and y directions, respectively.

When a and b are assigned the same value, a uniform scaling is produced that maintains

relative image proportions [ZLZS07].

Translation A translation, or shift, is a two-dimensional image transformation which

reposition each pixel along a straight-line path, from one coordinate location to another

one [ZLZS07]. The equations which describe the translation of a point x, y are the

following:

xt = x + dx

yt = y + dy,

where xt and yt are the translated coordinates and dx and dy are the translation distances.

The pair (dx, dy) is called translation vector.

Distortion Geometric distortion is an effective geometric attack which, rather than

remove the watermark, can make it undetectable from standard detectors. A specific

type of geometrical distortion is known as random bending and can be defined as a set

of local distortions which changes each individual pixel location based on a random set

of parameters. The distortion is performed by moving the corners by a small random

amount in both directions. Given the four corners A,B, C, D of an image, a point M of

the image can be expressed according to the following formula:

M = α(βA + (1− β)D) + (1− α)(βB + (1− β)C),
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where 0 ≤ α, β ≤ 1 are the coordinates of M relative to the corners. To apply the

distortion transform, the new coordinates of M are computed by using the above formula

with a set of new corners A
′
, B

′
, C

′
, D

′
, while α, β are kept constant [PK00].

Examples of such an attack can be found in Stirmark benchmark software, where ran-

dom bending attacks have been introduced to test the watermarking algorithms against

geometrical modifications: they proved to be very challenging [ZLZS07].

In addition to the above mentioned distortion, slight deviation are also applied to

each pixel. They are more noticeable at the center, whereas almost invisible at the

borders. Typically function like sinus or cosine are used to achieve this goal. The

same considerations regarding the quality of the attacked image, previously stated when

discussing the rotation transform, still hold for distortion.

The main properties of such transformation is its ability to make the watermark un-

detectable to the decoder by desynchronizing it. However, when applied to videos, some

issues (flickering) may happen when the video is played, unless the random parameters

used for distortion are saved and a compliant player is used.

Cropping The process of cropping an image involves selecting the part of an image

which one wants to preserve and deleting the rest. An adversary can perform such an

operation wherever in the image, even removing a large part of it. However, generally

cropping affects small portions of the watermarked image, in order not to alterate too

much the attacked media. Borders are a typical target area for cropping operations,

since the effective content and the main features of an image are preserved.

A cropping operation can be symmetric, i.e. the same area is removed from the

perimeter of an image, or asymmetric, which implies that different portions of image are

removed from the four sides. Depending on the specific type of cropping executed, an

image can be reconstructed more or less easily. For example, considering a symmetric

cropping, the reconstruction process may only need to know the original image size in

order to be successful. This is due to the fact that the size of the attacked image is

increased to the original dimensions by adding padding data to the borders. In other

situations, the reconstruction task may require the original data to determine the correct

amount of padding to add to every side of the attacked image. The resulting scheme is

therefore non-blind. Semi-blind approaches are also possible [FHW04]. In these situa-

tions, the embedding process insert the watermark concatenated by a synchronization

code within a specific domain of the original image. During the watermarking detection,
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the synchronization code is searched and the corresponding coefficients of the cropped

watermarked image are relocated by a self-synchronization process. Then the corre-

lation between the extracted watermark information and the original one is analyzed.

Such approaches, however, are characterized by a further computation load necessary to

search the synchronization code.

Among the different types of geometric attacks, translation resistance is generally

the most easy to obtain. On the contrary, rotation and scaling resilient watermarking

schemes are the most difficult to devise. Cropping is another transformation which

create issues in many watermaking methods, since either the embedding algorithm is

domain invariant, or the reconstruction of a cropped image is hard without knowing the

original data.

Further difficulties may be encountered when a sequence of geometric attacks is

executed in order to remove or make the watermark undetectable. This is the case of

attacks which involve a slight rotation of the image followed by a scaling and a partial

cropping of the borders. Furthermore, other non-geometric operations can be applied

on an already attacked image, to make the attacking process even more effective. Thus,

researchers should pay particular attention also to hybrid attacks when devise a new

watermarking scheme.



Chapter 9

Robust Image Watermarking

In this chapter we introduce a novel blocks-based watermarking scheme, which uses

the Singular Value Decomposition transform. The proposed scheme works by initially

splitting the original image into four non-overlapping blocks, then applying the SVD to

two of them, which are subsequently chosen for embedding the watermark. Different

strength factors are used in each block during the insertion process, in order to obtain

a good quality in the watermarked image and high robustness to attacks. Our scheme

is not completely blind because it needs additional information from the original image

(i.e. the singular values) in the extraction process; therefore, it can be considered a

semi-blind scheme. However, it is interesting to note that other authors [CGMJ06], who

devised an alternative algorithm based on SVD, claim that the detection process of their

solution is blind, even if singular values of the original image are required. Compared

to other watermarking techniques which use additional transforms to make them more

robust against geometric attacks (such as those combining DFT, DCT or DWT and

LPM, Template Matching or ZMT), the proposed scheme is robust to both common

and geometric attacks. Moreover, experimental results show a high robustness even

towards combined attacks.

9.1 SVD transform

In linear algebra, the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a well-known technique

for factorize a rectangular matrix, real or complex, which has been widely employed in

signal processing and statistic areas. Suppose we have an image represented as a matrix

159
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of dimension m rows by n columns, Am×n, applying SVD on matrix A will result in the

three matrices Um×m, Sm×n and Vn×n, as shown in (9.1):

SV D (Am×n) = [Um×m Sm×n Vn×n] (9.1)

The elements of the matrix Sm×n are the singular values of A and are arranged on the

diagonal, in descending order:

Sm×n =




S1 0 . . . 0

0 S2

. . .
...

... Sp

0

0 . . . 0




where S1 ≥ S2 ≥ ... ≥ Sp ≥ 0, p = min(m, n), Si ∈ <.

By multiplying U , S and V T (where V T means the transpose of V ) we will get the

matrix A:

Um×m ·Sm×n ·V T
n×n = Am×n (9.2)

where columns of U are the left singular vectors and the rows of V T (or columns of V )

are the right singular vectors. Matrices U and V are orthogonal, that means UT ·U =

I, V T ·V = I, where I is the unit matrix.

To calculate the SVD we need to compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of AAT

and AT A, where AT is the transpose of A. The eigenvectors of AAT form the columns

of U , the eigenvectors of AT A form the columns of V . The singular values (SVs) in S

are square roots of eigenvalues of AAT or AT A.

Since the rank of a matrix is equal to the number of the nonzero singular values, if

we consider the matrix Am×n as a representation of a generic image and supposing that

k is the rank of the matrix A, we have:

A = Uk ·Sk ·V T
k

where Uk and Vk are obtained by considering the first k singular vectors of U and
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V respectively, whereas Sk has k singular values (s1, s2, . . . , sk) on its diagonal. The

remaining min(m,n)− k singular values of S are all equal to 0, i.e. si = 0, for k < i ≤
min(m,n), and do not contribute to the energy of the image.

As we can observe from Figure 9.1, considering images with rather smooth areas,

the most of the information is contained in the first most significant singular values,

which is labeled as low region. Generally, modifications of SVs of this region cause

visible changes in the image. On the contrary, alterations of the SVs of medium and

high regions are considered less influential, since these regions only give a substantial

contribution in images with random texture [TSAS+99]. We can make an analogy with

the wavelet frequency domain: the most significant SVs have the same influence as the

LL band (low frequency band), the middle singular values have and influence similar to

the LH band (medium frequency band) and the last singular values have an influence

comparable to the HH band (high frequency).

Figure 9.1: Singular Values Regions

Note that, increasing the magnitude of the singular values of matrix S will increase

the image luminance, while lowering the magnitude will decrease the image luminance;

therefore, it is correct to state that S is in close relation with image luminance while

from orthogonal matrices U and V depend details of the image.

Another interesting feature of SVD is the invariance to geometric transforms, which

can be expressed in the following way, according to [CGMJ06]:

• rotation invariance: both the matrix A and its rotated counterpart Ar have the

same singular values;
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• translation invariance: both the matrix A and its translated counterpart At have

the same singular values;

• scaling invariance: if Am×n has the singular values si, 1 ≤ i ≤ min(m,n), then

its scaled counterpart As has the singular values equal to si ∗
√

FrFc where Fr and

Fc are the scaling factors of rows and columns respectively. In case the scaling

function affects only rows or columns, As has the singular values equal to si ∗
√

Fr

or si ∗
√

Fc respectively.

Due to these properties, SVD has been used (also combined with other techniques) for

devising watermarking algorithms particularly robust to geometric attacks.

9.2 Robust SVD-based schemes

The application of Singular Value Decomposition to the digital watermarking context

was initially proposed by Liu and Tan [LT02]. In their paper, they apply SVD on the

whole image and add the watermark to the singular values of the original image; then,

SVD is applied again on this new matrix. The algorithm is very robust to common

and geometric attacks, because singular values change very slightly on perturbations. In

2005, two papers [Wu05,ZL05] demonstrated the fact that the Liu’s algorithm presents

problems in the detection process. In particular, the first paper[Wu05] proves that[LT02]

is an invertible scheme, therefore, a trustworthy evidence of ownership cannot be pro-

vided. In the second paper[ZL05], it is experimentally showed that the detection process

is totally flawed; in fact, using the watermarking method explained in [LT02], authors

were able to detect the visual watermark of a “panda” from an image watermarked by

means of a different visual watermark (an image of a “monkey”). The fundamental flaw

is that the reference watermark (the “panda” image) is always detected from an image,

because, during the reconstruction of the recovered watermark, both the matrices U

and V from the reference watermark are used, whereas the only information taken from

the extracted watermark is the matrix S. A false positive problem appears, since the

Liu’s algorithm detects the reference watermark in any image, even in those that do not

contain the watermark. Therefore, an unambiguous evidence of ownership cannot be

given for a watermarked image.

Other SVD based algorithms are presented in [CGMJ06], where authors apply the

SVD transform on image blocks and, for every block, add the watermark directly to each
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matrix of singular values. This approach doesn’t present the weakness found in [LT02]

and has a good robustness to common attacks; however, there is no evidence that the

algorithm is also resistant to geometric attacks.

A novel scheme is introduced in [SLC06]; authors apply a chaotic mixing on the

original image and on the watermark, then perform the SVD transform on blocks. The

method preserves the quality of the original image and experimental results show good

robustness to common and geometric attacks. However, it is a semi-blind scheme, which

uses a secret image in the extraction process and requires much information to be saved.

A blind watermarking scheme is proposed in [LNK06]. The watermark is embedded

in the middle singular values of the original image preserving their descending order.

The algorithm is particularly robust to JPEG compression and rescaling, but it is very

weak against rotation or cropping. Also, the payload is very low, since only 32 bits can

be embedded in the image.

SVD has been used also in combination with other transforms, like DCT [SDE05],

DWT [GE04], Zernike Moments [LWSW05] and Haar [SGK+03]. In DCT with SVD

scheme proposed in [SDE05], authors split the original image in four blocks and then

apply DCT on each block and on a visual watermark. After that, SVD is applied on

each of the four DCT-transformed blocks and on the DCT- transformed watermark.

The singular values of the watermark are then added to the singular values of each

the four image blocks, so that the watermark is embedded four times. Experimental

results show a good robustness against common and geometric attacks (even rotation

and cropping), but the detection process suffers of the same false positive problem as

in [LT02]. Therefore, the reference watermark can be recovered from any image, even if

totally different from the watermarked one.

In DWT with SVD scheme [GE04], authors apply first level DWT on the original

image and add the singular values of the watermark to the singular values of the four

DWT bands. Thus, the watermark is redundantly embedded four times. However, the

false positive problem appears also in the detection process of this method.

9.3 The false positive problem

In the watermarking context, a false positive is an erroneous detection of a watermark in

a content which does not actually contain one [CMB02]. However, a false positive may
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occurs also when a specific watermark is detected from a content in which a different

watermark was embedded. This is the case of algorithm based on the SVD transform.

According to [Wu05] and [ZL05], SVD-based watermarking methods which embed the

Singular Values of the watermark in the Singular Values of the host image are considered

invertible schemes. They are therefore vulnerable to the false positive problem, which

appears in the detection phase, during the watermark reconstruction. The false positive

problem is mainly due to the fact that the SVD transform applied to images doesn’t

have an inverse which can be considered “visually unique”.

In order to better clarify this fact, let us consider two images represented by means

of matrices An×n and Bn×n. Applying the SVD transform on both matrices by means

of (9.1), we obtain:

SV D (A) = [UA SA VA]

SV D (B) = [UB SB VB]

where UA, UB are the left singular vector matrices, VA, VB are the right singular vectors

matrices and SA, SB are matrices containing on diagonals the SVs of A and B, respec-

tively. SA and SB matrices have an interesting property: they are very similar, i.e. SVs

of matrix A are slightly different from SVs of matrix B.

To reconstruct matrices A and B we use relation (9.2), therefore:

A = UA ·SA ·V T
A (9.3)

B = UB ·SB ·V T
B

Then, exchanging SA with SB in (9.3), we obtain:

Z = UA ·SB ·V T
A (9.4)

Finally, comparing matrix A with matrix Z, we can notice that they are highly corre-

lated. Analogously, we could repeat the reconstruction procedure in (9.4) with images

other than A and B and we will obtain always the same result. Because of this fact,

which we define as the false positive problem, we might use any image in the detection

process, even unmarked ones, and we will always obtain the same watermark.
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To solve the false positive problem, we use a strength factor in order to give more

importance to the SVs of each marked block in the original image. By doing this, the

similarity between SVs of the host image and SVs of different images reasonably de-

creases. However, the usage of a strength factor for modifying the SVs of the original

image determines a reduction in the quality of the watermarked image. Indeed, increas-

ing the strength factor to higher values for avoiding the false positive problem causes

visible corruptions and artifacts in the watermarked image.

9.4 A robust, block-based watermarking scheme using

SVD

9.4.1 A block-based method

Generally, the SVD transform is applied to an image with two different techniques: on

the whole image and on blocks of the image. The former tends to spread the watermark

all over the image, whereas the latter only affects local regions of the image. The

watermarking scheme we propose in this chapter is block-based, i.e. it splits the original

image into four blocks and applies the SVD transform to each of them. We can separate

these four blocks in two categories: the first one contains the two blocks that will be

marked during the embedding process and the second one comprises the two blocks

which are not to be marked.

The watermark is embedded redundantly in the SVs of two blocks of the original

image in order to better resist against common attacks and geometrical attacks. We use

two fixed strength factors for embedding:

• α, the watermark strength factor, applied to SVs of the watermark to increase its

robustness against different attacks;

• β, the block strength factor, applied to SVs of each block to solve the false positive

problem, presented in detail in Section 9.3.

The best values for α and β were determined from experimental tests; in particular we

take α = 0.17 and β = 1.2.

By increasing the watermark strength factor α we can improve the robustness of the
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watermarking scheme. Unfortunately, we also reduce the quality of the watermarked

image. Therefore, to obtain a better image quality, the algorithm divides the SVs of

each unmarked block in tree regions: the low region, containing the most significant

singular values, the middle region and the high region, both containing less significant

singular values. For each region we use a strength factor, with the purpose of adjusting

the quality of the image affected by the embedded watermark. However, by applying

this strength factor, the descending order of the SVs might be lost, which could lead

to a degraded watermarked image. To avoid this problem, a reordering of the SVs is

necessary in the embedding process.

9.4.2 The embedding process

In this subsection the embedding algorithm of our proposed watermarking scheme is

presented. The original image, of dimension m rows by n columns, is represented by

the matrix Iom×n . This matrix is split in fixed size blocks of dimensions r× t and two

of them are chosen for embedding the watermark, Wr× t, which has the same size of

the image blocks. In the embedding phase, its singular values are added to those of

the chosen blocks. The new singular values matrices are then used to construct the

watermarked image.

The detailed algorithm which describes the embedding process is the following:

1. Split the original image in four blocks Ti, i = 1...4, each of them with size r× t.

Then, choose two of them, T2 and T3, for embedding the watermark (see Figure

9.2).

Figure 9.2: The original image is split in four blocks: T2 and T3 are chosen for
embedding the watermark.
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2. Apply SVD on each block of the original image:

SV D (Ti) = [Ui Si Vi] , i = 1...4

where the matrices Si contain the Singular Values (SVs) of the blocks Ti.

3. Apply SVD on the watermark:

SV D(W ) = [Uw Sw Vw]

Singular Values of the watermark lay on the diagonal of matrix Sw.

4. Add the SVs of the watermark to the SVs of T2 and T3 blocks, using the following

relations:

Mi(k, k) =





Si (k, k) + αSw (k, k) , k = 1

βSi (k, k) + αSw (k, k) , 2 ≤ k ≤ min(r, t)

Mi(k, j) = 0, k 6= j

where i = 2, 3, α is the strength factor applied to the SVs of the watermark and

β is the strength factor applied to the SVs of the original image. To improve the

visual quality of the watermarked image and reduce the occurrence of artifacts, the

first singular value from each block of the original image, Si (1, 1), is not multiplied

by the strength factor β.

5. Adapt the SVs of the T1 and T4 blocks, to improve the quality of the watermarked

image. A new matrix Mi is then created for each block, according to the following

relation:

Mi = Γ ·Si, i = 1, 4 (9.5)

where Γ is a matrix containing the strength factors for the SVs of the original

image, used only in blocks T1 and T4. Γ is composed from tree submatrices: ΓL

containing the SVs of the low region (significant singular values), ΓM containing

SVs of the middle region and ΓH for the SVs of the high region (less significant
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singular values), as shown in (9.6):

Γ =




γL1 0 0

0 . . .

γLx

γM1

. . .

γMy

γH1

. . . 0

0 0 γHz




(9.6)

These values are calculated with the following relations:

γLi
=





a +
b− a

1
4
min(r, t)

, i = 1

a < γLi
≤ b

γLi−1
+

b− a
1
4
min(r, t)

, until γLi
≤ b

γMi
=





c +
d− c

1
2
min(r, t)

, i = 1

c < γMi
≤ d

γMi−1
+

d− c
1
2
min(r, t)

, until γMi
≤ d

γHi
=





e +
f − e

1
4
min(r, t)

, i = 1

e < γHi
≤ f

γHi−1
+

f − e
1
4
min(r, t)

, until γHi
≤ f

where a, b, c, d, e and f are the range limits of regions ΓL, ΓM and ΓH . The

multiplying constants ( 1
2

and 1
4

) allow to give different importance to the SVs

of the three regions. Indeed, it is generally preferable to include fewer elements
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into the set containing the SVs of the low region in relation to those belonging

to the medium region set, since the formers have a great influence on the visual

appearance of the watermarked image. Values of these constants were determined

from experimental tests, according to visibility of the watermark in the marked

image.

Moreover, in order to maintain a good quality in the watermarked image, it is

necessary to preserve the descending order of SVs in the Mi matrices for blocks

T1 and T4. Therefore, each strength factor of matrix Γ is adjusted by repeatedly

subtracting a factor δ until, applying (9.5), for the elements mj on the diagonal of

matrix Mi, the following relation holds:

m1 ≥ . . . ≥ mj−1 ≥ mj ≥ . . . ≥ mp ≥ 0, p = min(m,n).

The constant factor δ is defined as follows:

δ = min

(
b− a

1
4
min(r, t)

,
d− c

1
2
min(r, t)

,
f − e

1
4
min(r, t)

)
.

6. The last step is to perform the SVD reconstruction of the four modified blocks,

using the SVs matrices Mi and Ui, Vi from the original image:

Di = Ui ·Mi ·V T
i , i = 1...4

Then, the watermarked image Iw is obtained joining together the four modified

blocks Di, i = 1...4:

Iw =


 D1 D2

D3 D4


 .

9.4.3 The extraction process

In the extraction process, we need the (probably) marked (and possibly attacked) image

I, the watermark W and the Singular Values (SVs) of the original image Iom×n , contained

on the diagonal of matrices Soi
, i = 2, 3. Moreover, only blocks T2 and T3 are used along

with strength factors α and β.

The extraction process is carried out through the following steps:
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1. Split the image I in four blocks Ti, i = 1...4, with size r× t.

2. Apply SVD transform on two blocks of the image I, T2 and T3:

SV D(Ti) = [Ui Si Vi], i = 2, 3

3. Calculate the difference between SVs of blocks T2 and T3, contained in matrices

Si, and SVs of the original image, Soi
:

Gi(k, k) =





Si(k, k)− Soi
(k, k)

α
, k = 1

Si(k, k)− βSoi
(k, k)

α
, 2 ≤ k ≤ min(r, t)

Gi(k, j) = 0 k 6= j

where i = 2, 3 and Gi are the matrices containing the SVs of the recovered water-

mark.

4. Construct the recovered watermark images Wri
, using the following relation:

Wri
= Uw ·Gi ·V T

w , i = 2, 3

where matrices Uw and Vw are, respectively, the left singular values and the right

singular values of the watermark image W .

5. The recovered watermarks, Wr1 and Wr2 , are compared to the original watermark

W by computing the well-known Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient:

R1 = corr(W,Wr1)

R2 = corr(W,Wr2)
(9.7)

Then, the maximum value of the calculated coefficients is taken as reference:

R = max(R1, R2) (9.8)

If R is more than a specific acceptance threshold, we can claim that image I

contains the watermark W , otherwise we can conclude that the watermark W is

not present in image I.
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9.5 Tests and Results

In this section we show the robustness of the proposed scheme against simple and com-

bined attacks by applying the watermarking algorithm on different images taken from

the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset and Benchmark [MFTM01] and other common data

sets used for image processing [ocr]. Experimental results of such tests, performed on

the “Lena” grayscale image of size 512× 512, are presented in Table 9.1 and Table 9.2.

A sample of application of the proposed watermarking algorithm is shown in Figure 9.3,

where it is also presented the watermark image used in all tests, i.e. a grayscale image

of size 256× 256 representing a cameraman.

(a) Original image; (b) watermarked image; (c) embedded watermark.

Figure 9.3

The algorithm was tested with the following input parameters and constants:

• the strength factors for watermark and block are, respectively, α = 0.17 and

β = 1.2;

• upper and lower limits of regions ΓL, ΓM , and ΓH are a = 1.17, b = 1.37, c = 1,

d = 1.5, e = 1 and f = 1.4;

• the tolerance factor δ is equal to 0.0031;

• the acceptance threshold is set to 0.6.

The robustness of the watermarking scheme towards common attacks is evaluated by

means of the correlation measure (9.7), (9.8) between the watermark recovered from
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a possible attacked image and the original watermark. These results are written in

Table 9.1 and compared to other watermarking schemes based on SVD, like Mancini’s

[CGMJ06], Liu’s [LNK06] and Tan’s [LT02] algorithms. Samples of watermarked images

affected by common attacks are shown in Figure 9.4 and related recovered watermarks

are presented in Figure 9.5.

From Table 9.1, the reader can observe that the proposed scheme is very robust

against common attacks, compared to the above mentioned watermarking methods. In

particular, it is extremely robust against JPEG compression, even with very low quality

factors (e.g. Q = 10, Q = 5 and Q = 1). Moreover, the method is also robust against

low pass Gaussian and Median filtering, blur up to 50% and down-sampling, whereas

it shows an acceptable correlation with noise-based attacks, such as additive Gaussian

white noise and Salt&Pepper noise.

Regarding to geometrical attacks (rotation, translation, scaling and cropping), the

scheme has a considerably high robustness. However, we should define the algorithm as

partially resistant to rotation, since it is able to recover the watermark with sufficient

precision only when the image has been rotated by an angle ϕ such as: −45◦ < ϕ < 45◦

and 135◦ < ϕ < 225◦. These ranges guarantee that at least half of the watermark is

always embedded within blocks 2 and 3. On the contrary, with angles other than the pre-

viously mentioned, the watermark might be recovered from blocks 1 and 4, although they

do not actually contain it. This is an example of the false positive problem. Moreover,

even if the method is only partially resistant to rotation, it can undergo rotation-based

attacks which only slightly modify the image, therefore characterized by a low perceptive

threshold.

As a further consideration, the proposed algorithm allows to embed rather long wa-

termarks into the image, which are at most as big as 1
4

of the image area.

Besides common attacks, the watermarking scheme was also tested against multiple

combined attacks. Tests were conducted by subsequently applying four different trans-

formations (JPEG compression, rotation, cropping and subsampling) to a dataset of

watermarked images. Then we computed the correlation coefficients between the wa-

termark extracted from each image and the original one. Experimental results gathered

from this testing session are shown in Table 9.2.

As the reader can observe, the robustness of the proposed scheme is considerably
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Table 9.1: Comparison between watermarking scheme against simple attacks.
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Figure 9.4: Samples of watermarked images affected by common attacks.
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Figure 9.5: Recovered watermark images after common attacks were applied.
Note that, due to scaling for table formatting, details losses may occur in some
images. Nonetheless, the extracted watermarks lead to the correlation values
indicated near each picture.
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Table 9.2: Correlation values obtained in the extraction process from water-
marked images affected by combined attacks.

high even against multiple combined attacks. In particular, good correlation values were

obtained applying in sequence all four transformations: JPEG compression with quality

factor up to 10%, rotation up to 24◦, cropping between 10% and 20% of the image area

and subsampling with factor equal to 0.5 and 1.3. The scheme is also robust to partial

combined attacks, i.e. attacks which use only some of the possible transformations, such

as the triple: JPEG compression, cropping and subsampling, and the couple: JPEG

compression and rotation.

Figure 9.6 and 9.7 show, respectively, watermarked images affected by combined

attacks and extracted watermarks from blocks T2 and T3.

In the last part of the section, we present the test used to verify the probability of

false positives occurrence with the proposed algorithm. For this test we used the Sin-

gular Values of a watermarked image, i.e. the “Lena” grayscale image of size 512× 512,

in which was embedded a specific watermark, i.e. the “Cameraman” grayscale image

of size 256× 256. Then we ran the detection algorithm, trying to recover the refer-

ence watermark from 847 different unmarked images, taken from common image data

sets. Finally, we computed the probability that a false positive occurs in the extraction

process. Being p such a probability, it is calculated with the following relation:

p =
η

N
,

where η is the false positive rate, i.e. the number of images affected by the false positive
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Figure 9.6: Samples of watermarked images affected by combined attacks.

problem, and N is the total numbers of tested images; in our tests N = 847 and η = 84.

In Table 9.3, the probability of false positive occurrence for the proposed scheme

is compared with other three watermarking algorithms based on SVD: Tan’s method

[LT02], Sverdlov’s scheme, which is a combination of DCT and SVD [SDE05], and the

Ganic’s hybrid approach, which uses DWT and SVD [GE04]. From the experimental

results, p is equal to 0.099, which denotes that our method has the lowest false pos-

itive rate compared to the other tested watermarking schemes, with both pure SVD

algorithms and hybrid approaches.

Table 9.3: Comparison among the proposed scheme and other known SVD-
based methods.

Scheme Probability of false positive occurrence

Proposed (SVD) 9.9%

Ganic (DWT-SVD) 79.9%

Sverdlov (DCT-SVD) 81.3%

TAN (SVD) 100%
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Figure 9.7: Recovered watermark images after combined attacks were applied.
Note that, due to scaling for table formatting, details losses may occur in some
images. Nonetheless, the extracted watermarks lead to the correlation values
indicated near each picture.



Conclusions

In this work we presented two different approaches to counter the problem of uncon-

trolled and unauthorized distribution of multimedia contents. The methods described

can be considered complementary, and can be both applied in order to devise an effective

strategy for digital media protection.

In the first part of the thesis, we presented EasyPic and its evolution, Mosahip, two

anti-bot defense schemes which derive from picture-based Human Interactive Proofs.

They have been created with the purpose of preventing the massive and automated

access to web resources. In addition, they can also provide a user with a simple and

rather intuitive drag-and-drop interface.

The proposed techniques can be considered more effective than text-based HIPs from

the point of view of both security and easiness of use. Indeed, their robustness rely on

the inability of modern computer to correctly recognize generic concepts expressed by

picture or sounds contained into audio streams. In addition, these schemes permit to

verify the human nature of the requester at every attempt to use a resource. On the

other hand, the friendliness of the drag-and-drop approach alleviates the user from the

discomfort of typing any text before accessing to a web content and allows a simple

integration inside Internet portals and web pages.

We gave an experimental evidence of our claims, by testing both the schemes with

respect to the security and usability properties. First, we verified the efficacy of the

proposed HIPs against simple attacks based on the random model. Then we devised a

more sophisticated automated tool, with the purpose to test the effectiveness of the the

EasyPic scheme against attacks based on image comparison. We could not attempt the

same operation with the Mosahip scheme simply because its stronger security properties

make this category of attacks excessively costly in terms of human effort and time

resources. We can state that our expectations were completely fulfilled in both the test

sessions. Indeed, the presented methods effectively made the the massive and automated
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access to web resources an inconvenient activity for an adversary. Unless a major advance

in the area of Artificial Intelligence and, in particular, in the fields of computer vision

and image recognition, we believe that the proposed protection schemes can constitute a

challenging problem even to the most sophisticated existing and yet to come automated

tools.

In addition, we also conducted a specific test to verify the real usability of the Mosahip

scheme, which is intrinsically more difficult of the EasyPic method. The large majority

of the participants expressed a positive opinion regarding the simplicity of the proposed

protection technique. We must admit that the obtained result is beyond our initial

expectations.

In the second part of this work, a robust, block-based watermarking scheme using

the Singular Values Decomposition transform was proposed. Its main purpose is to

protect intellectual property rights of creators and distributors of digital images. The

novelty of our scheme is the use of a multiplicative factor in the embedding process

in the attempt to solve the false positive problem that appears in other SVD-based

watermarking algorithms. Experimental results clearly prove our claim, by showing

that the probability of false positive occurrence has been drastically reduced with the

proposed solution.

Moreover, the presented scheme is able to preserve the quality in the watermarked

image and is characterized by a high robustness to an extremely wide range of different

attacks, even combined ones. The algorithm however is only partially resistant to rota-

tion, since it embeds the watermark only in two of the four blocks in which the image is

partitioned. However, this is not of great concern, since the most serious attacks attempt

to only slightly modify the attacked image, in order to preserve the original quality of

the digital media.

Future work

The solutions devised in this thesis are complete but, in some cases, some improvements

can be conceived in order to fix some drawbacks and keep, at the same time, the benefits

of the methods.

Regarding the prevention of massive and automated access to web resources, we

believe that additional research concerning the usability aspects of the Mosahip scheme
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would bring a sensible contribute to further reduce the the initial impact with this type

of CAPTCHA. Also, some users pointed out that the message which explains how to

identify the correct image in the Topmost Mosahip method is not always clear and should

be improved.

A minor drawback concerns the current prototype of the Mosahip tool, which suffers

from slow performance and high consumption of resources in the generation of the main

image. This is mainly due to the poor optimization of the PHP code used to implement

the protection scheme. Thus, further work is required to improve the overall performance

of the generation procedure and create a web service which can be easily integrated in

web applications potentially interested in obtaining increased protection from automated

tools.

Concerning the SVD-based watermarking scheme, further research is being focused

on improving the robustness of the method by embedding the watermark redundantly

in all four blocks of the image. This is basically required to enhance the resistance of

the proposed algorithm to attacks, in particular rotation. By doing this, we must ensure

that a good compromise among visual perceptibility of the watermark and robustness of

the watermarking process is achieved. This has been indeed the most problematic issue

to solve in the current work.

Another interesting area of research concerning the devised scheme involves its possi-

ble applications in the video watermarking context. This would be a major improvement

over the proposed algorithm, since it would allow to extend the protection range to more

digital media. Preliminary studies showed that there are good chances of succeeding. In-

deed, the algorithm showed a strong resilience against compression-based attacks which

is undoubtedly an important requirement to operate with video streams. Moreover, the

SVD transform, has been already successfully applied to watermarking of video contents

[KYWN06], [KC06].

Additional studies are also required to further reduce the false positive rate. This can

be considered the most important topic of research regarding the proposed algorithm.

Indeed, a probability of less than 10% to incur in a false positive is an interesting result

if compared to the values obtained with other SVD-based existing schemes. However,

it is still not enough to allow the use of the proposed method outside the research area.

Only solving the false positive problem, the proposed technique might become a true

candidate in devising an effective scheme suitable for practical applications of digital

image watermarking.
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Appendix A

Links

EasyPic and Mosahip

At the following link, we set up a live demo which implements the proposed solutions

for preventing the massive access to web contents:

http://secg.di.unito.it/massivedemo/

Both the EasyPic method and the Mosahip scheme are considered:

• EasyPic:

http://secg.di.unito.it/massdownload/index.php

• Content-based Mosahip:

http://secg.di.unito.it/massdownload2/index.php

• Top-most Mosahip:

http://secg.di.unito.it/massdownload3/index.php

Internet polls open challenge

At the following link, we propose an Internet poll open challenge:

http://secg.di.unito.it/ipollchallenge/
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